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Young Wild West and the Ranch Queen
-OR-

ROUNDING UP THE CATTLE ROPERS
By AN OL D SCOUT
l feller. do you kno" ,~·hat we \Yas talkin' about jest :1fore
you hoYe in sight?"
THE RED -HOT BRANDIXG-IUON.
"Why slloulcl I know tllat? I am neitller a fortune-teller
nor a mind-reader."
"How mneh furth er have I got to g.o to get to ?\e,erslip?"
The rest of the cattlemen arose at tllis. and as the llnnd'fbe :-;peaker was a boy of nineteen or twenty, who was some young prince of the saddle quicldy but carefully si7.ed
mounted on a fine-looking sorrel stallion.
them up be saw that he was confronted by efgbt stalwart,
Though but a boy in year:-;, he was probably one of the rough-looking men whose every appearance 111dicated tbat
1110,;t perfed types of American manhood ever found in the they woulcl not hesitate to do almost anything tllat the oc:"\Yild We~t .
casion required.
•I.. w·e ll-shapecl fnee. dear complexion set with a pair of
Villainy was depicted on tile faces of some of them. too,
rlark eres that showed naught but determination and not the but he did not show the least sign of being disconcerted.
least ,;i~n of fear. made hi_m avpear to be somewhat above
"Well, by jingo!" exclaimed the tallest and most evil-lookthe orthnru·! cowpunch_er; his attire_was such that the casual . ing one of the lot : "if that ain·t tiler sassiest youngster I
o\Jser ~er m1gllt take 1nm ~or anyth~ng from a wealt~y young e~er run across my name ain·t Loping Luke, an' I ain't tiler
rancll owner to a ~endertoot scouring the country m searcll , boss 1.Jreaker of buckin' bronchos!"
of amu~ern ent ancl aclventure.
· "That's what he is. Luke.·· retorted the fir~t speaker. Then,
A ,n~nlth of . chestnut hair hung over his shoulders, and turning to tile boy. he adtlecl:
this being- topped of by a big felt hat, of the sombrero pat"'-Vell. young feller, I'm going- to tell rer what we ,Yas
t ern. just set off bis features to the \Jest possible advantage. talkin' about jest afore you put in nu appearance. ,,·e said
A ueut-fittiug suit ot' bucl,,;kiu trimmed with red fringe and as how we was goin' to haYe some fun with tiler fi rst feller
a helt coutai11in'.s a brac·c of revolvers and a hunting-knife, what happened to c-ome nlong. You see, things bas been
together 1Yith a rifle of the l,tte:st 1mttern of the times, which somewhat dull for tiler past week or so, au ' we was jest
\Yas s,yun~ over his shoulder. will about complete a brief allowin' tllat we needed somethin' to JiYcn us np. .Test be
description of Young ,vna \Y est, thP Prince of the Saddle, kind enough to git down off that horse."
Ch:impiou De:tclshot of the " ·e:::t, Boss Town Boomer and
"What do you want me to dismount for?"
"·ealthy J·otmg mine owner.
The question was asked in what nppeared to be au inno'l'he boy was known by all these titles, and, as many of our cent tone, but there was a look in the handsome dark eyes
rca,ler~ are uo doubt awa re. be IJad earned them.
. tllat sllould _have told the men to go sl_ow.
·' How mucb further have I got to go to get to ~eversllp?"
But whether they noticed tile look or uot, they did not
Young ~Yild -n'est was c-ompelled to ask the question a
i'(eC'0IHl ti111 e. for thP band of eattlP ropers he addressed were heed it.
Instead they broke into a laug)1. and some of them fairly
,:imp!~- grinning and n·inking at each other as though tlley
shook with merriment, as tbough it was the best joke they
had l!oue rlaft all of n sudden.
B1i°t whe11 tbP question was propounded the second time bad heard in a long time.
" "\Veil. I would just like to know what rqu are laughing
onP of I hf>m ermlt?Rl'ended to makP a reply.
"You nni't in any particular hurr~- to find out, are rer, about.·· said Young Wild ·west. coolly. "You remind me of
a ,;et of idiots more than anJ·thing else."
~-oungf'ter '! ., he asked.
"Oh, we, do, do we?" and the man wbo called llimself
"WPll. to tf>ll th e truth , T am in ii little burr:,. You f'.ee, Loping Luke made a quick grab and <'augbt the sorrel by
it is gettin~ wrll toward uoou . and I am llungry. I bad a the bridle rein.
,err liirl1t breakfa~t this morning, and an early one, at
"Let go, there! Take your hand from that horse's head!"
that.··
There was a steel-like ring in the voice of the young horseYoun1; w·ild West spoke in such a calm and easy tone tbat
man as be uttered the command, and some of the cattle ropers
the men Rtoppe d grinning for nn instant and looked at him.
·
"Of course." went on 1he bo~-. "if you don't want to gi,e showed signs of amazement. ·
"Wha-wbat will you do about it?" retorted tile fellow, a
me the information I deslrf' I will go n till I find some one
wh11 n·ill. or elsr strike the place 1 am looking for; and in look of anger crossing his countenan<'e. "'Vhat will you do
about it if I don't let go?':
that ca~e I won't want anr information ."
"I'll shoot you dead in your tracks!"
"See here!·· exclaimecl the fellow -who had spoken before,
Then two revolvers came from tl1e belt of Young Wild
and be arose to llis feet as though he meant business. "Young
CHAPTER I.
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West as quick as a flash, and one of them stared Loping Luke some four horsemen, too. I wonder w hy th ey are 1n such
a hurry."
'l'he other swung back and forth, covering each of the seven
The boy had now reached the open prairie, and he eaw the
In turn, and all the while the body of the boy sat immovable horsemen riding around the timber strip as though they
in the saddle.
were anxious to catch a steer Ulat had strayed from the
Loping Luke let go the bridle as if by magic and stepped herd, for they were all swinging their lariats.
back n pace.
.
They were riding right along, parallel with him, and he
"Stand right where you are, you big coward! Now, then, promptly brought his horse down to a walk, not wishing to
~rou said you allowed that you were going to have some fun interfere with what they were after.
,rith the first fellow to come along; go ahead and have it."
Wild looked all around, but could see nothing of the cattle
It was amusing to note the glances that were exchanged the cowboys were after.
by the cattle ropers.
The foremost fellow was almost alongside him now, and
'l'hey were as crestfallen a lot as the young prince of the as he agaln looked ahead of him the snaky coils of a lariat
saddle had met in a long while, and a smile came over his flew through the air and a noo~e settled down over his shoulface.
ders, pinionlng his arms to his sides.
"Go on nnd have your fun, I say!" he cried. "If you don't
Thud!
Ftart in with it inside of thirty seconds I wlll have some fun
Young Wild West landed upon the ground with a jar that
with you!"
took the breath from his body.
"I reckon you kin go on if yer wanter," spoke up the man
The young Prince of the Saddle had been caught napping,
who had been the first to speak. "Ne"verslip are a trifle more for the men who had so suddenly appeared riding around
than six miles from here. This are a part of tber two thou- the edge of the timber were four of those he bad met a short
sand acres what belongs to Jack Richmond's ranch."
time before.
"Oh, you are getting more civil, it seems. Well, I am not
By taking a short-cut, they had managed to catch up with
.going on till the fun you spolrn about takes place. Now, if him.
Iyou don't start it Ul) within fifteen seconds, I wlll!"
They wanted revenge, and now they were going to have it.
'.rhe eight men remained perfectly silent.
The sudden jerk and the fall partially stunned Wild, and
When the time was up Young Wild West exclaimed:
before he could get up one of the rascals had dismounted and
''Every man hold his hands above hls head!"
seized him.
Up went eight pairs of hands.
It was Loping Luke, and as the boy caught a glimpse of
As muny as there were, there was not one who bad the him he wondered why he had not recognized him before.
nerve to draw his shooter and try to down the boy.
"Young feller, you made us dance, didn't you'/ Well, now
"Nuw. dn.ncc the tenderfoot dance-hurry up!"
we will make you dance, an' howl, too. It's a long lane
Cractr.--crnck--erack!
what atn•t got no turn, they say, an' I reckon you'll find it so
'l'hree r.·eports rang out in qulck succession. and as many l.n this case. Tie him hard an' fast, boys, an' put him on
'heeli;t were hit by bullets.
his horse. We'll take him over to ther stake an' brand him!"
'J.'hcn the n:en began to kick up their heels and dance,
"That's !t!" cried one of the others. "Come on, ther rest
'1Vhll8 the youn.i; horseman kept time for them by waving the of yer! We've got him!"
t·evolver he t1illcl in his left hand back and forth.
Then the other four vlllalns came from the woods where
He on.ly th:ed three more shots, thus keeping the full six t.hey had been waiting.
ch:Jmbers of oue revolver loaded.
They had thought It best not to let all bands try to make
''T-l:1.at wm do," he said, when he bad kept them going for the capture, as they would be most sure to be recognized by
neal"ly half :. minute. "I i;uess you are aatisfled, so l will go the boy as the eight he had just left behind him.
on. IJ-ood-d1.1.y, ge;_1tlemen!"
So four had set out to do the business, and they had i!UCA word to the sorrel, und the fleet-footed animal bounded ceeded In doing it.
away l!ke an arrow from the bow.
"Well, you are wbat I call a nice lot!" exclaimed Young
But Young Wild West was looking behind him all the Wild West, ns they placed him on the back of his horse, while
time, 1rnd though there was not a man among them who Loping Luke held fast to the bridle rein. "You had to do a
would not have 11.ked to drop him from the saddle, not one of sneak trick to get me, didn't you? The whole eight of you
t.hem offered to do it.
would not dare to face me in a fight. You dare not let me
,vhen he was well out of range of their revolvers, our hero go with my revolvers in my hands! I would drop every one
brought his horse down to an easy canter, and then pulling of you!"
out his watch, saw that it lacked but a few minutes of
"I like to hear you talk that way," laughed Loping Luke,
t\-velve.
who was plainly the leader of the cattle ropers. "It sounds
, "I wiil never get to Neverslip in time for dinner, I guess," good. You jest waill for abo_ut five minutes, n.n' you'l! get
he thought. "That fellow said it was not much more than somethin' that will last you all your life."
six n1ilcs. I will not hurry too fast, for Spitfire must be
With the men on either side of him, and the villain leadtired.''
ing his horse, there was no possible chance for the boy to
Th,~ trail entered a strip of woodland just then and he fell make his escape, even lf liis hands had not been bound to
1
t o looking ar.ound him at the leafy foliage and wild flowers his sides.
that were just beginning to bloom.
At a sharp trot they went ahead, and in 11. very short time
It WliS late in the spring, 1md tbe balmy air of Southern the men came to a halt.
/
!lfontaua was bracing and healthful.
Then Wild was lifted frpm the saddle, and while three of
Young
Wild
West
had
been
ridln.
g
for
tbree
consecutive
the men untied the rope that held him powerless, the others
1
dayr..
began to pick up some scattered fagots and place them in
He was on his way to a small :frontier town that had been a heap.
::i,rn1ell Neverslip for tbe purpose of meeting his three partThough he made a violent effort to free himself, it was
ners in the mining business, who were known as Cheyenne useless, and In less than a minute they had stripped Young
Cha,rHe, .Jim Dart and Jack liobedee.
Wild West bare to the waist.
, They hacl been at Neverslip a week, and had gone there in
The leader then touched a mntch to the fagots, and the
t he interest of the Wild West Mining and Improvement Com- wood being dry as tinder, a blaze started at once.
pany. a rich organizatiOJ1 with headquarters In the Black
A branding iron, such as is used by ranchmen to brand
.Hills.
their cattle, was hanging to n. post that had been driven in the
Young Wilcl West was to have gone with them, but busi- ground at some time or other, and, taking this, Loping- Luke
'ness of tlle utmost importance required his attentlon as they placed it in the fire.
were ready to start, so he told ther.n to go on, and that he
"Now then, jest Ue him to ther post!" he e~claimed. "Here's
wonld follow as soon as he could get ready.
where we git square."
He was wondering how they had macle out as he -rode
"Are you going to heat that iron and braud me?" You ng
along through the timber, for they were to see about the pur- W!ld West asked.
chase of a lot of nndeveloped mining land.
"That are jest what we are goin' to do, youngster," was
"It Is not likely that they have negotiated for the purchase the reply.
of it." he thought, as he nearecl the edge of the open prairie,
"Well, if you do I promise tllat every one of you will dle
after a good two mlles bad been covered in the woods. either by a bullet or rope inside of forty-eight hours!"
'"rhc~- never want to go ahearl with any deal till they con"I reckon you clon't menn that, i.Joy," and the leader of
·sult me. Hello! There is a .ranch off to the left. Th1tt th£- cattle ropers laughed.
1m111t be the one those cattlewen spok.; of.
And here are
'' I d.o mean it. I always keep 1uy wo1·d. ,.
l'ight iu the face.
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"TVell, you ure what I call a pretty likely sort of a youngster, but jest ther same, yon have got to live ther bah'mce of
yel' life wit11 ther brand of Jake Richmond on yer back. It
will be nice to show to your grrmdchildren when you glt old.
You kin tell 'em bow Loping Luke an' bis gang fixed you
up in revenge for a smart trick you played on 'em. Tt will
make ther youngsters open their eyes, I reckon."
"I calculate it will!" e~clairued the fellow who bad been
the first to open llis mouth when Wild met the gang the
other side of the woods.
Then they broke into a loud In.ugh and the rest joined in.
Meanwhile tlle fire was blazing up fiercely and the brand
wns getting hot.
'l'hr boy was timl to the post with his bared back toward
the fire, and, though be was a cting very coolly, he was in
anything bnt a pleasant frame of mind.
It made bim f eel uneasy, srnce he bad never had such an
experience before.
To face death was nothing, it se med.
But to have :.i red-hot iron p-laced against hls naked flesh
and held tllere till it burned in far enough to leave a brand
-1Yell, the thought was maddening.
But his tormentors surely meant to do It.
Ancl Young Wild West was not the one to plead to them.
H" ·ould never give them tbe satisfaction of knowing
tbat h e dreaded the branding and the after effects.
H remained defit..nt, and even dared them to do their
worst.
.J ust as the l.Jrand was becoming red-hot the sound of appro:1chi.ng horses was heard, and, glancing i11 the direction
it cnme froril, Young Wild West saw a glrl who was flS
gra c:t>ful and as handsome as a princess riding swiftly to
the scene.
"Ther Ranch Q'ueen!" exclaimed tbe men in unison, and
tl1f'n :111 but three of them fled from the spot..
But the leader and two of the others simply scowleu and
made ready to (10 the job they had undertaken.
They cli.c1 not mean to be balked now.
Tlle Ranch Queen reach ed the scene just as Loping Luke
drew the reel-hot brand from the fire.
·'Drop tllat. you fiend!" he cried. "Dare touch that Iron
to the back of that boy and you will die!"

CHAPTER II.
'£HE CAT'l'LE ROPERS ARE TAUGHT A LESSO:</.

The gi.rl held u revolver leveled at the leader of the cattle
rovers as she utte1·ed tlJe command.
"1-I beg parcling, Miss Ruby," stammered Loping Luke,
letting the red-hot iron fall to the ground. "We was only
goin' to--"
"Xe,er mind telling me what you was going to do. I saw
enough. Be off about your business, now, 01· I will sboot
you anyhow!"
'l'lte three men, who bud remained to make good their
threat of branding our hero, quickly mounted their horses and
rode off.
'l'!ie nanch Queen, as they had called her, then rode up
clo;;:e to \17lid and, producing a lmife, quickly cut him loose
frnru the post.
"Thau1: you. miss!" he exclaimed. · "You came just in time
to Kn Ye me from a v01-y unpleasant experience."
" .\ ncl I ,1 w awful glnll that I was in time," replied the
p:i rl. "I s::t w the men halt lJere and take you from the back
of ~·on1· horse. As soon ns I saw them make the fire I knew
th ,1t something wa,; up. so I mounted my horse ancl rode over
llerr. I w111 go and get yonr horse for you while you dress,"
awl she looked at the garments the meu had removed from
lli~ llocly.
·without an other word, she rode over to where Spitfire was
grnr,iu.i . Wild qui ckly donned his clothing.
Hon· she managed to do it he hardly knew, but she di<l
catdi his h orRe. and came leac1in~ him back with her just
u~ he ,mt hi mself in presentable shape.
"iYhom have I the honor of thanking for saving me from
being br:indrd ?" he a:lrnd, as be took off' his sombrero and
howerl before her.
" [ am Ruby Richmond,·· wns the reply. "Now, may I ask
-n·J10 you are?"
"Yonug 'v}lild West, at your service."
".J..h! Young Wild iV"est, eh? I run more than :Dleased to
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become acquainted wilb you. You see. 1 lrnve often hGard
of you."
The stately girl was iookfog at him wil 11 ,,ucb an admiring
gaze tbnt the Prince of the Saddle blu hed to the roots of
his hair.
She was ,,ery beautiful in fa ce and figme, an<1 had it not
been for tlrn f:l ct tl1at hi~ heart alreacly belonged to another
he surely would baYe fall en in love with h er then and there.
"I am tlle tlaugllt0r of Jak e Uichmonc1. tile owller of this
ranch," she wen t on. ·''1/ e live over the;·e," pointing to a
big one-story honse a quarter of a mile distant. "Corne,
m ount your horse and escort me home."
The boy vaulted lightly upon tb e back of Spitfire, and then
the girl set t!Je pace nt a slow '\YUlk toward the bouse.
"Tell me how it 1,as that the men were going to brand yon,·•
she said.
Wild told her all that had hap1 ened since he had met the
cattle ropers but a short time before.
"The villains !" sl1e cried. '"They shall suffer for tLat. I
will have my father discharge them."
"You need. not do that, Miss Richmond," lie answereL1.
"I will be on the lookout for thein, and if they bother me
again t will take care of them."
"I have heard enough of you to. know that you are perfectly able to cope with them, providiug you have balf a
show."
"'Where did yon hear about me?" the young deadshot ventured to ask.
"Didn't you once save a girl uamed Lena Merril from tlle
Sioux?"
"Yes. r believe I did. She married n. fine young man
named Hanby-Hustling Hal, they callerl him."
"The very same. When we were young children we liYec1
as neighbors in a little town in Missouri. Lena and I !Jave
kept up u correspondence off and on sinee we paited a few
years ago, and it was in a letter I received from her while
at a seminary in the city of Yankton that I heard all about
Young Wlld West, the Prince of the Saddle."
"I am afraid that you heard things that were altogether
too flattering. "
·
"Oh, I hardly think so, Mr. ·west. You see, I am well
acquaintecl with Western life. I grew un on tbis ranch. I
might say. I was away at the sem1nary a 'year to add a little
to my rather poor education, and I just got back here this
week. I love the ranch, Mr. vVest. There is nothing like the
freedom to be found here. It is here th:it one can come ancl
go as they plea se; and the pure air from · the mountains. ~.ud
the birds and tb e flowers! Well, give me life on n rauch in
preference to being shut up in a stuffy school. I l'ike to
ride and hunt and fish, and once in a while I enjoy breaking
a broncho. I must be a true Western girl, Mr. West. I cnn't
help it for thinking so:" .
".And you are, beyond the shadow of a doubt," replied Wilcl,
a.s be topped his hat gracefully. "Permit me to shake the
h:md of a true girl of the great and boundless Wild West.
All honor to the Ranch Queen, who saved me from being
braucled like a common steer!"
The sparkling eyes and blushing. face of the girl showed
only too well that she was not averse to hearing such wol'ds
from the lips of Young Wild West, and with a silvery laugh
she turned her bead.
"The Ranch Queen," she resumed a moment l:.iter. "How
did you know I was called by such a name as that?"
"I heard the men who were going to brand me say, 'Here
comes J:he Rauch Queen!' when you came galloping to save
me, so I took it for granted that it was you wllo went by that
uame .. At any rate, I think the appellation is a fitting one."
"It was my younger brother who gave me the nnrue when
I came home from tbe -seminary the other day. Father and
mother and the res t joineff him in saying it was a good name
for rue. and it soon got a.round among the cattlemen and
other employees.. I cannot !?UY that I like it, though, for I
am no que en. and never want to be one."
By this time the walking horses had reached the ranch.
and a bright-looking 'boy of twelve came running out to take
the girl's ho;;:se.
,.
"This is Bobby, my brother, Mr. West," said the Ranth
Queen. "Bobby, this is Young Wild West."
"Gee! Is tlmt r)ght? Young Wild West, I'm glad to mei!t
you. v\Tbere did you run across him, Rnby ?'"
"Right out on the grar,ing grounds below here. Eight of
tile cowboys had him a prisoner, and the big sconndrel called
Loping Luke was going to brand him with a cattle-iron "l",llcn
1 came up ."'
"Gee! What did you do, Ruby?"
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"What t.lid I do? Win-. I drew a bend on him and told
hlrb to drop the reel-hot iron. Thnt is what I did!''
"Diel he drop it?"
"He clid. If he had not I would ha,e dropped him!''
"Gee!" and the little fellow looked admiringly at his handsome sister. "Yon didn't learn that at boarding- school, did
you?"
"No.,. was the laughing reply. "But let me tell you how
the cattle ropers came to catch Young "'lld "·est, and what
thev were o-oino- to brand him for."
Then sbe'"i·elated the story Wild had told her of bis meeting
with the men and the subsequent happenings.
Bobby's eyes sparkled with pleasure during the recital, and
putting out his band, he exclaimed:
"Shake, Young "Wild ·west. You are jest the kind of a
fellow I wimt to be when I get 11 little bigger."
At this juncture a tall man with an iron-gray mustache
and n bnnclsome woman of forty came out of the house.
":\Iy father and mother. :\fr. ,yest!., exclaimed the Ranch
Queen. springing lightly to tbe grouml.
Wild also dismounted and met with a ,ery cordial reception.
The rancluna;i and his wife were ver~· fine people, as be
could tell at a glance.
Ruby's father said that he should come in the house and
haYe dinner with them.
It wa all ready to sit clown to, Mrs. Richmond assured
him. so there was really no way for him to get out of accepting the invitation.
'I'be boy took the two horses to the stable and turned tllem
o,·er to a man to be groomed and fed.
Young "'ild West sat down to a dinner such as can only
be found on a prosperous ranch.
He was hungry from his long ride, and as the ranchman
ancl his :Camily seemed incllned to linger ut the table and
talk over what had taken place, he made the best of lt and
really enjoyed their society.
"I met ~-our three friends In Neversllp yesterday," said
.Take Richmond. as everybody in that part of the country
callell him. "1 got an introduction to them o,·er at tber
bluck:smlth's·. They are all likely fellers, too. A drunken
cowboy pulled a gun on tber tall feller ·with ther dark beard,
an' they are goin' to plant him some time to-day. He was
pl ·kin' on him when I rode up to ther blacksmith shop, nn'
though Cheyenne Charlie. I believe they called him, tried hard
to keep out of his way, be couldn't do It."
"That's right." nodded Wlld. "Cheyenne Ch:ulle is not a
musRy man. and never was. If he dropped the cowboy. he
was certainly compelled to do It."
"Oh. yes, it bad to be done, or he'd have gone under
·
himself."
"Well. I suppose I ought to get over there as soon as I
can . )Iy partners have been waiting for me se,eral days, you
know. I guess I had better be going."
"You Jest wait another half hour an' I'll ride over with
you. ~everslip is only about five miles from here. I've sent
out after the eight men what held you up this mornin'. I.
am goin' to pay 'em off an' discharge 'em."
'·See here, :\Ir. Richmond!" exclaimed Wild, rising from
his chair. "I want you to do me a fa,or."
"Tell me what it is, Young " ' ild ,vest."
"I want you to keep those men in your employ as long as
they beha,e themselves and do their duty on the ranch."
'· \\1'hn t ! ''
"l mean that. ;\Ir. Richmond. Just allow me to say a few
words to them when they come back. I will talk to them
kindly, and then if there is any one among them who thinks
he wants any satisfaction for the way I treated them, I want
the privllege · of · giving him the opportunity to take it out
of me in any way he "Wants to, providing. of course, that I
have an equal show with him."
.. I <lon't reckon you bacl better do · that." said the rancbm11n. shaking his head. "Lopin' Luke is a powerful man nu'
a born wrastler. It might be thut he would want to wrastle
_rou. an' then you'd surely git a bone broke or somethin'."
"Oh no, J wouldn't. I've met lots of men of his caliber,
nnd f have never been hurt by any of them yet. Promise
me. now, that yon will let me settle this. I have an idea
th1lt I c-an get them all to apologize for what they did to me,
aml nrnke them promise to behave in future."
""'h,1·. Young Wild Vi' est, you are only a boy."
"Let him do as he wants to, father," spoke up the Ranch
Queen. "I feel sure be is more than a 'match for them."
'·All right. sis, if you say so, au' he says so, why, it settles
it, I guess."

"Gee!" criecl Bobby. "Who hacl been liRtenlng to the conYersatlon In open-mouthed amazement. ·'I wouldn't miss
seein' this for uuything."
:\frs. Richmond looked troubled, howe,er.
"I hope you won't allow those rough men to go too far,"
slle . aicl.
Her husband aRsured her thut he would not. nnd then all
hands waitecl for the cattle ropers to appear.
Bobby went outside, so e::iger was be to see the fun, and
a few minutes lnter he came in aml announced that the men
were coming.
Then the ranchman led the way out on the porch.
The eight men looked rather sheepish when they dismounted
and walked up.
They probably felt certain that they were to be paid off
aud discharged.
"Boys," said Richmond, as he faced the.Ill with lowering
brow, "I reckon that you have been doing sometbin' that you
bad no business to. I meant to discharge the v.·hole crowd
of you, bnt Young ,vild West don't waut me to do it."
"No," spoke up Wild, walking up close to them; , "I don't
want him to discharge yon on m~· account. I think you are
all ashamed of yourselves for holding me up, and for trying
to burn my back with a reel-hot iron. If you are not ashamed,
you ought to be. :\Ir. Richmond bas promised me that be
will not discharge any of yon. proYiding you belun-e yourselves In the future. Bnt, as I feel sure that you holcl a
grudge against me for making you do the tenderfoot dance, I
want to give you a chance to haYe it out right here. Just
pick out the best man yon ham amongst you. and I will meet
him on equal terms. I don't care ll'hetber it is with shoote?·s
and knl,e., or whether it 1s with hand . nncl feet. I just
want to con,ince you that you macl an a"Wful mistake when
you triecl to have fun wlt!J me this morning. I alll only a
boy. and you are all big, powerful men."
"Do you mean to say that you would tac-kle me n t wrastlin' ?" spoke up Loping Luke.
"Nothing would please me better Just now. I have just
finished a very hearty dinuer. but I don't think that wlll
interfere with me. It won't last 01·er a c:ouple of minutes,
.
at the most."
"No; I reckon it won't last more'n that time," retorted the
man. as he unbuclded bis belt.
Wild took off his belt also and walked out on the gra:1s
where there was plenty of room.
"Now, I want you to understand one thing." be said. "If
I tbrow you, you haYe got to apologize to me and promise
your boss that you will behave yonrself hereafter. Is that
a go?"
"Yep! If you throw me I'll do it."
"All right. Sall in, Loping Lnke ! "
The cattle roper did not wait for ,1 second invitnlion.
He made a rush for the boy, holtling out his big l!auds as
be came.
If he bad only got a hold he wight have tossed Wild high
over his head.
But be did not get hold of him.
Instead, the agile boy. who was an atlept in the art of
wrestling, stepped nimbly a ide. and. c11tchiug him nbont the
middle of his body. tun~ed him oYer hi~ knee with the Yeloc·ity
of a windmill.
Thud!
Loping Luke struck the ground at full length and lay
·
perfectly motionless for the spare of sc,niral seconcl. .
"I thought you knew how to wrestle." Young "'illl West
calmly observed when the fellow arose to a sitting postnre
and looked around in a da,,:ed way.
That brought him to his sen.<'><. aucl. with a ro111· like a
mad bull, he got upon his feet and came ut bi8 youthful
opponent savagely.
"I'm goin' to crush every bone in your body for that. so
look: out for me!" he called out.
This time Vi'ild did not get out of the way, but met hL~
rush fairly and squarely.
Jake Richmond thought he wns gonf' this time. and his
wife utterecl a frightful srream.
It seemed to l,e ,mch nn nneqnnl c·onteRt that the w man
coulcl not see where the boy hntl nny chance.
But she soon did see.
Loping Luke was in a great n1g-e, and no one knew this
as well as Wild did just then.
As be met the big, bulking- fellow In llis mad rnsh he
stooped to the ground and the sinelY.V nrrns that mennt to
grab him and throw him l!ig-h in the air went over the top
gf his head and the hands clutched nothing but the empty air.
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And at Uie ,_ame momeut the arm' of Young ,Yild West
clutched bim about tbe legs above the lmees. ancl then the
muscular form of the boy shot into an upright position so
quic-kly that the watching cattle roper. uttei;ed a simultaneous
murmur of astonishment.
Lop)ng Luke went high over Wild's heat!, his bands clawing vainly for a grip upon his youthful opponent.
It . eemed that he remained thus for fully a second, but
it was not that length of time: and lhen down be came to
the ground. landing on his bead and shtrnlders witll force
thnt seemed to be sufficient to break bis neck.
Wild stepped cnlrnly back and smoothed out his disarranged
clothing, waiting for the man to renew the contest.
But that was all there was to it.
It was easily a minute before Loping Luke got up.
"I've got enough,'' he said, humbly, "I thought I was done
for first. but I guess I ain't got any bones broke. You are
a ,vonder, you are. I'll apologize to you by sayin' that I'm
sorry that I ever interfered with you."
"Auel you ,1·ill promi e ::.Ur. Richmond that you will behave
your ·cit' in future?"
"Ye>~, boss; I'll be good."
"All right, Luke," was the reply.
".\ ml now." resumecl our hero, who was-bent on thoroughly
COH(Juering; the gang, "each of you fellows can have your
clJoi~e of ta ·kling me or apologizing. ,vhicb will it be?"
"I'll apologize," said one.
'l'lleu they all said the same thing.
TIie result was that the apologies and promises were made,
al!d tllen they mounted their horses and rode off to their
qn,u'ten,- thnt is, all but Loping Luke did. for he was so
1.Jadly shaken up that he could not rnonnt just then.
"Hurrah for Young ~Yild West, ther boss wrestler of Montana!" ;;houted Bol>by, whose delight knew no bounds.
And thougl1 eYery one ·within hearing of bis voice joined in
the chePring. the mice of the Ranch Queen could be beard
uboYe them all.
CHAPTER III.
ZEB

CARROTS.

Fifteen minutes later Young Wild West's horse was brought
to the door wilh that of the ranchman .
Both the Hanrb Queen and Bobby were sorry to . ee him go
so soon. but only the latter expressed himself audibly.
'l'l1e look that girl gaYe our hero when be was mounted
antl was about to start spoke volumes.
It said plainly, "I like your company, Young Wild " ' est.
You are just the young man I would like to wed."
Aud it was not till he saw that glance that Wild realized
thnt he had beeu treading on dangerous ground.
Though hP had a very high rega1!d for the Hane:h Queen,
aud knew her to be une of the most beautiful girls he had ever
ll!et. thrre wa,; only room in his l1e:nt for oue girl, and that
was 1il'ett.v .~rietta ~lurdoek, the grnnudaugllter of the postrua,.;ter ul "·eston.
"Pshall'!" he tllougbt. as he rode off with Jake Richmond
at his side: ·'I gue~s shP has only taken a notion to me because
lier friend happened to ·write to her abouL the way I saved
her from the lmlian,;, She bas uot fallen in love with me.
I must nut get iL iuto ill~' bead that e,·ery pretty girl I meet
is c·razy after me. It is all nonsense!"
Hkhn10JJtl vroyeu to be a great talker. unu as the two rode
n lo1w: the 1.Joy soon forgot all a bout the Rauch Queen for
1he tiwe.
'l'lle r,rnc-hUJ:tn toltl hilll all a bout llimself- 1.iow be bad come
\\'e,;l when hp wa~ a boy of sixteen and worked his way up
till lw 110w ownetl ,1 ranch that was ,vortll three bundl'ed
tllon:-;and uoll,ns.
And. of c-omse, Young -r;·ild West told him considerable
about him~elf in return.
s\fter that lJoth of them felt that they were better acqnai11ted.
Py till' 1i111e 1he,v tlioroughl.1· kni>w each other they bad
n•:n·heil t lw town of Neverslip .
.Jm;t wh~· tile place hall been naUJed thus no one seemed to
kno,1·. bnt it " ·as the naml' of the place, and there was no
O11e wl10 de~ireu to change it.
"'l'lwr blacksmith-shop are generally my headquarters,"
f':tid Hkl11Houcl, 'tbougb sometimes I go to one of ther two
whisky-mills, au' I always stop at tber store afore I couie
!Jack."
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"Well, SU!lPORe that we stop at tile blacksmith-shop first,
then?'' asked "Wild. "I will be able to find out ·where .my
partners are, most likely."
"Sure you will. WelJ, theres ther shop jest ahead. We1
will pull up there_"
The town contalnecl probably fifty builclings, all told. and
one of them was a smelting plant on a rattier small scale.
It was here that considerable golt1. silrnr and copper was1
melted into bars, about fifty men being employed at the
place.
·
vVild wa very much interested when he saw the plant,
but his friend seemed more interested in the blacksi;nitb- 1,
shop than anything else just then, and was not inclined to
talk about the smelting-works.
Tiley soon reachetl the shop, and as they halted in front
of it our hero saw a number of men loafing about. some of
whom were trying to have some fun with the middle-aged'
man who sat in a roughly built wagon of the buggy species.!'
In truth, the man was euough to attract the attention of a
fun-loving crowd, for he ,ms oue of the sort "'ho was seldom
seen in that part of the country .
He was a typical farm e1· of the E,rnt, such as can be foun d j
in the State of Ne,v Jersey.
He was one of the kind of men wbo never get tired of tell- .
ing you that be liYes witiLin n mile of tile' old tavern tbatl
George \Vnsbington put up at for three days during the
great campaign in Xew Jersey in the war of the Revolution.
.A.nd it was in this Yery strain tlrn t the man was talking 1
when our hero and the ranchman <:aUJe up to the blacksmitn-J
shop and hnlted.
There ,...-ere probalJ!y a dozen idlers . llauging about, .and)
among these four or five were trying to make a fool of the
olcl man.
"I rather guess you fellows out here ain't up to snuff," the1
olcl fellow wa saying. "Here is three of yer who bas ad-\
mittetl· that you don't know whtJ George ,vashlngton was, an'
two UJore bas said that · they beard of him, but never knowed
be was ther fir t p1·esident. You must be an all-fired ignorant
set out here. I bought this horse nn' buggy three weeks ago,
'cause I tlidn't like to ride straddle of a narrer-backed boss,
an' e1·erywhere I go some one tries to make fun of me.
'Cause I come from ther State of Jersey don't say that I am
a fool. I'm a follerer of Horace Greeley, I am. I voted for
him when be run for presltlent, an' now I'm actin' on bis advice, an' I've come i\'e,;t. You feller there with tber turn- up
nose. who i. tryin' to be so sarcastic-. had better look out, or
ther fir t thing you know I ":ill light on you like a Hackenack moskeeter an' 'then you'll learn .somethin'!"
.A. roar of lnughter went up at this. and the man with the
turn-up nose. finding that he was partially responsible for it,
let fly a quid of tobacco, which hit the JerseyUJan on the sh irt
bosom and stuck there.
Then the old fellow's cbin whiskers pointed straight up in
the air, anll with a c·ry of auger he lefl'pecl out of the wagori.
He rushed nt the man who had so baselv insulted him and
caugllt him by the throat in double-quick time.
"Consarn yer pictur' !" he cried. "I've a notion to wring
your ne(:k for that. Xow. you jest wipe that cud of tobacker
off, :1n' be fast about it, too!"
The man who had been contelllptiLle enough to throw t~e
quid of tobacco was a tough-looking cowboy.
He fairly hristletl with weapons and was every inch of
what was called a "bad man."
Im:tead of . haking himself loose from the old fellow and
getting out of the way, he reached for liis handiest shooter,
as though he meant to bore him with lead.
Then it was that Young .Wild West leaped from tile back
of his hol'se and interfered . .
"Let ;?:O of that revolver!" he Cl'ied. "Ir you make another
mo,·e to <lraw it I'll drop you! You started the row; now finish it in the proper way. If the old man says wipe off bis
shirt fmnt. wipe it off. Hurry up, now! ''
Both men were so astonished at the interruption that they
forgot that they were in a row.
The Jerseyman released his grip upon the bad man, and
then both turned upon Young -ri'ild -ri'est.
But only one g-lnred at him angrily. ·and that was the cowboy.
The quaint old fellow merely stared. at him in amazewent.
"Well. I'll be jiggered!" he gasped. "So I've found one
friend in tber blnmed crowd, have I? I'm much obliged to
yer, young mau. I didn't know 1.lier pesky gimcra<:k bad a n
idea of pullin' a pistol on me tlll you spoke. I rather guess
l've got a pistol, too."
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As the last '\\'Ords were uttered out cnme an old-fashionecl
brnss horse-pistol with a barrel on it a foot long.
Just ,Yhere the old man had carried it no one knew, so
qui ekly tlicl be prot'luc-e it.
"Now, then, young man, jest step out of the way an' let
him try to shoot! I'll make mince~ueat 01' him, as sure as my
'n ame is Zeb Carrots!"
"c~!l ri;xllt, my friencl." and Wild stepped aside.
'I'he Jerseyman stood with the ancient weapon directly on
a line with the bad man's brea;o;t, and there was a twinkle
iu his t>yes which sh owed that be meant business.
"Are ,rou goin' to wipe off that cud of tobacker?" be asked.
"I rnckrm I'd better," was the reply in a surly tone, and be
quickly (1re·1v a red banclana from his pocket and did so.
Then :1 loud laugh went up from the rest of the idlers, one
man exclaiming:
"That's ther time that Lazy B.ill found his match!"
Tl1is so enraged the cowboy that he turned from the Jerseyman altogether and began firing at the man who had spoken.
'rhe erowd scattered as the fire was answered, and then
botli blazed a way till the chambers of their revolvers were
empt,1°.
Xei tl,er of them were hit, and they appeared to be satisfied .
""'ell, I swan!" ejaculated the queer-looking personage who
called himself Zeb Carrots. "I never seen anything like that
afore in my life! People, kin it be possible that them two
men has shot away all that powder without doln' a bit of
dama ge? Well, I'll be smothered . with a slapjack!"
'· 1 reckon you're right, old ruau," answered the blacksmith.
'''l'il er only damage what's been done, as 1 kin see, is that one
of tlle1· bullets flew through tber window over there an' let
ther wind outer my forge. I reckon ther pair of 'em had
better chip iu an' pay for ther damage they've done."
'· \Vell, I should say so!"
"You shet up!" ex:claimed the bad man.
"What's that'/" and again the fellow found that long-barreled pistol lookiug him in the face.
All tbis was very amusing to Young Wild West and the
ranehman.
Wild expected the cowboy would turn on him before the
thing was over.
What sand there bad been in him was all taken out by
the man from Jersey.
That the blacksmith meant business when he spoke about
being paid for the damage done to bis bellows was more than
eYident, for he walked over to the two men who bad been doin?; t11e shooting, and after a short conversation the fellow
\,ilo had caused the cowboy's ire agreed to pay the bill after
the harness-maker had mended the bellows.
Richmond bad a little business with the smithy, and when
be had transacted it he suggested that they go and find Wild's
friends.
But ;inst then the Jerseyman got an old accordion from beneath the seat of the buggy, ancl striking a position before the
crowd, began to play and sing.
The song be sang was "Jersey Saro," and though his voice
was slightly cracked, he could carry the tune well, and being
able to let it out with the strength of a foghorn, everybody
could hear him.
Just what this meant few of the men did not have any
idea. ·
""What's tber matter with ther man-is he crazy?" the
ranchman asked Wild.
"No; I hardly think so. You will find In a . few minutes
that he has something to sell."
"So that's his game, then?"
"I am not sure, but I have an Idea that he is a peddler of
some kind."
"Well, let's wait a few minutes and see."
"Cer tainly. Ah, here come the ones I have been looking
•
for!"
Sure enough, three finely built, handsome fellows, attired
in buckskin bunting-suits similar to that worn by Young
Wild West, were approaching the blacKsmith-shop.
They ·were "'ild's partners, not only in business, but on the
trail.
Cheyenne Charlie and Jack Robedee were near of an age,
and j1rnt past the thirty mark. ·
Both "·ere famous scouts and Indian fighters.
Chrulie wns tall and rather slender and Jack was short and
incllued to be stollt.
'l'be third was Jim Dart, a chum of Young Wild West,
and also a scout and Indian fighter.

He was about the same age as the young prince of the
saddle. and though he did not wear bis hair long, like him,
he hud every appearance of being a true Westerner.
They had not seen Young vVild West yet, and were evidently attracted to the spot by the singing of Zeb Carrots.
Our hero's horse happened to be standing so the ranchman's hid him from view. so the boy concluded to let his
partners be Ju ignorance of his presence until they got there.
They arrived just as the Jerseyroan finished bis soug, and
then, as they looked around, they saw Young Wild ·west.
The meeting was a warm one, for they almost hugged the
boy in theil' uelight.
While Wild was explaining why It was that he had not
arrived before, Zeb Carrots opened up his game.
He unlocked a door In tbe slanting back of the buggy and
brought out a number of tiny tin boxes.
"Gentlemen," sald he, "I have here some of the greatest
salve that was ever inYented. It will cure cuts, burns and
so1·es in no time, an' no man livin' should be without it. It
is made by the leaclin' pbysickln of ther State of New .Jersey
from a receipt that was banded down from George Wasllington ther night after he crossed ther Delaware River an'
scooped up a thousand Dutch shoulders, who was at ther time
eat!n' sandwiches of limburger cheese an' pumpernlckle breau
an' drinkin' lager beer. It Is the only good salYe on eartli,
an' it will heal anything from wounded feelin's to u pet corn.
Only a dollar a box, gentlemen. If it don't cure, tber Secretat·y of State at vVashingtoo. New Jersey, will gladly refund
your money. Who takes ther first box?''
It was astonishing to see bow readily t.bose rough men of
the frontie1· took the salve.
Every one there, including Young Wild West and lli,; tbree
partners, bought it, and even tbe two men who bad been in
the scrimmage invested.
Some of them bought two or three boxes, for sa lve was a
useful article In those parts.
"Thank you, gentlemen; thank you!" Zeb Oarrots kept saying as tbe dollars rolled in. "I'm dead sartin yon will never
regret buyin' my salve. All's you've got to do is to put a
little on a piece of rag an' apply it to ther part that'~
wounded. But there's directions on every box, so there ain't
no use in me tellin' you. I really believe tbat if Greeley au·
Tilden had each bought a box or two of ther 1rnlve they'd
both have been president of the United States to-day. All's
they would have bad to done was to daub a little of it oo
ther White House, an' it would have drawn 'em straight to
it. What couldn't have been done by votin' an' countin' in
an' out would have been accompllshed by my wonn.e•·ful salve.
Now, gents, I'll sing yoll another soug, an' then drop in ther
stores to do a little business. My Gong is entitled, '\Yllen
Reuben Went to York.' "
'.rhen he struck in w:ith the accordion and, after playing a
sort of introduction, sang tho song.
When it was over, Wild and Jake Richmond accompanied
Obeyenne Obarlie and the others to the hotel they were stopping at.
CHAPTER IV.
THE CATTLE RO.('ERS E'ORJIJ A PLA.N.

We will now turn our attention to the eight cattle ropers
who had figured 1n the capture of Young Wild West and tbe
attempt to brand him.
Though they had all apologized to the young_ dcadshot antl
promlsed their boss to behave themselves in the future, there
was not one :µnong them who meant it.
They were a bad and reckless lot, anyway, but as they had
been allowed pretty much to have their own way heretofore,
they htld never broken out into doing anything really villainous before.
This particular eight were alloted to take care of the northwest section of the grazmg grounds and to watch the cattle
that they did not stray from the grounds belonging to ,Juke
Richmond.
There were plenty other cowboys, punchers and roper~ on
the ranch, hut this particular lot were more of ,i cli()ue than
could be found on the whole ranch.
When they rode off after having been humiliate(! by Young
Wild West, the seven were very bitter toward three people.
The three consisted of Young Wild West, the Ranch Queen
anr1 Jake Richmond.
They had acted their parts well in makl11g the promises.
When a man does a thing against his will, whether be be
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"An' then we'll all light out for other parts," added Lolly,
a villain or an honest, upright fellow, he is never satisfied
" 'en.use we'll have to. "
with having done it.
"If we do that, " spoke up one, "we ought to have some
Bnt lt is more than probable that the majority of the men
would have been snti sfied to let the thing drop and attencl to money to take along with us."
"Oh, that will be easy enough. When we take ther Ranch
their cluties in a strnlghtforward way if it h ad not been for
tiler
two of them, who were bad enough to commit any sort of a Queen we'll take what money ,Ja e Ri<:bmond has got in safe
house, too. He always has a few thousand in that old
crime.
kind,
And these two set the ball rolling as soon as they were out of his, an' if any one knows how to crack a safe of that but it!
it's me. I uRed to be in ther business dotwn in Denyer,
·
of hearing of our fri ends.
au' take to
"If we don't git square on all what bad a hand in this got so warm for me there that I bad to light out
part of
busines · we are what I call rank fools !" exclaimed the fellow ranchin'. Jest leave that to me. I'll fix tiler money
an' then
wllo ha(] been the first to condescend to speak to our hero it. We'll j est wait till J a ke takes m an other pile,
we'll do ther business. I won't bother to court ther gal any,
when he asked them bow far it was to Neverslip.
her
"Right yer are, Lolly," said the uglies t-looking fellow of 'cause. I don't s'pose it would be any use. I'll many
first an' do ther courtin' afterward. "
the lot
'l'hat Loping Luke bad no rivals among his companions
"This gal of Jake Richmond's is really responsible for ther
help
whole business. If it hadn't been for her we'd have branded was evident, for they all showed their willingness to
that sum.rt youngster, an' then he'd llave gone on to Never- him get the girl.
They worked the balance of the day the same as usual, 1
slip about his business. But she has to come along an' spoil
it all. Now, we've got to git square on hPr an' her dad an' and when night came and they were no longer doing duty
tiler boy what calls himself Young Wild West. ff we don't they mingled with the rest of the men just as though they
we'll be tber laughiu'-stock of every one what bears about neYer bad an idea of leaving the ranch.
Though the attempted branding of Young Wild West was
it, an' they'll be about every one we know. 'cause such a
thing is bound to leak out, y ou know. We'll jest wait an' brought up several times by t:be cowboys, they appeared to
take it goocl-natureclly, and insist ed that it was all a joke,
see what Luke says about it."
"Here comes Luke now. My! but that boy did give him an but that the Ranch Queen bad not seen it that way.
"Well." said one man; "I reckon it wouldn't have been
awful sbakin' up,., and the ugly faced man shrugged bis
~boulders, plainly showing that he was glad it had not been much of a joke to you if you had branded tber boy. He
.
would have laid you low, just as sure as ther sun rises an'
him to tackle Young Wild W est.
"You never spoke truer words in your life, Tim Savage," sets!"
"i\1aybe he would," replied Luke.
replied Lolly.
"No maybes about it. Look what be done to you when
Loping Luke bad about recovered from the effects of bis
wrestling bout -now, and he was .riding toward them at a you tried to wrastle with bi,m."
sharp gallop .
"Oh, he jest clone that by a trick."
"Hello. boys!" be cried, as be drew rein alongside them .
The cowboy laughed.
"What made you all ric1e off a fo re I could git on my horse?"
"A funny old. trick!" be said. "By what I',·e heard to-cla:v,
"'We allovre(l that we had better go, or else tber boss might Young 'W ild West could handle any two men, let alone one.
tal;:e it in hi,; bead to discharge us, anyhow," replied Lolly. He's tber quickest shot ever seen in these parts, they say."
"Humph! You fellows ain't afraid of Jake Richmond, are
"I don't lmow. I've never seen him shoot;'
you?"
"Oh, yes, you have. Didn't be knock a piece off the heel of
"No," ~ame the unanimous retort.
your boot this mornin' ?"
"An' you ain't afraid of that boy what throwed me by a
Loping Luke made no reply to this.
tricl,, a.l'e you?"
He didn't .want to get in any argument about Young Wild
"No."
West, so he changed the subject.
ther
all
caused
what
one
ther
of
afraid
ain't
we
"An'
He concluded to bide his time and wait for a chance to get
troublr, either, which are ther Ranch Queen," added Lolly.
square.
at
way
mysterious
a
in
nodded
and
smiled
Luke
Loping
And it was coming a trifle sooner than the eight villains
this.
expected.
"My!
said.
he
boys."
er,
h
of
afraid
't
ain
you
"I reckon
Before turnillg in that night they acciden·tally leamed that
but ain't she gTo,ved into a purty gal since she has been away Jake Richmond bad recei'l"ed two thousand dollars that afterfell
have
I
think
don't
I
if
blowed
be
to boardin' school! I'll
noon and that the money was in bis safe.
dead in love with tber Ranch Queen . I never seen her look
'.rllen Loping Luke decided that they would rob their em·
told
an'
me
at
shooter
her
p'inted
so handsome as when she
er and st9lll the Ranch Queen that ·very night.
ploy
I
if
say
you
do
what
Boys,
brandin'-iron.
me to drop ther
m rry ther gal"!"
Some of the cattle ropers looked surprised, some laughed,
11nd 1.he rest nodded a.nd looked wise as th is rather startling
CHAPTER V.
query came fr om tl1e lips of th eir leader.
most
the
questioned
/"
"
Lnlre
yer,
"Do rer think 8he'll have
THE GAME OF DRAW POKER.
innocent of the Jot.
roared.
fail'ly
t
s
fir
Then those who bad laughed
Young Wild West and his companions 1bad no isoone.ir ,
They could ::;ee a very comical side to the situation, it reached the hotel Cheyenne Charlie, Jim Dart and Jack Robeclee
seemecl.
were stopping at than the stagecoach, which mac1e a trip
At fir st Loping Lul;:e frowned, but then bis face broke into every other clay, arrived.
a grin.
Among the passengers to alight was a man with whom
"Well, I don't s'pose she'd love me so very much at tber Jake Richmond was doing business right along.
me
to
take
bep;innin'," he answered. "But she might sorter
He was the agent for the concern be sold most of bis catafte1· ther parson had tied ther knot."
him to come down that
""\Veil , I reckon we'cl I.Jc squa re on her for what she done tle to, and though he bad not expected
day, he was quite willing to see him, as the concem owed
to ur- in tha.t case, " Lolly ventured.
for the shipments
The leader of the eight did not take this as a slur on him; him something like two thousand dollars
he I.lad made to them the preceding month.
on the contrary, he seemed plea sed at the remarlc.
The hotel was a sort of headquarters, and quite naturally
"Ll•1.'s ride out on the prairie a ways an' talk it over,
thQSe ..>f the passengers who were strangers to the town came
bo~·s, " he ,mid.
So they galloped off toward the strip of woodland they had in the first thing.
The agent also came in, and when Richmond stepped oYer
rouude1l when they headed off Young Wild West.
.
A convenient spot ·was selected for the confab, and then, to meet him be was pleased.
'"rbis saves me the trouble of running down to your ranch,"
after an hour's talk, it wns decided that they were to steal
the Ranch Queen aud shoot Young Wild West at the first he said, when they had greeted each other. "I want to pay
your bill and give you an order for two hundred extra steers
opportuui ty.
"That will square things all around, I allow." said Loping this month."
"Well, I'm your huckleberry!" the r:mchman replied. "But
Luke. ""It will punish Jake Richmond a whole lot to have
his daugJ1ter become my bride. an' I s'pose it will rather oefore you go any further, I want to introduce yau to Ypung
pnuish her a little. too. An' when Young Wild West gits Wild. West and his pards. They are tber whitest lot of fellers
you've eYer ruet."
his dose of lead he'll be punished enough."
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"Young Wild West. eh?" and the agent shook hands with
our friends in a cordial manner.
He eyed Wile! keenly as he did ,;o, but it is hard to tell
what be thought of him, for bis "·as one of the sort of faces
that can be devoid · of expression at times.
He ,Yar, a dark-complexion~d man of fort:,. with faded blue
eyes, and this macle him a person liable to be remembered when
once seen.
And when "\Yild sl;look hands with him be took a strange
dislike to him. tboug11 be hardly kn e"· w·by.
lii,; hand wa rs cold and clammy. and his grasp "·as such a
light one that it hardly seemed that he took hold of a hand
when ;;baking it.
The man's name "·as ·waiter Morri,;. so Wild learned.
Z\Iorris had a very talkative ,Yay about him. and he soon
knew as much about our four friends from ·western as they
cared to tell him.
After awhile he proposed that they all go iu the cardroom
and have a friendly game of draw poker to pass away the
time.
''l'Ye got to stay over-night. you see." he remnrb:ed to Wild,
"an' I want to kill the time till supper is ready. I will retire
soon after that as I am tired out. A forty-mile ride in a
pleasant experience, yon know.
stagecoach is not such
"I should think you would ride horseback," spoke up
Cheyenne Charlie.
"""ell, I would; but J generally carry a pretty big pile of
money with me, and I think it is safer to take the stagecoach."
"Well. maybe you're right, but I'd take my chances in ther
sadcll~'
Richmond was "·illing to play cards, and so was Cheyenne
.Charlie.
But the agent seemed to want to get ,Vild into the game.
After awhile our hero consented, though Jim Dart a.nd Jack
Robedee refused absolutely to play.
Young Wild West ,;eldom played any sort of a gambling
game, and when lle clid play it was generally . for a purpose.
His purpose now was to find out what sort of a man Walter
Morris was.
The four took their seats at a table and Jim and Jack sat
down where tliey could watch the game.
"I guess I had better pay you your bill," observed Morris,
with a laugh. "I might use the money to play with if I did
not. "
"Oh, I reckon you wouldn't do that, Mr. Morris," said the
1·anchman. "I don't believe you would use money that didn't
belong to ~·ou any quicker than I would."
"Ha, ha. ha!" laughed the man.
"I don't know about that," thought Young Wild ·west, who
was beginning to distrust the man more than ever. "I wonder what you are up to, anyway, Mr. " 7alter. Morris. I am
certain that you are trying to work some sort of a game.
Can it be that you are going to pay Richmond his money
and then try and win it away from him? Well, we will soon
see."
The two thousand dollars was paid 0Yer and the ranchman receipted the bill.
Morris put it carefully in a big pocket-book which he carried
in his breast pocket, ancl as he opened it our friends could
not help noticing that he had lots of money with him.
While Cheyenne Ch~rlie was shuffling the pack of cards
that had been brought to them by an employee of the hotel
one of the passengers who bad come over in the stagecoach
came in.
"Ah!" he exclaimed, "you are not going to leave me out,
·
are you, m:, friend?''
"""\,Vil:,, hello!" answered Morris, rising from the table.
"1Vby. no, you can join us-that is, if the others are willing.
Let me see; I forgot what you tolc1 me your name was."
"Erickson." said the stranger.
"Ob, yes! Gentlemen, I met this man riding over in the
coach. 1 find him to be a first-class fellow, and I would sugge~t that he be allowed to come in the game."
·'Certain!:,!" cried Jake Richmond. "A fiYe-handed game
ls ther be~t, anyway."
"I have no objections," Wild assured them, and he hadn't
either, for he was now convinced that the two were pals, and
meant to fleece the ranchman.
But that was something that he did not mean to allow.
He knew all about cards and a fakir had taught him
enough tricks to make him able to swindle a professional
gambler. if lie so desired .
Hut it ,ya,; not in -Youug ·wild West's line to swindle any
one, bi1t he considered it his duty to prevent any one else

a

from being swindled, and now he was very glad that he had
agreed to play.
The game got started and had not been going more than
ten minutes when Richmond was winning almost ever:, pot.
And he, not being an expert at the game, was in high glee.
Then the stranger suggested that they raise the stakes.
"RaisP 'em!" sa id the ranchman. "I don't care how high.
I'm 1yi1liu' to lose or win, as ther case might be!"
Wilcl and Charlie exchanged glances.
That meant that they must keep a watch on the tn-o men.
In another ten minutes Richmond had lost all his winning;;.
It was what is termed a jack-pot, and the ante had now
risen to fifty dollars.
Our hero had not lost anything as yet. ancl he did not mean
to, either, for he did ·not intend to play any more aftei: that
hand.
He had seen Mon-is pass two cards under the table to the
stranger who called himself Elrickson.
And it so happened that Wild had four tens, Charlie four
queens and Richmond four kings.
Morris had dealt the carcls, and the two he had s lipped to
his confederate were aces.
Ancl the man, having two up his sleeve all the _while, now
had four.
'l'hat was the winning hand.
Young Wild West was the first to bet, and he promptly
went a hundred dollars on it.
The ranchman met him and went a hundred better.
Then Erickson raised it two hundred more, Charlie meeting it.
"Well. gentlemen, it seems that we have all got pretty good
hands," said :Morris. "I have, I must admit, and just for the
fun of it I am going to meet what is bet ap.d raise it five
hundred."
"All right," a-nswered Wild, coolJy. "I'll meet you and
raise it a thousand."
A hush came over all hands as the money was laid on the
table.
Finally IDrickson pulled out a bag of gold dust.
"I am not going to be bluffed out with the hand I've got,"
he observed. "I'll meet that and raise it another thousand."
"I am just your huckleberry!" exclaimed Richmond. "I'll
jest lift it another thousand!"
Cheyenne Charlie and Morris then called, and Wild fell in
line with them.
"Well, I am sorry to call you, Mr. Richmond, but I won't
be hoggish. What have you got?" and he counted out the
necessary money to meet the raise.
"Well, I've got four kings," cried the ranchman. "An' I
reckon they'll scoop in ther pot."
"You are mistaken, my dear sir," said Elri.ckson. "Four
ki:ngs never were any good when there were· four aces around."
"Well, I r eckon they're good this time, Seein's I've got ,m
ace in my hand along l'lrith ther kings, an' if you've got four
aces there must be five in this pack."
The ranchman reached for the money, but Erickson quickly
drew a reYolver.
"I have got four ace,; and I came by them honestly!" he
exclaimed. "I am not going to be swindled out of that pot!"
"If you have four aces you did not come by them honestly!"
spoke up Young Wild ·west, calmly. "No one is going to
swindle you out of the money on the table, but Mr. ·Richmond ls
going to taJ.,e it, just the same. Morris dealt him four kings
in the regular way, but he passed two aces to you under the
table. Now, put up that shooter, or the undertaker will be
looking for you in just :five minutes!"
"Do you mean to sa:v that I chea.ted ?" shouted Morris,
springing to his feet and diving for his hip pocket.
"Yes!"

As tile word left the lips of Young Wild West his hands
raised and a pair 9f revolvers covered the two men.
"Now, then, go a little easy. won't you? Your game <>ot
nipped in the bud. Please rake in the pot, Mr. Richmo;d.
It belongs to you as much as any money eve1· did to a person
who gambled for it"
There was such a look of sternness in the face of Young
Wild West that the agent and his accomplice wilted before
him.
They sank back in their chairs without a word while the
rancbman, who had now regained his composure, raked in the
money.
"Now, I want you to all lay J"0lll' hands don·n upon tlic
table," added Wild.
Richmond promptly tu1·ued his cards over, and tbeu the
two villains slowly followed his example.
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The ranchman had four kinf:!:S and un ace iu his hand,
Erickson had four aces and a dence, and 1\Ionis had simply
u pair of treys nncl three minor cards.
"These are the two c,trds I saw passed under the table,"
our hero 1Yent on, und turn ing them over. it could be seen by
lookine; closely at them that the backs were not of the same
pattern.
"'Well, I'll be roped for a wild steer!" exclaimed Richmond.
"Mr. ;.\forril'<. I never thought you would do anything like that!"
The agent made no reply, but the look upon his face showed
plainly that he wished to be anywhere but where be was just
then.
"Put your money in your pocket, Mr. Richmond," said Wild.
"It is yours by rights of the game."
"l\'o; it ain't all mine. What you an' your friend Charlie
put in ther pot ain't mine. You bet after you knew he had
cheated."
"Yes; I know that. I just did it to give you a chance to
get the best of the pair who were trying to rob us all. For
if they had succeeded in beating you out of the money they
would surely have turned their attention to Charlie or my self
next. It was a rnry dirty trick that they ,Put up on us, but i.t
did not work. You can do a;:; you like about it, but if my
adYice ,Yere asked I would say that the mane~' should be giYen
back to every one who bet it, including Morris and his rascally accomplice. I rather think tlley have learned a lesson,
as it is."
"Well, Young Wild West, that's jest what I'm gain' to do.
An' right here I want ·to say that I'll never play another
game of polcer as long as I live. Why, think of it! A man
who I thought was one of my best friends, to try au' rob me
like that! Confound him! He ougbt to be shot!"
Tlle money was placed on tbe table. and Wild soon counted
it out so each of the five got wbat they had placed there.
"You ought to thank m~ for this!" obsen-ed tbe young
dead-shot, as he huud d over 1\Iorris' share. ..You are not
entitled to a cent o!' it."
"Yes, I feel 1·ery thtlnkful to you." replied tbe man, bitterly.
"lf I had tboug-ht you are the fellow you are I would neYer
haYe propose<l the game."
·'J hardly tlnnk you would. But now, Mr. Morris, I am
goill!~ to gil·e you a little bit of advice, tJl(lugh I am a stranger
in these parts. My :1dvice is this: Take a portion of your
money there and buy a broncho willi it. Tell your friend to
do the same. 'l.'hen after you have bought the horses, mount
them aud get out of NeYerslip as fast as you can."
"I don't know why we 1,; hould do that," retorted the man.
showing just a little ,:;pirlt. "I don't know as you are running tbe town."
''No; I don't claim that I run this town, or any other,
though I am mayor of a town tbat b larger than this. l only
ga,·e you the ad1·ice for your own good. If you don't take
it. it is not my fault. But don't u-y to get any satisfaction
out of rue for exl)osing your game: if you do I promise you
tbat I 1Yill makP you II fit subject to lie under the daisies!"
As Wild said lhi~ he got up from the table and left the
room as c:,llmly as though nothing out of the ordinary had taken
11lace at tl.H., cant table.
a\. cro,nl hacl been blocking the doonYay. listening and watching at what ,,•a,; going 011, but tile.,· macle way foi· him readily
Cl!OUgl.1.

'"Landlord."' ,;aid Young \\"ild ,Yest, ··r would like to get
actomruodations bere. along with my partners, Uhesenne
ClJai-lie. .lim Dart. and Jack Robedee. How about it?"
"I reckon if there ain't room for you in ther house we'll
make room," was the quick response. "You are just ther feller
we want around here. I've heard considerable about you,
Y0ung "-ild \\·e,;t. an' l wish you was mayor of this town,
i nstead uf Weston. I dou·t allow any crooked gamblin' games
t o run in my hom:e. if I know it, an· l'lll mighty glad that
yon just broke that 011<' up."
""\Ye woul<l like lo lwYe accommodations for tile uight. too,"
spoke up ,\Iurris. as he carue out. followed by E:rickson.
"Well, there ain't a room for yon. so ther quicker you
light out titer better.'' answe;ed the landlord.
Tbe Yillaius .·iunk off Jil,e a pair of whipped curs.
Cljr\.l'TER YI.
THE C,A'l".l"l.E ROPERS ARE JOINED IlY THE GAMBLERS.

.\s :.lorri~ and bis confederate went out Zeb Carrots, the
salve 11eddler, came into tbe barroom.
Ile had been making the rounds of the town, and his salYe
had been selling like "hot cakes."
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"How d'yp <lo, gentlemen?" he ~tru(!k up. "Is there anybody here who never heard of George Washington, ther father
of his country? But wait! I forgot my accordion."
Out he went, and in half a minute he came back 1Yith the
instrument.
"Now. then. I'll sing you a little ~ong," he ref-urned. "It is,
called. 'Willie Turns ther Grindstone \Yhile Popper Grinds
ther Ax.' There-$ a hundred and seven Yerses to it, but I
won·t sing more than t,Yenty or thirty of 'em jist no'-\·. If1
I had ther time I would, but I'Ye got a few more boxes of
my salYe left, and I want to dispose of 'em. My salve is a
boon to all mankind an' any other kind. Here she goes!"'
Then he played and sang four lines, and after a short inter·
lude, repeated it.
·
.
This he did three or four times, each verse being exactly
the same.
It wns hard telling how long he might llaYe kept it up had
not a startling inteiTuption occurred.
A pistol ::;hot i;ang out and a bnllet came th rough the \Yindow. striki11;;;- the \\·all ''"ithin ,t11 in<'h o( Young Wild West's
head.
As quick as a flash the boy sprang to the door.
But as he µulled it opeu a derish·e la ugh came .to his ears;
then there wa::; a rattling of wheels ar:d the Jerseytuan·,:; buggyl
went down the roacl.
In the vehicle were Morris and Erickson, one of them driv·
ing and the other plying the whip.
Tlle poor horse was getting away !lt a spanking gait, und
~efore our hero could get a sho t at the men the corner near,
the hotel W9S turr:ecl.
"Great cornshu~ks !"' cried Zeb Carrots. showing great alarm.
"Ther rascals hafl stole my rig. I've got nigh unto three hundred boxes of my sulYe in ther buggy. Some of ~·ou ride
after 'em an' catch 'em for me, won't you?"
'l.'he extreme earnestness of tlle old man was comical.
Young Wild West raised his rifle to his shoulder, and then
he hesitated and lowered it.
"If I kne\\' which one it was who fired that shot at me I
would drop him out of that wago1,,"' he observed. "But I
rloti"t know. and 1 don"t want to shoot che wrong one."
"You couldn't shoot the wrong 011e H ~·ou dropped both of'em," spoke up the proprie1.or of the hotel.
But let us follow the two men wllo had taken possoosion of
Zeb Carrots' buggy.
lt was Erickson who had tired the shot through the window at Wild.
They had taken possession of the Jerseyman's rig soon
after coming out, and after baving decided to ride out ofl
town with it a ways. Erickson had insisted upon getting revengL· upon Young Wild "\Vest.
"You shoot, then. and the instaut you do I will . start off·
the horse," said i\Iorris.
The gambler did shoot, but l.Je missed, as the reader knows.
Then the hor e was put on. the run anu the buggy went
rattling down the road.
·
The men ,vere heading straigbt in the direction of Jake
Richmoud"& ranch. though they tlid not seem to care "·here
they were going. so long as they got out of to,vn.
It was now pretty clo!se to s un. ·et, and all they wonted to
do was to get into the woods somewhere and then abandon
the rig.
Rut :.'.Iorris had no idea of leaving the place right away.
He was so bent upon getting hold of the money he paid to
the ranchman ti.lat I.le made up his mind to steal it.
"I was a fool for paying it to him," he thought. "Here I
have stolen twenty thousand dollars from the company, anrl
do not dare to go back to them, and yet I was fool enough
to think that if I paid Richmond I could easily win it away
from him, and more bei;:it1es. But that Young Wild West
spoiled the game."
Aloud I.le said to his companion:
"\\'ell, we are in for it now, Erick~on !'"
"Yes," was the retort. "But we ain't much worse off than
we would lle if ,Ye were home."
"Not so bad, I think. I know I feel safer here riding in
this stolen rig than I 1Yould if I was in my own home. I
suppose they lla,e discover~d that the t,.-enty thousand is
missing long before this."
"Quite likely. Well, it is enough to give us a good sta rt,
anyhow. That twenty thousand ougbt to double itself inside
of two weeks, if we have auy kind of luck. We don't want
to stack up against any more such fellows as Young Wild
West, though."
"You are right on that point. But, say! · What is the matter wlth robbing Jake Richmond to-night? I know just where
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bi!'; old rattlebox of a safe is localed in the ranch, and I am

sut·e that you could manage to open it in five minutes' time."
"Do yoa think it \VOuld be worth the ri k '!" Erickson asked,
thoughtfully.
"Do J? \Yell, ,I should say so! 1 IIe'll have at least a couple
more thonsand, beside what I was fool enough to give him,
in the ~afe."
" reu, ,ve will do it, then. But the first thing we want
to do, then, is to get rid of this rig. We've got to leave it on
the road somewhere and make belieYe we have gone in a
direction opposite to the way we will go. Just make the
old plug move up a little till we get to the woods ahead."
''All rigl.Jt. Can you see anybody following us?"
ON'o,"

"Good! I thought maybe that young fellow might take it
iu his bead to catch us."
''"'ell it might be that they have taken a short-cut to beau
us off. 'l'l.Jey could do that, you know."
"That's f:O. I never thought of that."
"Let us get into the woods, and then make straight for the
ranch of Richmond."
''All right."
The horse was whipped into a faster gait and the woods
were reached in a short time.
Then the two men jumped out of the buggy, not offering
to bother willl anything there wus in it, and took to the
wootls.
The horse stood still for a minute and then turned around
and began to walk back toward th~ town.
The villains beaded in a direction that wus parallel with
that of the ranch.
'.\lorris knew just where it was located, as he had been
goiug there almost monthly for nearly a year.
Ile had been an honest man then, but v-,hen be fell in the
company of Elickson and got to gambling he began to go
down-hill.
Bacl company and gambling will fix the best of men.
Darkness overtook them a few minutes after they got into
the woods, and fearing that they might get lost, Erickson
suggested that they keep near the edge of it.
"All right," replied :M:orris. "I am sorry you shot at the
boy now."
"Whi?"
"\Yell, they wouldn't look for us at all after they found
the rig comi11g back if you had not fired that shot."
"Oh, I guess they won't look very far for us, anyhow. If
Young \Yild West comes along I'll try another shot at bun,
and maybe I will have better luck."
"You are a pretty good shot, anyway, and I don't understand how you missed before."
"It was the glass I had to shoot through that made it."
Pretty soon they reached a big oak tree that was easy to
climb.
Moeris suggested that they go up it and look around.
They were uow within less than half a mile from the road
and about two miles from Richmond's ranch.
They soon got up the tree, and it being a clear night, they
could see quite a distance.
They bad not been there Jong when they saw a horseman
go galloping along the road.
"'l'hat's Richmond, I'll bet!" exclaimed Morris. "Why didn't
,;ye keep closer to the road? It would have saved us the
trouble of breaking in his house."
"I l,ad no iuea that he wonld be coming home alone. I
thought there would be a whole crowd with him, trying to
fin(] us," replied Erickson.
·'JllSt tllink of how easy it would have been to hold him
up anll get the money from hlm."
"Yes; it would have been easy enough. But it might not
be Richmond, after all."
"Oh. I am sure it is be."
"\Yell, tlicu \Ye knew that the money is !ikcly to be in the
safe to-nigbt.''
"That is it! If we bad held him up we would llave only
got \\'hat he had witll him. There is more in the safe, most
lil;ely, than he has in his pockets."
The two gamblers remained in the tree a long time.
When they got down they were hungry, but they had to
r emain so, for there was no way of getting anything to eat
just then.
At the suggestion of Morris, who knew the way pretty
weJI. they set out on a walk toward the ranch.
When they got pretty close to the barns and other outbuildings they came to a halt.
rt was now past nine o'clock, but they knew they would

be apt to be discovered by some of the hiretl help if they
went too close.
''\Ye haYe got to find a place somewhere aud llide," said
Erif'kson.
"\Yell, there is a big haystacl, over there. I guess that
will do."
"Just tl1e thing,"
'l'hey made their way cautiously toward it and soon dug
out, enough of it to make a good snug hiding-place.
Once there they found it so comfortal.Jle that lJefore they
knew it they fell asleep.
It must h~ve been some three or four hours later when
Erickson was a wakened by the souud of voices right near
them.
Placing his band oYer the mouth of his companion, be
gaYe him a gentle shake.
"Hi t !" be whispered. "Somebody is right here by tbe
stack!"
But ~!orris was so startled that be made a lot of noise
·with bis hands and feet.
"What was that?" a voice asked.
"Some of tber hay tumblin' down, I reckon," was the rPply.
"I don't think so, Luke."
"Well, go an' look, then."
The next minute rt pair of bands came in contact with tbt>
feet of Morris, and with a jerk lie was hauled from !Ji-,;
hidiug-place.
"Well, 1'11 be everlastingly jiggered!" exclaimed the Yuice
of Lolly, the cattle roper. "Hello, stranger! Wbat iu I.Jlazes
are you doin' here?"
"I was takin' a uuv," answered the villain, trying lo kf>c·p
cool.
"Why, if it ain't ther ageut what brings ther money to
tller boss, I'm a three-legged catamount ! What are yot1 doin'
around here? I heard that you tried to swindle him out of
his money, after you paid birn, an' then had to light out!"
"Well, I guess that is about the size of it. Being dead
broke, we thought we would come over here and see if Itichmond wouldn't loan us a huuul'ed or RO to get back home."
"We, hey? Tllcr other chap is with you, th n'! Come ont
au' show yourself."
'l'here was nothing to do but obey, so Erickson came out
from the haystack.
'l'he cattle ropers were all tbere--that is, the eight who
had decided to rob their emplorer and carry ot'I' the Ranc:h
Queen were--and tbey stared at t!Je two men as they awse
to their feet.
"See here," said Loping Luke, after he had carefully siv·tl
them up, "I uon't think you wa,; goin' to try an' borrow anytlJing of ther boss at all. If you wanted to tlo that you'd haYe
come afore he went to bed."
"We didu't intend to sleep so long," answered Erickson, who
was pretty well f11ghtened.
"It a.in't that, I don't think. You was goln' to rob ther 1.Ju~s.
that's what you was goiu' to do."
"No, no!" they hastened to reply.
"Well, I reckon you was; but it don't make any dHl'erence,
since you didn't do it an' g-it ahead of us."
"You are not going to roll him, are you?" asked :.\for1is, eagerly.
"I reckon that's jest what we are goin' to do."
"Let us go in with you. then?''
"Then you will admit that you come here to rob him?"
"Yes."
"I thought you had an awful lot of nerve to come around an'
ask him to lend you anything, after what ha11pened at Xe,·erslip."
"iVe came dowu here to roll Richmond's safe, and then we
want to. get a st-:-• at Yonnz 'Wild West and make tracks out
of the country."
The villain could not nave sald auythlng better to get into
the good graces of the cattle ropers.
'!'hey had a. talk of uearly half an hour, during which que;;tions was put and answel'ed on both sides, and then they thoroughly understood one another antl agreed to go in together
in the rol)bing scheme.
But he did not let on to the cattle ropers that he wa,:.
And when i\Iorri;; l.Jeard about the proposed kidnapping of
the ranchman's daughter, be became doubly interested.
But Ile did not let on to the cattle ropers that he was.
It took them some little time to arrange tile plan, and !t
was a few minutes after two when four of them stole up to
the house.
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They were l\Ior1is, Loping Luke, Lolly and the man named
Tim Savage.
The others followed on behind, to be ready to lend a hand
in case the four were discovered.
Loping Luke had no difficulty in forcing nn entrance, since
he knew all o bout the place.
Then they entered, while their companions waited outside
for them with horses for all to tide away to some deserted
ranch sorue ten miles distant.
This place had the name of being haunted, and Loping Luke
had an idea thal they would not be looked for there.
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With no thought of breakfast, our friends mounted their
steeds and joined Jake Richmond, who was waiting for them
in front of the hotel with about twenty cowboys and little
Bobb~.
Bobby was mounted on a spirited black pony a!ld was
armed with a rifle and revolvers.
Ile loved his handsome sister Yery much, and woe to one
of the villains who had carried her of!' if he once drew a
bead on him!
Though I.le was fully as anxious as his father oYer what
had taken place, he was much cooler.
"I want to go right along with you, Young Vi'ild West,"
he said, riding up to the side of our hero.
CHAPTER VII.
"All rlght, Bobby," was the reply. "~o'I>, before w·e stnrt
out I want you to tell me where you think the scoundrels might
"HERES A. CLUE!"
have gone."
"I don't know, unless they pushed on to Radv1lle."
It was scarcely clnylight the next morning when Young
"But you rode In that direction, did you not?"
-n·11d ,vest was aroused by a knocking on the door of the
"Yes. sir."
room be occupied with Jim Dart at the hotel.
"And you were not more than ten minutes behind tbelJ:l
"I want to see you right away, Young Wild West!" cried
when you started?"
the Yoic-e of ,Jake Richmond, the ranchman.
"Yes, sir."
Wilcl and ,Jim both got out in short order.
"Well, then, you should have come up with them, then.
The latter quickly opened the door and found the ranchThey could not have ridden any faster than you, on account
man ancl the proprietor of the hotel standing there.
Richmond was in a state of great excitement as be came of being hampered by your sister. One of them must have~
certainly bad her on his horse with him."
into the room.
"Yes, sir, I suppose he must have. But there are two otller
"What's the trouble?" our hero asked as he hastily donned
horses missing from the stabl-two of Uie best ones wi!
his clothing.
"Trouble enough !" was the reply. "It's ther worst trouble had."
"Is that so?" and Wild wonnered what that meant.
I'1·e ever been in, l\Ir. West!"
"Yes. 'l'hey must have took them along in case any of the
"Tell rue about it and maybe I can help you."
"'!'hat's j est what I come to see you for. Well, them eight others gave out. Tllat makes it look to me as though they
cattle ropers what you learned a lesson to yesterday after· were going to ride a good distance."
""\\' ell, if we only knew to a certainty which way they went
noon have 1·obbed me an' carried off my gal Ruby!"
we would soon overhaul them."
"\\'hat!"
"That's Jest what ther scoundrels has gone an' done!"
"Yes, sir."
"You know of no place within a few miles where they ,
''When did this all happen?"
·
".\. little after two o'clock this mornln'. We was awoke could find a chance to hide?"
by a scream an I got out of bed an' grabbed my gun. I run
"No; unless they went to the hauuted rnnch."
to I her winder, an' was jest in time to see some fellers ridln'
"Haunted ranch!" echoed Young Wild West. "Where is
a\\'ay :u; fust as they could go. Ther whole house was that?"
quickly amused, an' then we found that Ruby was gone. My
"It's an old place that's about tumbled down about eig-J,t
safp \\'as husterl open. too, an' every dollar I had is among miles from our house. No one ever goes th ere, because therP·s
tlwr mif;f;\n'."
gho~ts there, the men say. The man who owuccl it ktllecl ,
\\"ild conl(l scarl'ely believe sncll a thing was true.
his wife and all his family thrre about three ye:us ago, aml
But he waH certain that the ranchman was not exaggerating. no one has ever come to claim the property. EYery night the
"f':o It was the eli;:ht men who were going to brand me who mnr tlerer's ghost goes walking around with a bloody axe in
bis lmnrls. Lots of our men have seeu it."
did all this'!" hP usk r d.
"Yes; it mu,-;f J1p them fellers , for they was not there when
It was now getting daylight. and wh en Wild asked the hoy
I l'Pt•te1l ont all hantl,i nn' f:tarled to give pursuit."
to point out the cllrectlon the bannted runch was located in,
'·'l'iH' Y got :iwa.r, then?"
be promptly dicl so.
'·)'p,1,
\\"t•Yr \Jren buntin' for 'em all nigl1t, but couldn't
"l guess we wlll take a ride over to the haunted ranch,"
R<'l'll\ to .~ it on ther rl1sllt trail.
I rlon't mind t,her loss 61' tber he said, quietly.
nu,1H•,\'. Bnt my poor Rnby ! An' Bobby went an' nick-named
"Good! '.rhey might have gone there. I heard Loping Luke
h<'l' 1·h,•1· H.:tnC'h Qt!c•c•11, too!"
say onre that the ghost was a llnmbng piece of bnslness. He
, Hidnuuncl lmri::t Into a flood of tears, showing just bow btid said be wasn't afraid to go· there any time."
}IP felt 0\'01' ll.
"Ah? 0
"\Yell . .:\Ir. Uiclnnond," said our hero, wilh flashing eyes,
Young Wild West now lJegan to think that the y1Jlains bad
''I'll help you find the Ranch Queen , and if I don't round up rnude for the deserted place.
the r-attle rOl)N's bet'ore many houri! my name is not Yonng
It seemed strange that the pursuers bad not been able to
"'il<l \\"r:,t."
overtake them .
.Tim 1,,u L hat! never Reen hi~ chum more earnest in his life.
As they had not looked there, it would pay to run over, ·
"\\'(' will ,;lick to it till we fiud them." be said.
anyhow.
"Th:l!Jk you!" cried the ranchman. "Now, I know there'll
It was a good twelve miles to the place from where th ey
!Je some chance of gittin lluhy before harm comes to her! were, so Wild at once gave the word to come on.
O!J, tl,is is ahout the worst thing that ever happened to me.
'l'hC'n he rode of!', followed by all band&.
I c,111't go bac·k :rn' face ther gal's molher till she is found."
"The flr,;t thing to do is to find the trail," he said to Rich<'l!eyrnne Charlir and Jack llobedec had been aroused by mond, as the ranchman rode up alongsltle him. "If you coul<l
the noi,:e, tind they were dressecl and out of their room almost not overtake them on the road it shows plainly that they left
as f';OOn vs Wilcl anu Jim were.
it, and that will make a trail over the prairie."
Ai1cl they ,wre ready to join in the chase for the villains
"That's right."
who harl stol en the girl.
"We will go right to the spot where you last saw them and
In a few minutes the four partners from Weston were out look for tl:Je trail."
at the :;tahle saddling their horses.
"Yes."
\Vilcl had made an appointment with the parties who had
"That will be the only way, I guess," spoke up Cheyenne
the- minim~ land for sale that morning, but that made no Charlie.
difference now.
It took them some little time to ride over to the ranch.
Bobby dismounted and ran into the house and found bis
IIe bad something far more important on hand.
The Rauch Queen had been kidnapped, and he felt it his mother nearly prostrated with grief.
Bnli he cbeerrcl her up somewhat when he told her tbat
dutr to go to her rescue.
Ile would haH' done so if he bad neYer set eyes on the Young Wild WPst ancl. his three partners had promisecl to
girl. hut hRrl she not sa,·erl him from being marked for life do all they could to find Ruby.
It now being broarl daylight. there was no difficulty in findby R hurning hrand?
'fhat ma rlr, him doubly anxious to save her from the vil- ing the trail rnaile by the ten ,illains who had so successfully
carried out their foul plot.
luinous cattle ropers.
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To Sl1"h exp.e rienced Rcouts as Wild and his partners it was
an eas:, thing to find it.
With our hero in the lead. rlosel:, followPd by little Bobby,
'
the.r rode across the stretch of prairie.
Across a hundred-acre piece the trail led.
In some placPs it was very plain. and in oth.ers. where it
.got upon old paths made b:r the cattle,. it was not discernible
at all.
But Youn~ i'i'ild ,vest fom1d it quickly every time it was
lost. anrl Jal;:e_ Richmond began to . grow more hopeful every
1
minute.
"Ther scoundrels!" he ('xclaimed: "I won't Rhow them no
.guarter when ·1n catc-h ·em! They'll die like tber miserable
;·c oyotes they are! After proruisin' mP only :,esterclay ·that
Ithe:, "·as ·goin' to beha,e an· .do ther right thing. an' then to
'go an· rlo such an awfnl thing as this! If they hadn't
·bothered Ruby I wouldn't have cared so much. They've got
to go under for it, an· tliat's nll there is to it!"
"You just bet they ba,e got to go under. pop!·• exclaimed
IBobby. "I m~1 going . to shoot the first one I SPe of them!"
Wild :-aid i1otbing to this.
He meant to h:n-e his way about settling the business
!when the villains were sighted. though.
, He realized that the gang was a very vicious one, and that
Ithey might be bad enough to kill the girl before giving her
up. knowing what their fate woulcl be. anyhow.
In just five minutes Richmond and his band of cowboys
becanie convincecl that the ,illaim; had not taken to the road
at all.
·
That wns wb:, they hnd been unable to overtake them, or
fin(l a sign of them .
Ai- yet iVilcl llad not said a word about the haunted ranch
to any one save little Bobby.
He knew the majority of cowboys were more or less super'stitious.
'\Yll en they had gone about two miles Bobby managed to
get bis horse alongside our hero and whisper in his ear:
"I bet they did make for the haunted ranch, for we are
!heading nearly straight for it."
· "All right. Don't say anything about it to any of them,"
was the reply.
"I won't.•·
"Some of them might not want to go there, but it makes
,no dif!'erence if they all back out, if I think the cattle ropers
are there I will go. and so will my tbree partners."
·• And so w1ll l'., even I! r see tlle ghost with tbe axe in its
band runnin,g around."
"Good boy! You are made out of the right kind of stuff!"
This pleased Bobby more than anything- tl)at could have
been said to him.
And 'the one who said it- that made it so much the better.
Yonng ·wild West was the boss of all heroes in the eyes of
the boy.
The further tbey went over the prairie the .easier the trail
.was to follow.
.Just as they came in sight of the tumble-down buildings
of the haunted ranch Young ·wild West suddenly came to a
halt, and dismounting, picked up a bit or ribbon.
·'Here's a clew!" he exclaimed.

l

CHAPTER VIII.
"ouT OF THE FRYING-PAN INTO THE FIRE."

We will now see just what did happen to the Ranch Queen.
. Taken completely by surprise, she was an easy victim for
Loping Luke and bis three assistants.
.A blanket was thrown over her head, and she could scarcely
breathe, let alone cry out, and then the scoundrels gulckly
gatberecl what clothing they could put their hands on, and
what thPY thought she would need, ancl got out of the house.
The safe bad been relieved of what money there was in it
Yery easily and quickly, so now all they had to do was to
make good their escape.
.
But jn!lt as they got out of the house tile struggling girl
m:rnngerl to get the blanket away from her montll long enough
to· utter one scream.
· Then she was quickly silenced. and as Loping Luke
mounted his waiting borRe she was handed up to him. •
A "·ay dashed the eattle ropers and their two rascally accomplices.
.
'l'bey had lloped to get out of the house with the girl witbont it being- known, but that scream had aroused the inmates,
so tlwy bad to ride fast in order, to get a lead.

"Straight for tber deserted ranch!" said Lul,e, as he roc1e
along in advance.
"But they say there's a ghost there, cap," one of the more
timid of the vlllains ventured.
"Ghost be blowecl! There ain't no sich thing as a gho~t,
nor never was. Tber plac-e is jest what we want to hide in
jest now. Jake Richmond an' his gang will never think of
loo kin' there."
"You are goin' to a place that is supposed to be haunted,
then?" observed Erickson.
"That's right, pardner," was the reply.
"Good! Are the people nround bere shy of the place?"
"Yes; about nine out of ten is. Us fellers ain't shy of it,
though; leastwise, all but one or two ain't."
"Well, when you said a moment ago that there was no suc-h
things as ghosts, you spoke the truth. It is all right for some
people to think so, but men of good sound sense know better.
If there is anything ·trauge to be seen there you can bet
it is clone by human bands."
"Well, I happen to know what makes ther ghost around
tber haunted ranch: or, leastwise, what used to make it," and
Loping Luke chuckled.
"What was it?" asked the man who bad shown some signs
of being afraid.
"A white cow with a bell on her neck," was the reply. "She
stayed around there for about three or four months after ther
rancher killed his whole family. 'l'her white cow "·as all
tber ghost that was ever around there, and I know it."
A sigh of r elief went up from more than one of the cattle
ropers, for in spite of what Luke said about there being only
one or two who were inclined to be afraid of the place, all
of them were superstitious.
Some of them bad seen the supposed ghost and hearcl the
bell sound, and now when they heard their leader say that it
was only a white cow with a bell around its neck they could
ea ily figure OJ1t that such could have been the case.
'!.'he horse Loping Luke rode was a good one, and he easily
held the lead of the men.
But it was not long before they beard the thundering of
hoofs behind them, and then some of the men urged their
steeds to the top of their speed.
On they went, some of them badly frightened at the thought
of being overtaken, and others reckless ,1nd defiant.
"Don't go to hollerin' any, boys,·• said Loping Luke. "Ther
ground is soft here, an' they can't bear us very well. I r eckon.
They a re follerin ' ther old trail, as sure as you're born, an'
we'll soon be awa:v from ·em."
This was indeed the case. and ten minutes later. when ll1P
villains came to a brief halt to listen for their pursuers. not
a sound came to their ears.
"l guess we',e fooled 'em nicely." remarked :Horris, who
bad been one of the most anxious of the lot.
"I reckon we have," replied Luke, with n laugh. "iYe'll
soon be at ther deserted ranch now. an' then I l'eckon we kin
fix up things to stay there for a day or two. I want to git
a minister to marry me an' tiler gal as soon as possible. Bnt
while I'm waitin' I don't want any of you fellers to haYe a.
word to say to her. I won't see her insulted, an· I want it
to be understood that ther first man what tries it on wUI
git a bullet from . me. ,ve are outlaws now, an' as I'm ther
leader of ther gang, I expect to be obeyed."
"That's right, cap!" exclaimed Lolly.
"Of course it is right!" chimed in Erickson. wllo wai- even
then thinking of a way to quit the gang and run off with the
boodle that bad been taken from the safe in the house of tile
ranch man.
It bad been given into the charge of him, and in the excitement caused by the girl screaming the rest of the ,i!Iains
had forgotten it.
EJ.rickson knew they would surely think about it when they
got to the place they were beading for, and be wa.- wondering bow he could get away.
Ueamvhile the Ranc-h Queen llad not faint etl. arnl though
she was fixetl 80 she conl<l not cry ont in anJ•thiug lmt a
muffled voice, she coultl hear everything that w:rn beiug saw.
Ruby Richmond wa~ a very courageous girl, aml 110,v, a~
the first effects of her fright had worn off. »he wn:- thinkingof a way to escape.
.
It struck her that it wouhl be bes t for lH' l' lo make J,opiu!-{
Luke believe she was williug to marry 11im, if he wou].(] give
her a day or two to learn to lilrn him.
So she decided on that 11Ian of action, feeling sure t!Jat she
would have a better chance of getting awny.
After a wbilc the l1la11kct slipped down from Iler bead, and
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as the leader of the cattle ropers made a move to put it
bark she snid:
"I am not going to <'ry out. Luke. I am not frightened a
hit, either. But I want to tell you that you are making the
bigg-est mistake you ever made in carrying me off like. this ..,
":\Inyhe I am. au' then maybe I ain't." was the reply. "l\Iy
putty Ranch Queen. I think so much of you that I would do
anything- to get you for my wife.·,
"Well, you are going at it in the wrong way," she answered,
speaking as calmly as ;;he co uld and feeling as t'.bougb she
would like to shoot him dead then and there. "If you had
any snc-h feclin1n,.. toward me why didn't you go about it In
the proper way?"
"I ne,·er lrnowed I was iu Io,·e witll you till to-day. ·when
~-ou p'i11ted that pistol at me au· tolcl me not to touch Young
·w11d '\Yest wit!J ther brandin'-iron. I jest felt my whole soul
go out for yon. I reckon you bad better agree to marry me
un· ba,e done with it."
"I can't do that,·• and tb e helpless girl shuddered at the
thought of such a fate.
"'Veil, maybe you'll make up your mind after a while."
f'ihe saiL1 nothing to this, and while her captor was thinking of the unexpected headwav he was making in his love
affair. she contrived to slip a bit of ribbon that held the ends
of her long braid of bair together and let it drop to the
o-round.
" "Some one may happen along and find it." she thought,
"and that will let them know that I am being taken to the
haunted ranch."
As they rapidly neared their destination the Ranch Queen
hccnme tempted to sei7,e the knife the scoundrel had in his
belt and plunge it in bis heart.
But the thought of such a thin?: was revolting to her, and
she could not brinO' ller,;e!f to do it
So at length wh;n th~ horsemen began to slacken speed she
resolvecl to try and make her esC'ape from the house they
· h' .
won Id con fi nc er m.
"Here we are, boyR!" exclaimed J,oplng Luke, a minute
hter · "A rather lonely lookin•Y place ain't it'/ But there
.
'.
"
·
.
'. , ·
a.mt any wlute cow with a bel.~ on he1 neck around, so you
needn't expect to see any ghost.
Xo one made re1j1r to' this, sho"·ing that all bands were a
. cl t the si ht of the ruins of the house and outt •'fl
· g
n_ e_ a-.ie a
bmldings.
"Some one come here an' take ther g-irl down." called out
Luke. "Jest . ee to it t_hat you hand.le her gently, too." .
The Ranch Queen, still enveloped m the blanket, was llfted
from the llorse and. held till the Yillain dismounted."
Then he very politely said:
"Are you goin' to walk, or will I carry J'OU ?"
" I will walk,•· wmi the reply.
"All right. I'm migl1ty glad that you ai n't takin' on so
hard al1out it. You'll find that I'm a good-hearted feller, I
reckon. "
"A black-hearted fi end," thought the girl. "But I will soon
show you that I am not going to stay here very long."
She allowed him to e. cort her to the porch of the tumbledown house aud then waited for the uext move.
One of the men now lighted a lantern and came forward
with it.
"Lead ther way inside tiler house, " Luke commanded. "The
rest of you fellers see to 1rnttin' ther horses In tber other
side of tber hall here. ,ve'll have to make ther house do for
a stable, too, ns it won't clo to lea,e 'e111 where they kin be
seen by any one, if they should happen to co111;e along."
That Luke bacl been there before was evident, f_or be
promptly walked into one of the rear rooms of the building,
and then bidding the _man leave the lantern there, be turned
to his captive and said:
"Now, then, my putty Ranch Queen. I'm goin' to leave you
here for a while. There ain't no use in tryin' to git out, 'cause
ther one winder In this room is fixed so you can't open it,
as you'll soon find out if yon go to tryin' it. There is a
couple of chairs ,in llere, an' a conC'h, an' here's tber bundle
of clothes we brought along. I'm goin' out an' leave you till
mornin', :m' b.v that time yon will probahly have made up
your mind to take me for a husband iu their straight an'
rei:;nlar way. Good-night, my dear!•·
Ruby Richmond could SC'arcely re;;train ll erself from saying something to . bow her utter ·outempt of tile villain, l;mt
she managed to do it.
When be closed the door she heard a bo1t slide on tlle other
side. anu tllat told hel' only too . well that she was a prlsoner.
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As be had left th e lantern there, the girl was not in darkness.
Still the apartment was gloomy enough.
She shn<ldered when she looked around, for on the "·ellworn carpet that co.-erecl the floor dark spots and stains
could be seen.
There was no doubt that one or more of the· mmders had
been committed here. and it was also quite likely that no one
bad occupied the room since.
If Ruby bad not been an exceptionally bra,e girl she would
ne.-er ha'"e stood what she had already gone through without
-fainting and now ·to be plnced in an apartment in a haunted
house where the stains of blood could be seen upon the carpet
was enough to unnerve almost any one.
But she bad spent tbe greater part of ber life in tlle boundless West, and had been used to all sorts of dangers.
She shuddered as she saw the stains aud then turned her
attention to the clothing that bad been brought along froru
her room at the ranch.
It so happened that there ,vere ample garmeuts for bet· use,
~nd W!1en she had donned them and p'.1 t on the 8hoes she
found rn the bundle. she made for the wrndow.
"I want Loping Luke to understand that I do not expect
to remain here very long," ~be said to he1:self. "I must find a
way to get out before daylight. Then with a horse and a reYolver I will defy the whole band of cattle ropers. I wo11der
where Young· ·wild "·est is? It would be just glorious if he
came along and saved me! Then we would be quits, since I
kept him from being branded by the scoundrel Lul,e. ··
This thought did more ~o help, ~he girl than an~·thing else.
She bad taken a deep mterest m the _young prince of the
saddle, and she wanted to see more of b1m.
___And "'.hen she cal'.?e t_o t~ln~, of the_ chivalric rescue of _her
fr1encl from the Ind1.ans bJ him she 1eally had a. strong idea
th n,t he would happen ~l~ng t~ save _her In the n!ck of tit~e.
'Il_ie Rauch Quee n presentl;y _plucked up suflkient comage
to sit clown on the musty-smelling couch.
,b t l
·
. ti
Id t
SI
1ea1 ie men 1!-1ovmg a on tie other parts of
• ie cou
the house, and by the occns10~1nl bursts of anger from i:;ome
of them she knew that sometbrng must be wro11;..
ti
cl .
But after a while things became more q i t
u e , an presen Y
.
th
0
~e co uld h_ear no mg but t!1e tramp . ~ the guard as he
""alkecl back and forth on the long. Io", stoov of the house.
ln this way an hour passed.
Then the Ranch t,!ueen got up and 1Yent to tbe window.
It was a rather narrow affair with twch-e small panes of
glass in it.
An examination with the aid of the lantern :allowed her
that two big nails had been driven in the casing oYer the
lower sash so it could not be raised.
And th e upper sash was one of the kind that cannot be
lowered .
Ruby could see out on the "'round. but the ~ouO'bing of a
bough against the window no~ and then told her "'tl!at there
was a tree there.
She felt that if she was going to get away from her captors
she must clo it by way of the window.
But if she were to break the glass it would surely be heard
·
by the man on guard.
How, then, was she to accomplish i't?
After considering the matter for a few minutes she sat
down on the couch again.
Another hour passed.
The Ranch Queen was beginning to grow Yery drowsy.
Though she was placed in what might be called a perilous
position, she could not refrain from growing sleepy.
Suddenly she beard a faint scratching sound on the win. dow.
Instantly she was all attention.
The sound was repeated.
She got up and w ent over to the window.
'l'hen the face of a man suddenly appearet.l there.
It was that of Erickson, though. As she had never seen
llim before, she did not know to whom the fa ce bclon;::;ecl.
He was a Rtr:rnger, and that gave her hor,e.
She did not utter a cry, or anything of the sort. and the
villain mnst haYe noticed the eager look tlJnt ~hone from lier
eyes, for without any hesitation· be re!lloveu a diamond ring
from his finger :inn. drew the stone nc:.:oss one of the panes.
'l'hree more sht~11Ies did h!! make. :rnrl then a gentle pu$h
~cut tl1e glass into the room.
'l'he Ranch Queen caught the fragn;cnt so it coultl not fnll
to I he floor unrl make a noisP. :Jl](l tl1e~ RricksoJ1 saii.l in :L '
whisper :
"I have come to ~ave yoti, mis~."
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promptly rode up to the front and showed that be was willing
to proceed.
It was still quite early in the morning, and all hands looked
!n the dlrectJ.on of the tumble-down building tor a sign of
the fugitives and their fair captiv~.
"If they are there they ain't sllowln' any signs of it," re marked Richmond.
"It wouldn't be good policy for 'em to do that," observed
Cheyenne Charlie. "If they was fools enough to go an' start
a fire au' let tber smoke come out of ther chimney ther
place wouldn't look much as though it was haunted, would
•
it?"
"Sartin It wouldn't," answered the oldest of the men in the
crowd.
Wild now started off, and all hands followed.
They were not long in reaching the house, and as the hoof
marks of the horses could be plainly seen, our hero was certain tha t the villains had been there.
But were they th ere now?
That was the question.
The main door of th e house was wide open, which made
it look as though th ere was no one there.
Ono of the cowboys said it had been closed tightly the last
time he passed the.-e, and when Wild heard this he came to
the conclusion that the birds bad been there and flown.
After they had circled around the house three or four times
Cheyen ne Charlie proposed that they go in and make sure.
This they did, acting very cautiously, as they thought the
cattle r opers might have set a trap for them.
But there was not a soul in the house, a:,; they soon found
out.
But the re w as every eviaence to show that the building bad
been occ upied during the night.
""'ell, boys," said Young Wild West, "tllere is only one
thing for us to do, and that is to follow the trail. We will
catcll them yet; see if we don't."
"Yes, we've got to round up them cattle ropers," declared
Jack Robedce. "\Ve'll round 'em up good an' taut, too."
;fake Richmond was rather dejected wbeu he found that
the villains were not there.
"If we had only maue for llNe when we had started in
pursuit of 'cm," be said.
"::\'eYer mind," observed Jim Dnrt. "Tlwy <"an't be very
far off. You can ea sily see that they stayed llere for some
hours ; e verything points to it. '\Yilcl, just lead us on tile trail,
and we'll g et them nerore breakfast, nfler all."
"Come on, boys!" and away they went.
The trail led to the southeast, and as no vains had been
tak en to cover it, our friends had not tile leaHt troullle In followiug it.
There was a patch of timber of mnny acJ'es in extent in
the direc tion the villains .had gone, and il not being over six
or seven ml.las away, thel'e was no doubt tba.t tlley were now
safely in It.
'l' llul meant tbnt there woulcl have lo he some sharp scouting clone to locate th em.
CHAPTER IX.
"Is there a settlement or town the other sicle of that
THE P U RSUIT,
wood ·1" Wild asked.
"Yes ; but it is twenty miles off," replied the rancllmnn .
.'>.s Yo11ug Wild West held up the piece of ribbon a cry of , "Gold Spur is tber nam e of tiler to"·u, an' there's wb<.>rc we
Joy came from .Jake Richmond.
ship our cattle from. They tnh:e 'cm clown the river in big
"You',e found a clew, sure enough!" he cried. "Tller scoun- flatboats to Cheyenne. "
drels must have made for th er deserted ranch."
"\Vell, it sti:ikes me that ti.le villnlns are beading for Golcl
"If they have they must have more nerve than I thought
they had," spoke up one of the cowboy's. "You won't catch Spur, tb<>n. They will most llkl·ly take n straight course
me goln' there. I ain't fond enough of g hoi=;ts an' goblins for through the timb er f er the trail Urn! lead;; th ere.·•
"I s'pose ti.lat',; what they are cloin'."
that."
"Let ns get to tllat trail a!! soon as pos:;illle. "
"You f ool! There ain't any ghosts th nt walk in ther day"We'll strike it in .about twenty minutes. 'I 'e are l!eatlin'
light. '' said another.
for it now. It follers til er bank of that creek over them
"I don't carr·," was the rejoinder. "I ain't goiu' there."
"\'\' ell.·· observed Young Wild Yi-est, t11rning to the fellow, straight to the ,voods, and so on through it. 'l' his creek kec•ps
"you bad better ride back home right away. then. All who wi denin' till it gits to Gold Spur, an' then it tnrns into :1
nre timid t:tbout going where I l<>ad had better go with you. river that is plenty deep enough to run flatboats on. I reckon
we'll be able to ca tch L<>ping Luke an' his gang before they
I guess " ·e can get along without you. "
'l'his rep!:, angered the cowbqy somewhat, but be made no git to Gold Spur, though."
"Yes; I have an idea that we will. But we must not let
reply just then.
"\'I-hat's the matter with yon fellows, anyway?" called out the grns!! grow uncler our feet, either."
They were rifling at a sharp gallop now.
little Bobby. "If Loping Luke nnd the other c·11.ttle ropers
Tile trnil macle h:v the f:l('elng villains fihow e(l eYPl'J" in1libnve got the Ranch Queen in the haunted house it's for us
to get her nwa:v from them. ain't it? I'm only a hoy, hut cation of hn"ini; beeu ma rl" ro('entiy. anrl thongh th ey wrrP
I nlo' t afraid to go there. If Loping Luke arnl his gang 11eginnin.i:: to get hnngr;,, 'l'l' ild resolw r1 to 0Ye r hanl tlH'tu hef ore ea tin g any breakfast.
"'nsn't afraid to go there, why . hould nny of us he?"
With the young prince of t iw snrl rllP in tbp 1Pnc1 on his
Th Pre wns the whole argumrnt in a nnts hell. and it wnA
spiPnditl sorrel. th ey r!ltsbPd on towal'(l the timli<>r.
~Pttlerl witho\lt an? further words.
It wa s a little leRs than twenty minutes ,,he11 tbey ,·~u<Jhetl
The ro"·lloy who hacl rais ed objections to going there

"Ob, thank rou, slr!" she answered, fer,ently.
"I happened to be rlcling along when I saw you brought
here by a band of men. Ever since that time I have been
stuclying out a way to save you," went on the gambler, lying
in such a glib manner that Ruby surely thought he was a
friend.
"I '\Vill soon have you out of here," he wcut on. "You be
careful not to allo,v any of the glass to fall upon the floor."
"I will be careful , " she rep!iecl.
Then he proceeded to cut out fi,e more parles, doing it in
remarkably quick time, too.
'\Yllen all th e pieces had been remov ed ,he used his jackknife and quickly cut away tlJC sash bars.
Tha t left an opening large enough f or th e girl's body to
pass through, and when he gave the word for her to put her
bead and arms through she unhesita tingly did so.
The next minute she was standing safely on the ground.
, "1'ow come with me," be whispered. "We must not be
caught l)y the men now, for if we we're it would be very hard
for us.!'
This was indeed the truth, as far as be was concerned,
anyway, for be bad sneaked u way from th e cattle ropers as
they enterecl the house, taking the money that bad been
robbed from the safe with him.
For some reason the vlllains had not given pursuit, and
be had resolved to hang around the viciuity and try and steal
the girl from Loping Luke.
Erickson, now that he had beep. successful in doing this,
took the Huucll Queen by the arm and led her to the spot
where he had left llis horse.
"I guess w e can manage it all right," he said, lifting her
up in front of llim. "\'\' here do you live?"
"Over at Hichmoud's ranch," she answered, pointing out the
direction. "I am the rancnman·s daughter. Please get me
home as soon as possible, and you shall be rewarded by my
fa tiler."
" ertainly I will get you home as soon as possible. But
I want no reward from your father for sav ing you from the
Yillaius. One grateful look from your star-like eyes is worth
all the rewards he could possibly give me fr1 the way of
money."
As he said tllis the Ranch Queen began to foe! a trifle uneasy.
"A glance from your bl'ight eyes is worth a whole lot to
me.·• he res umed, as he turned the horse in a direction quite
contrary to the one she wanted to go. "But a ki!<S from those
pre tty lips would be better."
"Yo11 have no right to talk to me that way," she answered,
now realizing that she had nrnde a mistake in trusting the
Htrancer. "~urn,_the other 'l'l"ay, please, and get me home as
.
soon :1s possible.
"Sl' C here!" exclaimed Erickson. press ing a r evolver against
her temple. "Who do you want for a husband. me or LOJ)ing
Luke?"
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the wagon trnil that led to Gold Spur, and once upon it they
could make faster time.
The trail of tlie villainous gang of cattle ropers led direct
to the road, nnd here it was lost, to a certain extent, as the
ground was pretty well packed and there were so many hoof
marks and wagon ruts there.
Quite a heavy dew had fallen through the night, and the
fresh tracks of a wagon showed plainly.
"Zeb Carrots, the peddler, must have passed this way," remarked .Jim. "He said last night, after be found his rig,
that be was goin~ to strike out for the next town before dayli o-b t in the morning."
"Well, he must be headin' for Gold Spur, then," said Richmond. "That are quite likely, too, since it will bring him
to tiler town jnst about noon. Gold Spur ain't over twentyfive miles from Neversl1p, an' I reckon that horse of his
could go twenty-five miles in half a day."
"Yes; it were a putty tough beast that he had," spoke up
Robede e.
"Well, i.l' what you ,say Is correct, we ought to be able to
overtake the Jerseyman before nn hour," observed Wild. "And
if we do, we will find out If the cattle ropers went this way,
or kept to the woods."
"They are bendin' stmight for Gold Spur, you kin bet!"
exclaimed Jake Richmond, who was feeling a trifle ea&ier now.
He was almost certain that It would be only a question of
a sbort time before the villains would be overhauled.
It was not long before our, friends were ricling along
through the woods.
There was not one In the pnrty ,,ho was not on the alert
for the least sound or sight that would Indicate that they
were nearing the party they were in pursuit of.
For near!,.- un hour they rode along through the timber
witllout seeing or mt1etlng a soul.
Then Jim Dart suggested that they come to a brief halt
while be climbed a tree to in!rn a look around the surroundIng country.
"We nre now pretty near to the e'1ge of the woods," he
said, "nucl soon we won't have a chance to get up high and
.
take a look down the trail."
"All right, Jim; pick out your tree and go ahead," answere(i
"\Yild; and then he promptly called a halt.
J1m was soon going up II tall oak with the nimblenei-s of
a squirrel.
,~·he!l near the top he stopp'Nl ancl took a look around him.
As the tr e was Yery close to tbe edge of the woods, ho
cou](l see for a lon~ distance over the level prairie beyond.
Allnost the first objects his eres lighted upon was a vehicle
standing nt the sidr of the roau over a mile distant.
He could SP.e a ma:i. walking around it as though trying to
fix something.
Of cour;;e he promptly came to the conclusion thut it w,1s
Zeb Carrots.
"He's broken down. I suppo e," he muttered, as he started
to dc,:c-encl to the i::rouud, after making sure that there was
nothing else to be seen.
"How did you malce out, Jlm?" asked our be1·0, us Jim
droppecl from the lower limb of the tree. "See anything?"
"Yes. I saw n wogon a little over a mile off. I guess It ls
tl1e .Ter~rymnn's rig. Whoever It is, be seems to be trying to
fix the wairou. lie bas broken down, I shoulcl say."
'· Well, we will ride right along, then. If it is Oarrots, he
cnn tell us ·whether tbe cattle ropers went this way or not."
"Well. I a1~1 pretty sartin that they ditl go this way," spoke
up Ch,,~·Pnne Char:lc. "JCYery new au' then I can see ther
fresh tracks of their horses."
"\Yell, let us g-et along," and owuy they went.
'fhP ertge of the woods was soon reacbecl nnc1 then it was
snon left l)Plliod them.
Once upon the level stretch and they soon caught sight of
the m:?n and ri~ J!m had disco'l'ered from the top of the tree.
As they rapidly neared !t the lone man, who seemed to be
working: so diligently at the wagon, caught sight of them.
H e prornptly ceased hi~ labors and got into the wagon, so
he co1; ld haYe a good look at them.
Their looks must have flUited llim, .l'or he took oJI hls hat
and wa,ed it to them. and then little Bobby answered the salnte ln the s,tme manuer.
'!.',yo mlnutes Inter ai1d they were pretty close to the ma11.
"Hello. Youn;i; Wild ,Vest!" he cn.lled ont, iu bis drawling
voice. "You lU't' jcsL ther mun I want to see, by gosh! I wisb
you'd hnYe come ~:Jon~ about fifteeu minutes ago; you'd have
had !1 cl:ancP to do me n might~· good tum."
"Wlir. what is the trouble. l\~r. Carrels?" asked our b£·ro,
p.s he rtir:ed in his hors\? by the side of the .Je,·seyman.
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"Oh, a gang of fellers overtool, me on tiler road un' stole
nigh all my boxes of salve an' then bust cl my buggy. ,Jest
look what they done to that hind spring! Six of ther nine of
'em got into ther buggy at onct, an' then they jumped up an'
down till tller blamed old spring broke."
"Six of ther nine of them?" Wild asked. "Were there nine
men in the party, Mr. Carrots?"
"Yes; for I counted ·em two or three times. I only knowed
one of 'em, though. He was one of ther fellers what stole
my rig yesterday afternoon."
·'Ho was?"
"Yes; ther feller with ther curly mustache."
"Morris, for a certainty," said Wild to the ranchman.
"Yes. Jest ask him if my daughter was with 'em."
"Mr. Carrots, did the nine men have a young lady with
•
them?" Young Wild West questioned.
"No. That was tiler reason they broke my buggy an' took
my salve. They said one of their number had sneaked off ,
with a gal an' a whole lot of money, an' they got mad at me
'causa I hadn't seen nothin' of 'em."
CHAPTER X.
THE ROUND-UP AND WHAT FOLLOWED,

Wild gave a start of surprise when he heard this.
Motioning for the others to be quiet, he proceeded to question the old man, aad in a very short time- be came to the conclusion that the eight cattle ropers had been joined by Morris
and Erickson, and that the latter had somehow got the best
of them and stole off with the money taken from the safe and
the R:;.nch Queen.
A short consultation was then held and it was decided to
push right on and overtake tne nine villains as soon as possible.
One or the cowboys gavo Zeb Carrots a lariat to tie up his
broken spring, and then the old renow said be would probably
meet thelll coming back.
'·Tber feller an' ther gal must have had a putty good start
on them fellers, I calculate," he observed. "They said he
must be bound for a town called Gold Spur, which is where I
want to fetch up some time to-day."
"Thank you for your information!" called out Richmond,
as they rod:i otl'.
With Young Wild West well in the lead, the party rode on
for more thau an hour.
Then us they reached the top of a slight rise in the trail they
suddenly caught sight of the ones they had been pursuing.
'fhe Yill:i.ius saw them at about the s:ime time, and then
began an exciting chase.
Wild's sorrel being the fleetest steed in the bunch, the dashing young deadshot drew away from the rest.
The ILdian pony ridden by Bobby proved to be the next
fastest, and the boy uttered a cry of delight when he saw he
was keeping closely behind Young Wild West and leaving the
othe:s.
The little follow was bent on imitating W11d lu everything
he did, and wheu be saw him unsl!ug hi!; rifle he did Lhe
same.
The reason Wild got his rifle ready for use Wll.8 because hl,
saw some of the fleeing cattle rope.rs drawing their revolver...
He resolved to begin firing the instant they did.
Just to the left of them the river wound il3 way along,
and at a point perhaps half a mile from where the 'viliains had
first se:en their pursuers was a clump of rocks right near the
bank of the stream.
Tiley were making for this spot, knowing well that they
would have a better show if they could get there and shoo1
from cover.
-But Young Wild West did not want to allow then:. to gel
there, it he could help it, so ho urged Spitfire ferward to c1~t
them of£.
I He soon saw that though he would be able to accomplh1l:!
it, probably, none of the rest would, unless it was Bobby.
But that did noi make hirn change his tactics any,
He 1'elt able to cope with the whole nine, if it becaillc r.eceP.sary.
On dashed the pursued and their pursuers.
Young Wild West was now getting dangerously close to !h$
cattle rcpers, and they began firing at him.
Then Wild sent two shot.G from his rifli at them, e.ud two
men dropped.
Little Bobby trieG his hand at it, too, but missed.
The rn.scals were not provided with rifles, and their revolvers failed to shoot st!'aight er:.ough to even make our ltr.r<>
cautious.
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When the two saddles were emptied the rest of the villains
made a desperate spurt to reach the cover of the rocks.
It now looked as though they would reach it at about the
same time Wild did.
Spitfire was on his mettle now, it seemed, for with dilated
nostrils and mighty bounds the gallant sorrel forged ahead.
Young Wild West reached the rocks just as the seven men
galloped up to the bank of the river a hundred yards above
him.
He came to a halt while a shower of bullets flew around
him and led his horse behind a rock.
·The cattle ropers halted, too, and took up a position on the
bank, with a ridge of rocks to shield them from the bullets of
the rest of the pursuers.
Bobby did not hesitate, but came right on to reach the side
of Wild,
• When he was within a dozen yards of shelter a bullet hit
him on the left arm, and his rifle fell from his grasp.
But nothing daunted, he fired an answering shot from his
revolver, wounding one of the villains slightly.
Then he quickly dismounted and reached cover in safety.
·' Are you badly hurt, Bobby?" asked Wild.
"No," was the quick retort. "It's only a flesh wound, I
guess. Gee! but that was a hot ride, wasn't it?"
'·Rather. Bobby, you have got plenty of nerve, I am glad
to say."
"Thank you for saying it, Mr. West."
"Well, as our friends are drawing close to the river bank to
keep out of range of the revolvers of the villains, I guess
It will be you and I who will round up the cattle ropers.
Just keep your eyes open, now, and every time you see any
portion of a man, let him have it! "
'· I'll do that!"
Then some lively shooting followed.
The cattle ropers were not used to that sort of fighting, and
they soon began to suffer from their carelessness in exposing
themselves. ·
In less than five minutes there were only four of them left
who could put up a fight.
Two or three had fallen by the rifles of Cheyenne Charlie
and Jim Dart, and the rest went Gown under the unerring aim
of Young Wild West.
Pretty soon a white handkerchief was hoisted on the point
of a stick by one of the cattle ropers.
That meant that they were ready to give in.
As soon as he saw this Jake Richmond mounted his horse
and rode boldly toward the villains.
"Are you fellows going to surrender?" he asked,
''Yes," came the answer, and then Loping Luke showed
himself. "We are going to surrender if you'll !promise not to
hang or shoot us."
·'We won't make any such promise as that."
. "Well, then, we might as well die fightin'!"
'' You can have it that way if you want to. But l reckon
you'll stand a much better show of livin' if you surrender an'
tell me what has become of my girl, ther Ranch Queen. "
· Unseen by Loping Luke, Cheyenne Charlie had been crawling toward the rock he was standing upon.
The scout had his lariat in his hand, ready to send it whirling through the air.
So when the leader of the gang of cattle ropers, instead of
making a reply to Richmond, drew his revolver and fired a
shot at him 1 Charlie's lariat went whirling through the air.
Loping Luke saw it when it was too late.
Before he could dodge, the noose descended over his head
and got beneath one of his arms.
There was a sharp jerk, and he was hauled from the rock,
landing heavily upon the ground below.
The trick had been very neatly executed, and a cheer went
up from the cowboys.
It was then that Young Wild West, a revolver in either
hand, darted toward the rocks the villains were hiding behind.
"Hands up, every one of you!" he shouted, before he was
anywhere near them. "The first man who lays his hand on his
shooter will step out in a hurry. This is going to be a complete round-up, and you are bound to be corralled, wliether
you are ·alive or dead!"
'The effect of these words was wonderful.
'l'he three men who were able to stand on their feet promptly stepped out into view, holding their hands over their heads
as they came.
·
Meanwhile, Cheyenne Charlie had been acting the part of
a fisherman.
He was drawing his catch in as coolly as though it was all
a big joke he was having at the expense of Loping Luke.

In less than three minutes the four were made prisoners,
being relieved of their weapons and then tied so they could
not use their hands.
The wretches were badly frightened, and acted as though
they were §Urely going to be killed.
Jake Richmond stepped up to them at a sign from our hero
and said:
"Where is my daughter?"
"We don 't know, boss," replied Loping Luke.
"You don't know? Didn't you steal her away from ther
house, you cowardly coyote?"
.
"Yes, I done that; but ther fellow called Erickson sneaked
her away from me after that. He got off with all ther money
we took out of your safe, too. We was on his trail when you
fellers came along. It's most likely he's goin' to take ther
Ranch Queen to Gold Spur."
"Are you tellin'' ther truth?"
"Yes, boss, I am."
"Where's Morris?" spoke up Young Wild West, as he looked
around at the bodies on the ground.
"He's over there with a bullet in his head, I guess,•· and the
man looked toward the bank of the river.
Wild walked ov.er and saw that Morris was there.
But he did not have a bullet in his head, neither was he at
all wounded.
He was lying there shamming.
Our hero could see this at a glance . .
"Get up!" he commanded, "and be careful how you act, too."
The gambler obeyed, mucn to the surprise of those who
thought he had been wounded.
"You thought you'd play possum, did you?" resumed Wild.
"Just take charge of him, boys. I' ll look around and see if
any more are trying the same game."
A couple of cowboys stepped over, and disarming the villain,
tied his hands behind him and placed him by the other four.
Our hero soon found that none of the rest were shamming;
in fact, they had all shuffled · off this mortal coil, so there
was nothing to be feared from them.
"Now," said he, "the thing to do is to go in search of Erickson and the Ranch Queen. Mr. Richmond, I think your son
will be enough to · accompany myself and friends. You had
better send your men with the prisoners over to Neverslip."
"All right, Young Wild West; just as you say. I am very
anxious about Ruby. I can 't imagine how the scoundrel has
managed to get her away. She. is a very spunky girl, and is
not one of the sort to be forced into doin' a thing she don't
want to do."
"Well, he has probably threatened to shoot her, pop," spoke
up Bobby. "A shooter will make almost any one. do as they
are told, you know. But you can bet that if Ruby gets a
chance at him she will lay him so low that he won't know
what struck him. She can beat me shooting!"
"That's right, Bobby. Ruby is pretty well able to take care
of herself, if she only has half a show. She ain't no chickenhearted gal! "
Richmond then turned to his men and instructed them to
take the prisoners over,. to Neverslip and have them locked
up till he came back.
As soon as Jack Robedee had finished binding up Bobby's
wound they were ready to resume the chase after the Ranch
Queen, and as the wound was merely a slight one, the boy
was as anxious as any of the rest.
After giving the cowboys further Instructions the ranchman
told Wild he was ready to go, so they set out, all hands feeling sure of success, for they knew it would be a difficult matter for EricksoR to get the girl into a town in the daylight
without some one taking note of the fact.
Wild and his three partners and the father and son rode
back to the trail and continued on toward Gold Spur.
They hoped to reach it before one o'clock, and when twelve
came they arrived at a ranch that was· located only five miles
from the town.
It occurred to our hero to stop here and ask for Information.
He reined up in front of the stockade gate and waited till
all hands came up and then led the way to the house.
A grizzly-haired old woman came out before they got to the
building and surlily asked them what they wanted.
"Have you seen a man and a young lady pass here?" Wild
asked.
"No. I have other business to attend to, instead of watching
who goes past," was the retort.
"But you might have noticed, though," spoke up Richmond.
"It ain't my business to notice things what don't concern

me."
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"She ls lyin', Wild. I'm sure of it," whispered Cheyenne
Charlie in our hero's ear.
"I think so myself. I guess we had better question her a
little closer. Perhaps this may make her a little more civil,"
·
and he drew a gold coin from his pocket.
"Are you certain you have not seen anything of a man and
a young lady any time this morning?" he questioned, tossing
the coin to her.
The hag-for she was naught else-made a dive for the
piece of money, and when she had tested it by weighing it in
her hand and biting it, she answered:
"Yes; I reckon I did see ther ones you are lookin' for. They
was both ridin' one horse, wasn't they?"
"Yes," exclaimed the ranchman, eagerly.
"An' ther gal acted as though she didn't want to be with
ther man?"
"Yes," said Wild.
"Well, they went to the town more'n two hours ago. They
stopped here an' wanted to put up till he could git a minister
to marry him to ther gal, but I wouldn't hear to no sich thing.
He offered me a hundred dollars if I'd let him lock ther gal
in a room while he went to git ther preacher, but I wouldn't
hear to it. I'm an honest woman, I am."
Young Wild West began to do a whole lot of thinking.
It ocurred to him that if Erickson had r eally offered her a
hundred dollars to keep the girl locked up in the house, she
had surely agreed to it.
The avarice she had shown when she picked up the golq
coin was enough to make him think that way.
"That's right," he said, leading her on. "You don't look
like a lady who would do anything wrong. Could you arrange
it so we could have dinner here, if we paid you well for it?"
"No; I haven't a thing in the house flt to eat! " she snapped.
"Haven't you some nice, fresh buttermilk, then?"
"No."

At this juncture an old man and two strapping young fellows came out of the house.
"You strangers, there!" cried the old fellow, in a shrill, piping tone, "you jest move on, now. This ain't no public
place."
"Why are you so anxious for us to · move on, my friend?"
Wild asked, coolly.
"That ain't none of your business."
.
'·Oh!"
'·I tell you to go away from here. Do you hear what I say?"
'·Yes; we all hear you. But that Is not a nice way to talk.
Say!"
·'Well, what?"
"Are you sure that a man and a young lady d\d not stop
here this morning?"
Instead of answering the question, the man placed his fingers
to his mouth and gave a shrill whistle.
The next minute the sound of approaching hoofs came to
th e ears of our friends, and half a dozen rough-looking cowbo ys came in sight.
Then all three of the men quickly made into the house and
emerged half a minute later with rifles in their hands.
As quick as a flash a revolv er showed in either hand of
Young Wild West.
"Boys!•· he cried, "we have run down our man, I think. I
feel satisfied that Erickson and the Ranch Queen are in that
house.''
"And so do I!" ec·hoed Jim, leveling his rifle toward the men
on the stoop.
"Charlie," said our hero, "you and Jack keep an eye on
those fellows riding. toward us. I am going to find out if the
Ranch Queen is really here or not."
I 1ismounting, he walked boldly toward the three men.
•· My friends,'' he remarked, looking them straight in th e
eyes, ·•you want to be mighty careful if you expect to live
Ion~. You have got some one in your house we want, so you
had better raise no objections."
·· Shoot tiler sassy varmint! " screamed the old woman.
"Don ·t you let him come in!"
.. I am not afraid of being shot, madam," was the cool retort. "They are not nearly as savage as you are. You just
stand right where you are, now, for if I take a notion to begin to spill hot lead around, you might atcidentally get hit!"
'·What do you want, anyhow?" asked one of the young men,
'·We want the young lady who is a prisoner in this house.
And we also want the man who brought her here. ··
.
·' Weil, there ain't no one in ther house...
•· You shoulu he wiliing to let a seal'ch be made, then."
"No; we won' t let a search be made!" screamed the old
wcnu:n. "This is a pri*te house an' we are honest people."
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''Madam, if yon are the boss here, as it seems, I will give
you just two minutes to liberate the girl. Now, you haven't
much -time, so you had better hurry about it!"
By this time the horsemen who had started for the house
in answer to the call had been brought to a halt by Charlie
and Jack, who kept them covered with their rifles.
Wild was just about to advance to the stoop when a r evolver
cracked from one of the windows and a bullet whizzed past
his head.
CHAPTER XI.
CO::SCLUSION.

We will now follow Erickson and his fair captive.
When the scoundrel pressed his revolver against the temple
of the Ranch Queen so suddenly and asked her who she wanted
to marry-him or Loping Luke-the girl made up her mind
that she had "jumped out of the frying-pan into the fire.''
The cold muzzle of a revolver pressed against the temple
will make the nerviest of men give in, let alone a frail girl.
And so the Ranch Queen remained motionless and silent,
· •
her breath coming and going in quick gasps.
"Come! Answer my question!·• the ruffian persisted.
Then some of her courage !'eturned to her, and in a voice
that was remarkably calm for one in her position, she an·
swered:
"Neither!"
"Oh! Well, all right. Perhaps you will change your mind
before many hours. I am going to take you to Gold Spur,
more than twenty miles from here, and when we get there
we will soon settle the business. Loping Luke was to have
made you his bride, and to save you from him I ran the risk
of my life to come to your window and get you out. You
surely ought to prefer me to such a coarse-looking villain as
he is."
"There is no preference, you fiend!" she cried . "I demand
that you let me go, so I can make my way to my home."
"See here!" he growled, showing just what a savage nature
he possessed. "I want you to keep quiet, do you understand?
Rather than give you you r liberty now, l would shoot you.
I mean what I say, so if you ever expect to set eyes on the
ones you love again, keep quiet and don't make a move to
escape. Just as sure as you disobey my command you will
be a dead girl."
Whether the ruffian meant this or not it is hard to say,
but at any rate Ruby thought he did, and with a shudder she
lapsed into silence.
Though her position on the horse was an uncomfortable one,
she was afraid to make a move to shift it any, and the steed,
being a powerful one, kept on at a swift pace.
When dayiight came they were on their way to the town
of Gold Spur.
But never once did the villain bring t he horse to a halt.
He allowed him to come down to a wa lk -now and then, and
this was all the rest the animal got.
It was a trifle before the middle of the afternoon when they
came in sight of the ran<·h that was but a few miles from the
town.
The horse wa's now so tired that he threatened to drop, and
Erickson came to the conclusion that it would be best for him
to make a halt there and run his chances.
'· See here," he said to the Ranch Queen, "we are going to
stop here. If you attempt to say anything a)Jout me forc:ing
you to go with me I will surely keep my word and blow out
your brains. I am desperate now, and care not what happens
after I kill you. I am going to say that you are my sister, ·
and that you have suffered a severe fright from being a captive among some outlaw band. I will also say that I think
your mind is wandering a li ttle. Now, be careful what you
say or do."
Ruby said nothing to this.
She was hopeful, however, of getting away from the villain.
But when they rode up to the door of the house and dismounted her heart sank.
The repulsive old hag who quickly bargained to put her under lock and key and keep her there In considera lion of a
hundred ilollars, set her to wonderihg if she would ever get
out of the scrape she was in.
Erickson had a long whispered conversation with both _the
woman and her husband, the result being that they readily
consented to do as he wished them to.
So the Ranch Queen was led to an apartment in the halfstory that composed the upper part of the building and locked
·
into a room that was without a. sin~e wi.n.do.w.
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There was a sound as though a quick blow had been struck,
In a few minutes the old woman brought her a cup of coffee
and then with a gurgling cry Erickson reeled over backward.
and some bread and boiled eggs.
Wild's knife had pierced his jugular vein.
"Eat, my dear!" she said. "Your lover has sent one of
The next instant our hero was upon his feet, and drawing
my sons to the town after a dominee to marry you. Ha, ha,
ha! Just think of it! A wedding to take place in this house!" his revolver he dashed out of doors, still holding the Ranch
"I am not going to be married to that man!" declared Ruby. Queen in his arms.
He was just in time to see the men belonging to the place
"He cannot force me to do it, for I will die first!"
Vvhen the . old woman was gone from the room 'the girl fleeing in every direction.
'The old man and one of the sons were being tied up by
threw herself on a chair and burst into a fit of weeping.
For over an hour s11e remained in this state, and then be- Jim Dart and Jake Richmond, but the other son and three of
coming completely exhausted from worriment and the loss of the men were lying on the ground.
The tiny red streams that oozed from their bodies told the
sleep, her bead fell over and she dropped asleep.
How long she slept she had no idea, but she was suddenly tale.
Jack Robedee, too, was lying on the ground, but he was not
.
awakened by the sound of a pistol shot.
She sprang to her feet and rushed about the room before dead.
But a bullet from the old man's rifle had shattered his knee.
sh.e realized where she was.
It had been a short fight, but a terrific one.
It was dark iu there, save for a faint streak of light that
Little Bobby had received his second wound that day, as
came through the crack that was underneath the door.
When it did come to her that she was a captive who was one or his fingers had been shot off by a cowboy.
As Wild stepped out with the girl in his arms, Richmond
to be forced to unite in marriage with a scoundrel, she let
caug·ht sight of her.
out a scream that echoed all through the house.
He turned deathly pale at first, but the glance the boy gave
Then twt! more shots rang out in quick succession, followed
•
him was reassuring..
by a scuffling of feet.
Tller.. he uttered a whoop that could be heard half a mile.
She heard some one ascending the narrow stairs, and the
The sound of her father's voice roused the girl, and with a
next instant a voice exclaimed:
shudder she opened her eyes.
"Where are you, Miss Richmond?
"Here-here!" she answered, joyously, for she recognized . rt was a happy ending to the kiclnaping of the Ranch Queen
to all our friends but Jack Robedee.
the speaker as Young Wild West.
He had received a wound that would last him as Jong as he
She pounded on the door to show him which ro om it was,
•
lived.
and then he again spoke.
No one !;:new this any better than Wild did when he knelt
"Stand aside; I am going to smash the door in!" he cried.
She obeyed, and the next instant there was a crash, and the over him and made an examination of him.
"We've got to get Jack to a doctor," he said in a whisper
door flew off its hinges.
'l'hen the manly form of the young prince of the saddle to Jim and Charlie. "Hitch up one of the wagons you will find
sprang into the room, and with a glad cry the Ranch Queen around the barn over there. We will ride into Gold Spur and
report what has occurred to the sheriff, or if we can't find him,
threw herself in his arms and fainted.
She had held out a long time, but the fact of her being to one of his de.puties."
It was not many minutes before a team was found and
rescued by the one person she was most interested in was
hitched to a wagon.
more than her nerves could stand.
Then Jack was Jiftj'ld upon a bed of straw ready ror the fiveIt was rather embarrassing to Yuw1g Wild We::it, especially
as he knew he had taken considerable of a risk' lu cominit into mile trip.
Wild v;as going to make the old _man go with them, but he
.
the house.
He had not located Eri_ckson yet, tho:ugh he was certarn it pleaded so hard t.hat he allowed him to stay behind,
Our fri:ends rode along on horseback, whlle the Ranch
was he who had shot at him from the wmdow.
, T~e other two shot.'l had been fired b,: one of the men be-· Queen drove the rig to town.
A physician v:ras soon found, and when he had mad., an
1on,gmg. to the place and Chey":nne Char he.
Cbarhe had been wounded 1n the arm and the other man examinatiori. of Robedee's knee he shook his head.
"It has got to be amputated," he said. "'!'here is :no hell)
was dead.
Lifting the girl in !3-is arms, Wild left the room and started for it."
It was hard lines, but before night Jack was minus a leg
down the narrow stairs.
He was half-way clcwn when the figure of a man suddenly and comfortably housed at the residence of the doctor.
Young Wlld west told the physician to spare nothing to
barred hi~, way.
make his recovery speedy, and the nm,t day they 1:.tarted back
.
.
It was Erickson.
,
He _held_ a revolver In hls hand,_ and was m the act of ~1s- for Ri chmond's ranch.
'l'hey reachJ~d there in safety, and Ruby was soon in the
cbai:g:ng rt po\nt-blank at the darrng young scout when vV1~d,
l'eahzmg that 1t was a desperate chance, leaped ful.l upon lum arms of the anxious mother.
Before our hero took his de!)arture to go a.nd attend to the
with both feet.
businef's he had in Neverslip, the beautiful Ranch Queen UmDown went the three in a heap to the foot oflthe stairs!
But Young Wild West did not relinquish his grip upon the idly asked him to write to her. ·
Then be told Iler that he was engaged to another, aad that
unconscious Ranch Queen.
Erickson got the worst of it, but he was not conquered, by under the circumstances it would be impossible for him to
carry on a correspondence with her other than that of a husiany means, yet.
The rwolver was knocked from his grasp, but he quickly ness nature.
Ruby was very much disappointed, but she did not show it
struggled to a position upon his knees and drew a gleaming
there.
knife.
How ever, she was not one of the sort who '\llow themselves
But our hero was not Idle, hampered as he was.
He grabbed at his belt, and seized the first thing his hand to become foolish."
"I sb:ill ne,ei: mnrry now," was what she told her mother
tou ched.
later. "Yolmg Wild West is the ou.ly young man I could ever
It was his hunting-knife.
He had not yet got upon his feet, and the villain was with- love, and he is not for me. Heaven bless the girl Viho holds
his heart! "
.
in three feet of him.
Wild made a deal with the parties in Neverslip in regard to
"Take that, Young Wild West!" came from the lips of the
the mining property, and then, accompanied by Jim and Charfiend.
lie, he went back to Gold Spur to await until Robedee was
Then he made a lunge at the brave boy's neck. ·
But the blow was parried neatly, and though he had but recovered sufficienl!ly to make the journP-y to Weston.
The cattle ropers were duly punished according to the cusone hand with which to fight and ward off the blo:ws from the
girl and himself, Young Wild West prepared to do battle with tom of that part of the country, and the Ranch Queen was
safe at her father's ranch.
Erickson.
Next week's Issue will contain "YOUNG WILD WEST'S
Shots were being fired outside now, and this told him that
PONY EXPRESS; OR, GETTING THE MAIL THROUGH ON
his friends must have all they could attend to.
_,A.gain did the crazed man make a savage thrust at . the TIME.,,
boy.
-----------------------··---But, as before, it was parried, and then.with the accuracy
of a panther leaping upon its victim, the hunting-knife darted
forward.
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aJRRENT NEWS
Women in England are wearing "Proud-of-Him" badges.
These badges are made of metal, enameled in colors, with
the design of the Union Jack. They are inscribed either
"Husband with the Colors," "Son with the ColoTS,"
"Brother wifh the Colors," or "Father with the Colors."

elusive of army and navy, is placed at 95,164, and the
population of the territory is estimated at 215,675. The
army and navy forces in Hawaii come to about 9,000,
divided as follows: Three regiments of infantry, one regiment of cavalry, one regiment of field artillery, nine companies of coast artillery, one company of engineers, one
A pup tha.t bit A. Thompson, of Berkely, Md., on the detachment of sigi1al corps, and a large number 'a ttached
hand pulled off and swallowed a $200 diamond ring. to the quartermaster corps.
Thompson bought the pup, worth about 10 cents, from H.
R. Rogers, the negro owner, for $10, after much dickering,
The first organized religious movement in the United
took the dog home and killed it, and the diamond ring States to provide a national defense organization will be
was found in the stomach.
launched in Philadelphia, when the directors of the DrexelBicldle Bible classes Announce their plans for training their
The sting of a bee caused the abandonment of two members along military lines. The idea, according to
church services. '11 he Rev. C. E. Hamilton,' of West Anthony ,J. Drexel Bicldle, father of the movement, is to
Liberty, Ohio, went to the relief of his horse, which was form a military organization for peace purposes rather
attacked by bees. One of them stung the pretcher on the than for war. Eighty thousand members 0£ the Bible
eyelid, causing the eye to swell shut and become so painful class in iJ1irty States of the Union will be enrolled. Thouthat he had to cancel two preaching engagements. The sands of these pledges have been sent to churches: ''We,
horse was not injured.
the undersigned, are American citizens. We promise our
God to protect the flag and the honor of the United
The IslAnd of Romblon is, for its ' size, one of the most States of .America with our_lives." More than 2,000 sigprosperous and thrifty of the Philippine Islands. Its natures have been obtained by Mr. Biddle, and he said
population is about 35,000. It has three profitable indus- that fully J 0,000 more wer":. in the hands of the speakers.
tries which yield a good annual return to the people after
paying for the prii~cipal food staple of the people-riceGeorge M. Getschow, se~retary of Phillips, Getschow &
which is largely imported. Copra, white marble and burl Co., Chicago, is quoted in rrhe Daily News as stating ~hat
bats are the exports which account for most 0£ the isla11d's he is a stockholder in a firm which is making 100,000 Gprosperity.
inch shells for the United States army, and that the German Government, like the .Allies, is purchasing munitions
'11 be Briti ·h Government now is in the possession of of war in the Am erican market. "As to the America.n orcomplete data concerning prnctically all of the inhabitants der, I am not at liberty to disclose the name of the firm,
of Great Britain, the registration forms having been col- furtl1er than to state that the .contract is worth about
lected Aug. 16. rrwenty-seven million forms, dnly filled $M0,000," Mr. Getschow is q11oted as saying. "A month
out and signed, were handed to the volunteer collectors on after the war began this firm ordered 150 lathes for maktbe morning of Aug. 16 . . All visiting aliens were com- ing shells, but they arrived only recently. This firm has
pelled to register in the same manner as the British sub- no orders from the European belligerents. I have seen
some of the German contracts," continued Mr. Getschow.
jects.
"That Ge11nany is a buyer is common knowledge among
Little Mrs. R. S. J acober, brown-eyed, Lrown-hairecl and manufacturers. Most of the shipments to Germany are
rosy-cheeked, is the only woman in the country who runs made on Norwegian and Danish steamers."
her own hay baler. She is a professional hay baler and
The Paris Intransigeant states that the French Governtakes contracts for baling barley, hay, bean, straw arnl alfalfa. She huvcls over southern California within a. hun- ment is now providing with all possible rapidity steel heldred miles 01 her big ran ch at Newhope, Orange County, mets for the soldiers at the front. Three hundred thouand "puts over'' thousands of tons in a season. Six men sand of them have been already distributed, and others
work under her on the hay press. And sbe works with are being supplied at the rate of 25,000 daily. These
them, just like :mother man. Sometimes she pokes the casques, which closely resemble those used by the oldwires and sometimes she climbs up on the baler and feels time sappers, are painted gray, the same color as the artillery, and are :hardly visible at a distance. Already
with a pitchfork.
specimen casques have been received in Paris after having
'rhe recently-i,:sued dirccto11' of Honolulu for 1915 undergone a fusillade at the front. They all bear marks
bring,; to light the shortest name. It is that of a Ha- of bullets which would have killed soldiers wearing the
waiian, as follows: "T, :fi. herman, Waianae." 'The direc- regubtion cap. A small device, hardly visible, distintory maker, r$tima.teo that H on olulu's popu lation has guishes the different corps, for instance, a hand grenade
incrcasco to 67,0J 0. rrhe population of the I sla nd of for infantry, a hunting horn for chasseurs, an anchor for
Oahu, on which is located the capital city <Jf Honolulu, ex- Colonial infantry, and cross guns for artilleq.
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BROTHER X
-OR-

THE GOBBLERS OF TURKEY NECK
By DICK ELLISON
(A SERIAL STORY)
CHAPTER XV (continued)
Fry might have escaped with nothing more than a s haking up then if he had not been fool enough to s how further
fight, which resulted in his getting a. beating that he was
likelv to remember to the la,,t clay of his life.
Tl;e next the detectil'c knew he ~vas tumbied in amo;ng
the bushes.
Somebody gave the hor~c a cut with the whip and he
went flying oft clown the irinclhaven road. while Jack Ashmore. tenderly supported b,v Hrothers A ancl D, was carried
into the bushes, follo"·ed by all the Gobblers, who retreated
with such a tremendou s gobbling i.hat they ·might hal'e
been heard half a mile nwaY.
"We've got him ! We'~re · got him, boys!'' cried Han., as
they were out of hearing. "Oh, Jack, Rpeak to a fellow,
can't you? Are you dead or nlive ?"'
"I'm pretty near dead, Ran," gasped J aek, wl101'e hearl
was resting on Fred Fa'rley·s shoulder. ·'Get me in some.where, hoys, just as quick as you can, and clon ·t ask me lo
say a word."
"Take him to the house," said the tramp. "There's an
old bed in one of the upper rooms. 'ire can lay him clo,rn
there. The boy is entirely · too sick to go with us."
"All the same I should like to have him present wh en
we unearth the moue~·," said Ran. "Say, is it .far?''
"Xot very. Only a few hundred :yards."
"Then he goes with us. It's warm to-night, and the
exposure to the open , air can't hurt him. Come on, boys!
Jack, are you comfortable, old man?"
"Yes," whispered Jack. "I'm more comfortable in your
arms, boys, than·r haYe been for I don't know when; but
where are yuu taking me to? What are you all doing
here?"
"We are out on business," replied Fred, and our first
business was to rescue y.ou, and we have done it. rrhe next
is to get hold of the money old Burton stole from the safe
the night of the fire at the works."
" What!" exe: laimed J ack. "\Va il1e snfe rol>becl llial
night;"
" \\'ns it? '\Yell, I rather i.hiuk il 1rn<· replied Han;
"bL1t ltere we are! X 01r the11, bo~s, where j,, the e:a:-;h :"
'·'J.'here," sa.id tlie tramp, poi11i.ing to a great free wl1ic·l1
stood in the middl e of a li ttle <-!earing i.u whieh i.he_v had
come. "'J'here·~ where we buried the box, and it Treasurer Tolland's e:oniessioi1 tells Lhe Lrulh, tl1ere is tln·ee
hundred thousand cl~llar~ hidden under the tree."

CHAPTER XVI.
DlGGlXG FOl, THEASuRE .

1

Alfred Ambler, the tramp, had proved himself as good
as his word.
The stor~ be told the Gobbler:; was circumstantial, and
will be pre~entl_r given to the reader.
Ju, t now he pointed to the tree and repeated :
"Boy, . to the best of m~' lmowleclge and belief, the
111011ey stolen from the ·afe at the cutlery works ought to
be lrnrietl right there."
" We' ll soon know," said Han Morgan. "It's a pretty
straight n1 rn you told us, as far as I can make out. If it
is hue J hall do all I promised, and you'll come in for
your share of the reward."
"Well, bo~·s, of course I can't swear that it is true," replied lbc tramp. "All that l 'Ye told you is hearsay, but
I bclit?Yc it, and I think you will find it straight."
''Jack;· said Fred, "we are going to put you down under the trees here. Spread down your coats, boys! Let's
make Jack as comfortable as we can."
After they had CYerything fixed, Jack declared that he
wn. Yer.,· comfortable.
''l'm iraining trength eYery minute, fellows," he said.
'·Oh. it doe~ do me so mnch good to be with you all. I
got ~o tircll lying in bed."
"'That's all \'Cry well," said the tramp, "but yon had
better look out and cover him up well, for it's as much
as his life is worth to be out here in the night air, in my
~vay of thinking. Hurry up now, and let' get to work."
'l'hey had brought the old spades along with them which
hat1 been pic:ked up at the mill, ancl Fred ancl Ran now
start d in to do the digging act.
'rhe boys still had their Gobblers' masks on, as it was
the only convenient way to carry them, and they were
anxious to scare off intruders in case any should come, but
Fred and Han laid aside theirs :-;o that they might be het1.er able i.o atten<l to their work.
"T hi ~ ground ha been turned up lately, that's a sure
thing." declared Freel !),J'ore they had been digging many
minule~.
"Or c-our~e it lia~:' a1lclecl Han. " f g11ess we've hit it,
al I right.''
To the surprise of the boys the lramp who held the lanicm saw the matter in just th e opposite wa_v.
" I doll'f like ils·be ing so confoundedly so£t," he grum-
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bled. "What if somebody else has been here before us?
From what Jack Ashmore tells us, Burton is hano-ing
around here somewhere, and--"
"Oh, he ham't dug it up!" called Jack. "Didn't I tell
you that he was trying to make me say where we hid it-not
more than an hour ago? I can't see over there where the
boys are digging, but I don't suppose the ground has been
turned up within a week."
"X o. nor within two," said Ran; ''but. it is pretty soft,
con i dering all the rain there was the first few days . after
the 'robbery."
"Dio- away! Dig away!" cried Fred. "We'll soon know
all a bout it. By Jove ! I've struck something now !"
'J'he spade had come in contact with metal, and gave
back a ringing sound.
The Gobblers now all gathered eagerly around the hole.
The very lives of the Gobblers depended upon it.
R emember that, although we have called them "boys"
many times in the course of our story, they were not all
boys by any means. Many of them were ma.r ried men and
had their families to think of. It was no child's play, but
serious work for all parties concerned.
And now, just at the moment of success, came a great
disappointment.
The big cash box which Jack and the others who bad
gone into Mr. Burton's room that night had seen standing
on his tahle "·as presently unearthed, but it was entirely
empt y.
'J'he lock had been forced, and the box badly broken.
Ran helcl it up with an exclamation of dismay which was
erhoer1 hy all the boys.
"\\'ell. well, well!" cried the tramp. "\Yhat did I tell
you? Some onP has been here before us, it seems, but
what in the 1rorld possessed them to bury the box again?''
'T'hil" was a puzzler.
That Amhler had told the truth was now fully prored,
and y<>t the hu~iness had eome to nothing after all.
"Yo11 know more :1houL this than you pretend!.' cried
Xat .Tnnes, ~nrlclrnly, turning on lhe tramp·. "1Vhere·
that n10nPy_? Ray, is it you who did this job?"
"Do T look it?" replied the tramp, coolly. "Do fellmn
witl1 three ·hundred thou and dollars in their pockets go
about clre,se l the way I do? Would I ever have come
around here ,lt all if 1 had dug up tl1e cash? Well, boys,
maybe you think I would, but )' OU don t know me at all
if you nm away with any uch ideas."'
" hut up. )J at," gaid Brother A. "That'. all nonsen e.
Ambler, what do you tl 1ink now? Give us your idea."
"There's only one thing to think," replied the tramp,
gloomily. "One o[ them must have got out of jail down
at Fall River. J guess l'cl better go and see."
"Ye~. bnt we will never see you again if you find your
man," said Fre(l, gloomil.1·.
"Du11no; perhap~ yon 1i1ighl."' replied Ambler, sluugging his ~hould crs. "}/"ow, li::;len to me, gents; all tramps
are not i.hievel,;. f f you·n believe what I tell you, I never
stolP an~ lliiug in my l if , 11ol even grub, and T'l'e been
hungry enough to tlo it many and many a time. The los
of thi. money means ruin to the whole town of ·windhal'en. [ may be a drunkard .; I am, of cour::;e. but I ' ve
got a heart. 1 can feel for the workingman. If I can get
this money I am going to do it, and I swear right here
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and now that if I do get it I shall travel straight back to
Windhaven, bring it to the door of the Gobblers· lodge and
ask to be let in. Now, then. gentlemen, that's my promise.
If you can trust me I'll go and dQ my best. Jf you can't
trust me, then well and good, I'll do whatever you say.''
There was honesty in the very tones of the man·s Yoicc.
"Brothers, what do you say?" cried Ran. "Shall we let
this man go?"
"Yes, yes !" a dozen voices cried.
Nat Jones and one or two other said "no," but they
were overruled.
"Go," said Ran, "apd good luck go with you. You will
kno,v where to find us -i f you have anythincr to report."
Without saying another word Ambler ambled off, and
disappeared among the trees.
"Come, fellows, we might as well be on the move, too,"
said Ran. "Wha.t shall we do with Brother X? Hello,
Jack, old man; what do you say for yourself?"
There was no answer.
When they came to look at Jack they found that he hacl
dropped off into a profound sleep.'?
"This won't do!" cried Fred. "We have got to get him
out of here."
"Right you are, Brother D," said Ran. "Now we can't
carry him back to Windhaven, and it strikes me that the
very best thing we can do is to carry him up to the old
house and put him on that bed. There arc two old
blankets in the closet of that room and he can keep warm
under those until we can bring him down something better from town. It will give us a chance to turn oursehes,
a·nyhow, and we can decide to-morrow what's best to be
done."
"That's business," said Fred. "I'll stay with
Brother X."
"It's all right," said Bill Emmet. "It's just the ,ery
best thing to do. Only trouble is to get him up there. It's
a good bit of a walk."
To accomplish this there was only one way, and that
1ras to carry Jack as he had been carried before.
~at Jone!" and Bill Emmet undertook the job this time,
and the Gobblers started in solemn proce sion.
They had just about reached the road when it suddenly
occurred to Ran that he had not his mask on, and that
Fred was in the same fix.
"Confound it all, why didn't you tell me we were leaving
them behind?" he exclaimed. ''We'll have to go back after
them now."
"I'll go,'' sa id Fred. "You go on with the rest. I'll
run all the way and soon catch up with you."
"We'll both go. I don't trust myself on the road without my mask with that detective fellow about. Hurry up,
Fred. It won't take long."
So, as t he procession moved on, carrying Brother X,
who was still $]eeping soundly, Broth ers A and D ran back
along i.he path to the hole.
Th e ma~ks lay just where they had left them. As Ran
topped to pick bis up, Fred gave a sudden cry.
"'l'huncler ! ·w here's the box, Ran?"
·
]t hatl vanished.
"Look! Look !" pointing to the other side of the clearmg.
(To be continued)_
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ITEMS OF INTEREST
'
D FARM HAND.
A FOUR-FOOTE
has a shepherd dog that he
Me.,
Solon,
of
Warren Rice,
considers worth $1.50 a day to him, or the price he would
pay a hired man, says the Kennebec Journal.
Teddy, the dog, does much of the work that a hired
man would do. When Mr. Rice goes off to work into the
back :field, a mile distant, Teddy goes with him. If Mr.
Rice is cutting wood, when a tree is down and bis master is
cutting the limbs from it, Teddy grabs hold of each one
and as it is cut off pulls it away and runs back to get another limb.
·when noontime comes his master will say, "Tec1c1y, we
had better have dinner," and 'l'eddy goes to the house,
where his mistress has put up the dinner in a pail, and
takes it back to the woods. He and his master eat dinner
together. Mr. Rice lives back a little way from the main
road, and when the mail comes Teddy runs to get the paper
and brings it home.
NORDIOA'S 'l'IARA SET WITH PASTE.
Mme. Lillian N ordica three years ago, just before starti ng on a concert tour of the world, called on Mrs. Adolphu,;
Rusch, wife of the then head of the Anheuser-Busch
Brewing Company, St. Louis, and borrowed $10.000 from
her, giving as security a pearl necklace and a tiara supposed to be set with diamonds .
FollowiJJg the litigation in New York oYer the cs!a!r of'
the singer, who died at Ratavfa, Ja\·a, last year, an l'Xperl
examined the jewel~, which are in the brewery ~afo in St.
Lol1is, and announced that the pearl~ are genuine and are
worth more than the amount of the loan, !Jut thnL the
stones in the tiara are paste.
Mrs. Busch is now in Germany, and membrrs of the
family refuse to discuss the matter. lt was staled the_y LI id
not wish to give the impression that Mrs. Busch a.~kcd [or
the jewels as security, as Mme . ordica in.isted on lcaYing them with her.

Such procedure, howcrer, is allowed only when silk
moths are n eeded :for breeding purposes, since in emerging, the moth pu~hes through the hearl end o:f the cocoon
with its head and legs . after having moistened it with a
secretion which tend s to rot the .fiber, thus rendering it
useless for reeling and of rnluc only for spun silk.
In order to reel the cocoons, they are first immel"sed in
hoiling water, and brushed to rid them of the loo e outer
filaments . Tho true thread is then unwound almost to
the chrysalis, but the inner lining is far too :fine to be
reeled and is used with the outer wa te in the manufacture
o E 5pun silk.
single cocoon strand is too :fine for commercial use
and is therefore combined with several others to make a
single thre::td of reeled silk. One pound of six-ply r eeled
silk will reach a distance of about l 80 miles.
'I'he moths desir,!]cl for breeding arc allowed to break
their way out of their cocoon , and after mahng lay from
300 to 4.00 eggs, dying soon after, haYing completed their
lire cycle.

1i' r:mc·i~ J. Dickie in Our Dmt;.b Auirnals says :
"ln the territory of Mac-kcnzic, C'anada's large,,t wild.er11ri,s rcgio11 whic·h :s lal'gcr than Alaska ancl twice the area
of tl1r t·Hnte o.f 'l'exa~, is ]iring Hie lar est ~ingle herd of
anima ls in the worltl to-ct,y. 'l'llC'y arc the Bur:· n Land
cariho11 all(], nc·co;·t1ing lo exiwr!~, Hnm!Jer rnmc thirty
million ht·,1<1-a numhc·r Ll,at makcH lhPin gTPntl'r tlian
11e rc• e\'('r Llw !Jt1fl'.ilo oJ' the pl,1i11~ . .\n old pl'Ospedor Ll'lls
!he l'u!Jo\\'in~ :--lory of' the ani111al~:
·' ·fn iliC' spr iu g of 1911 I 11·;11-; <·a111pc•l1 ,ll Fort Xonnan
on llH· ~L1l'kenzic liiHff (i11iH poiut j,_ about l, 100 rnilP,;
from a railwa:). 'J'li:' 1·:1riliou 11·r1·r pu~;;,ing uL llie Lime .
l Wa!,; l',llnpcd l'1>r 111·0 ,reC:>ks and all lhnl lilll('; night ancJ
<lay Lliey 11,1.-,·t·d, 1rii!1in a qt•arlt'r ol' a milP or my tcnL I
!Jaye no id ea how many there were, but they marc:herl in
loose ortlel' pcrli:qi,:; a quarter of a mile cJccp am1 were as
far bark aR the P) 'C' eoulcl ReC', coming on. an cndle,;s proSILK-WORMS .
cession. \\'l1rn f ldt to go 11p the ri 1er town rel civilization,
of
Th e egg of the silk moth is about the size or the h eac1
cy 11·ern sti! l c·omi11g.'
ti
a
into
time
cJays'
ten
about
in
a small pin, and hatches
"B nltnl o ,Jone·, ErncsL 'l'lwrnp:on Seton, and various
tiny worm. Its growth from this minute fom1 takes about
noLeLl expert~ who ~ia vc ae:eurate and. find.-hand
other
a month, during which time it develops into a worm about
of animals, estimate the herd to be in the neigh knowledge
t Ince and a half inches long and a quarter of an inch in
borhood of 30,000,000 h ead .
·thickness.
"That some day a railway will penetrate throngh tl1is
Upon reaching its maturity, the worm stops feeding and
begins to craw! about the trellises in search of a place in land to the shores of the Arctic now seems 1 likely, in face
which to spin its cocoon. In from two to :five days thE: of the rapid spread of railroad building. "\ i'hen this time
cocoon composed of a single thread between 300 and 700 comes, will these millions of caribou fare as their brother
animals, the buffalo, did on the great plains to the south yards in length is spun.
Within the finished cocoon the silk-worm sheds his skin ward? It appears altogether likely, as it seems wherever
and passes into the pupa or chrysalis stage. Uthe cocoon man goe the animals o.f the wild must peri,;h. f t would
is not put through a "stoving" or stifling process which be rather hard on the patience of some X orlhern cnginerr
kills the chrysalis inside, it will become a grayish-white t.o have to halt his train for a period of ch_n or weeks
moth in two weeks more and push its way out of thel while waiting the pas1;ing of some of this 1·a$t herd as it
made its way leisurely across the tracks."
·
cocoon.
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SINBAD THE SECOND
-OR-

The Wonderful Adventures of a New l\'lonte Cristo
By "PAWNEE JACK"
(A SERIAL STORY)
CHAPTER XIV ( continne<l)
Sinbad ne,er halted once after landing until he reached
the higher part of the island, which was thickly covered
with trees. His impression was that amid these trees Don
Ricardo must have found shelter. Jacques and Jvan entreated him to be cautious, for a shot may come at UJ.1y
moment from behind a tree Lo end his car~er. But lie refused to listen to them, darting hither and thither after a
long way in advance of his friend s in seare;h of the fugiti"e.
Kama came forwa1·d now with a suggestion.
"My lord," he said, "perhaps they are hiding m the
caves."
"The caves! Great Scott, Kama, I believe you've struck
it. Come on, friends; if so, we have run them to earth!"
About half a mile further on the party halted at a bola
headland which jutted out over the sea. Not far from
the edge of the bluff was a hole about three feet across,
which seemed to penetrate the earlh to a great depth.
"The entranc-e to the cave," said Sinbad.
"But no one can descend there."
"Yes, J acqucs, there are holes cut in the side, and an
iron chain to cling to."
"Shall we go down?"
"Xo, we might go to our deaths. The caves have never
been thoroughly explored, but it is almost certain that
tbere is no other way out, so Don Ricardo and hi s friends
are our prison ers."
"If they're below."
"'J'hey arc. Li sten. Can't you hear voic:e,; ?''
"Then we will leave them?"
"For the present. A guard will be placed here to prevent them from getting out of the cave. Meanwhile, we
will go bark to the palace and consider what is best to be
clone. One thing's clear, we can starve them out if we
WiRh."
Minta met Si11bac1 on his arrival at the palace with a
sorrowful look on her fa ce.
"Speak, Minta! You have news for me?"
"My lord, Miss Claire has gone."
"Gone!"
"Yes; Beel to join her father. She said she would rather
die with him than live here."
Sinbacl sank into a c!iair.
"Misfortune on misfortune, ,Jacques. Don Ricardo at
large: Saul Dexter, as we believe, escaped from us on a
savage island; my islanders in rebellion, and now Claire

has left me. Does it mean that Fate is against me, ancl
bids me pause in the career of vengeance I have marked
out for myself?"
"No," answered Jacques; "these successive calamities
are intended to try you. A weak heart will fail, a strong
one will be incited to greater efforts. Sinbacl, the victims
of the Swiftsme cry aloud for vengeance."
"And they shall have it," exclaimed Sinbad, with flashiug eyes, rousing 11imself from his temporary apathy.
"On e more, I swear it."
"My lord !" cried Kama, entering hurriedly, "a disovery I"
"'What?"
"Papers left in his cell by Don Ricardo."
Siubad took them, si~11aled to his friends to leave him,
and once more, throwing himself on to a lounge, he seemed
the pic:ture of despair.

CHAPTER XV.
SI XBJ.D L" EXGLA.ND-HE GIVES A.N E."TERT.A.INME...'l"T.

Sinbad had sunk into the fit of depression from which
Jacques' fiery appeal had raised him temporarily.
·
T.he sight of the paper Kama had left awoke him from
his lethargy, ::ind he proceeded to examine it, at first listlessly, but in a few minutes with the keenest possible interest.
A little la,tcr he called exe:itedly for Jacques, and the
Frenchmall entered.
"See here, Jacques, something has happened to cheer
me up. This is the paper that Kama brought-what' do
you think it is?"
Jacques shrngged his shoulders.
"You can't imagine? Well, I suppose not, Jacques. It
is neither more nor le8s than a list of the officers and crew
of the Swiitsure which Don Ricardo made while he was a
prisoner. For what reason he did it I cannot conceive."
"Ah, ma foi, but Jacques Dupree can. He dispatcbed
messages to all of them in bottles, similar to the one that
renched the mandarin Hung Lu at Amoy."
"Good. That solves the problem. See, opposite the
names of some he has marked 'D.'"
"Meaning 'Dead.' "
"J r.cqucs, you're unusually bright to-day. Against otliers he has written the names of several places."
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''Bccanse he has not heard of them at all."
"Probably. Ha! here' one, the greatest villain of the
y.J:iole lot. worne than Saul Dexter himself. Stephen-or
Steve :Miggs, as he was called, the steward of the ship.
The villain! The villain!"
"The first address against him is Brisbane, Queensland,"
said Jacques, taking the paper. "The second is Plymouth,
England, and the third is Baltimore, America."
"I will go to all three places."
"When?"
"At once."
"But Don Ricardo?"
"He must stay till my return. He cannot escape."
"He will starve to death."
"I will leave orders for food to b~ given him and those
with him. Tell Con to get the yacht ready for sailing at
once. 'l' o Brisbane first, then Plymouth, then Baltimore;
that is the ronte."
,
Jacques was not sorry that the discovery had been made,
for Sinbad instantly became himself again, full of life and
energy, and showing the same keen power of directing affairs that he had always possessed.
The rnn to Brisbane did not take long, and it required
even less time to discover that it was many years since
Steve M:iggs had taken his departure.
"'110 England !" cried Sinbad, as soon as this discovery
was made. "We are on the track of the villain. We will
run him to earth!"
'l'lirough the Indian Ocean the AYenger tore along.
Stopping to coal at Ceylon and again at Aden in the Red
Sea. 'Then through the Suez Canal and the Mediterranean, till at last the famous Eddystone Lighthouse came
in sighl, and the Avenger ran inside the breakwater and
dropped anchor in Plymouth Sound.
.Plymouth is a large city, but Miggs is an uncommon
name, and unless the villainous steward had changed it,
Sinbad anticipated little difficulty in front of him. His
first business was to look through the city directory. Here
di:~appoiutment awaited him. There was no such name as
lVIiggs to be Eouncl therein.
"Not here," groaned Sinbad. "Guess I must give it up
and try Bflltimore."
But haYing made this hasty reflection, he considered a
little, ancl then he recognized that no directory was ever a
complete li~t of the inhabitants of a city. There are men
who liYe for years in a town without ever having their
names printed.
"Can I help you?" said the gentleman in whose office he
was making the search.
"I wish you could, sir," answered Sinbad. "I want to
find a man named l\'liggs, but regret to see there is no such
name here.·'
"Miggs-M:iggs ! an unusual name. Say, there was a
man of that name who kept a restaurant in Broad street
for many years. I clon't know what became of him, but no
doubt some of his neighbors could tell you."
"I am much obliged to you," replieq Sinbad, as he left
the place, filled with hope.
It seemed extremely likely that he was on the track of
the villain, for what was more probably than that a man
who had been steward on a ship should open a restaurant
on shore?
""

,,-r ,. ...... .. , ...... ;,, ...... ~, ·,.";., ... "":.·~··· ·,.....

~'1•,

Further inquiries strengthened Sinbad's comictions.
SteYe )Iiggs was well known. He had retirc<l a few years
before from business with a fortune, ancl was Ji Ying at a
small seaside village namecl Ivywell, about ten miles from
Plymouth. Jacques and Sin bad went there at once.
At Ivywell e\rery one knew Steve Migg,;. In £act he
seemed to be the most prominent man in the village, and
whilst Sinbad _a n4 Jacques were sitting in the village inn,
Mr. Miggs happened to pass.
"A rich man, sir," said the landlord. "Well, I believe
you make it all in the restaurant. Well, no, they say he
brought most of it with him from Au tralia."
"The man! the man!" murmured Sinbad.
rro form an acquaintance with Stephen l\1igg was an
easy matter. Sinbad pretended to be an arfat llcsirous
of sketching the ir1terior of the ancient villagi' church , and
Steve Miggs, the church warden of the pari sh, readily gave
him permission. Not only so, but he stood talking to Sinbad whilst he sketched, a.nd complimented him on the skill
he exhibited.
Every day Sinbacl seemed to feel that he had made a
mistake. Mr. Miggs had nothing of the sea-faring man
about him, anci appeared to be a highly-educated geni.lemail. He admitte,l having been in Australia, I.mt sai<l he
was pever in Brisbane.
,Tacques was quite positive Lhat a mislake had been
made.
·
"\Ye must be careful, Sinbad. This is eYiclently a man
of great respectability. If we make a mi,,take it will mean
ruin to us."
Sinbad pondered deeply on the siluati on. How could he
find out whether the affluent citizen of Ivywell was the
same man as the steward of the S,riftsure? The question
perplexed him extremely, ancl he had not apparently solved
the problem when he <leparted for LoJ1Llou, where he proposed to remain for a week.
On his return he paid Stephen Miggs a risit.
"Mr. Miggs," he said, "you have all l.Jeen very kin cl in
this village. Before I go T should like i.o giYe an entertainment to the children. I cla rcsa.1· if 1.lic.1· · hare plenty
of cakes and candy and fruit, with the ,1ssistant:e of my
stereopticon. T may be able to amuse them ."
" Mr. Sinbad, it will delight them. .F riday will be the
best rlay, if it suits you.''
"Perfect!y .''
"Very w~ll. I will myself publish the notices, and have
the village schoolroom prepared for you."
Jacques shrugged his shoulders.
"You think I'm crazy, Jacque ?'' inquired 8inbatl. with
a laugh.
"I think your time could be better employed than in
amusing children.''
"You will see.''
"Oh! I shall not be there. I shall enjoy a little dinner
with a bottle of good Burgundy all alone while you are
eating cakes and drinking lemonade with ~·our infant proteges.''
':No, Jacques, you must be present. I advise you to be
there. Keep close to Stephen Miggs ancl watch him. You
may have a surprise."
_(To be continued)
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TIMELY TOPICS
The Italian GoYernment has decided to make large purchases of meat and grain in the United States, not only
for the army. but also for the civil population, according
to report,, from Rome. The purpo e of the authorities is
to cliRcourage speculation in foodstuffs, which is being extensively conducted.
Since the outbreak of the war the Swedish army has
been almost doubled. It now has a total of 540,000 trained
men, 360,000 of which are troops of the first line, the remainder being Landsturm. New training schools for noncommissioned officers have been established since last August, in which 60,000 non-coms have been trained.
An Omaha press dispatch reports that a torpedo and
floating mine protective device has been invented by I. B.
Robinson and James Burge, of Lincoln, Neb., who claim
that when attached to the sides of a ship it will absolutely
neutralize any explosion. The two men came to Omaha
and explained the device to Senator Hitchcock, who sent
the models to the Navy Department.
Hooks and eyes, pins and buttons made of brass, nickel
or tin, must not be sold in Germany by order of the Government, according to a London report. The measure is
said to be designed to preserve the dwindling supply of
metals. '11 he report adds that members of the Drapers'
As ociation of Berlin have been notified that they must
consider as confiscated that part of their stock which mcludes the above-named f).rticles.
·
An arrest in Washington, D. C., Aug. 25, which may
prove of importance, was that of Gustav Kopsch, a German resenist, who has taken out first papers as an American citizen. He was arrested by detectives of the United
States District Attorney's office and the Department of
Justice at his residence in U street, charged with spying
upon fortifications and military reservations of the United
States. It is stated that he had in his possessi0n a suitcase full of photographs of Fort Monroe, the Arlington
wireless station, West Point and other military posts. He
was arraigned before United States Commissioner Hanson
Taylor and held in $5,000 bond. He was unable to furnish bond and was locked up. Kopsch is twenty-eight
years old and came to this country about four years ago.
At the time of his arrest he was in the employ of the Carnegie Institute as an instrument maker.
·while the rlreaclnoughts of the Atlantic fleet were on review off Boston Light the other afternoon the famous old
fighting frigate Portsmouth, which had seen service in
nearly all parts of the world, was burned on the mud flats
at Governor's Island in the harbor here. The one-time
pride of the navy took her last cruise in tow of a tug ancl
wn~ bcr.rhecl at high ticle. Oil was poured over her historic
deck~ before she was fired. A moving-picture scene was
staged on her decks as she was burning to furnish the se-

quel to a play constructed around her. In 1856. just before the outbreak of the war between England and China,
the Portsmouth, under Commander Foote, 8tormed the
Barrier Forts of Canton, China, because the Chinese had
fired on an American vessel engaged in the protection of
American commerce. For the last four years the vessel
had been used as a hospital ship at J orfolk.
The first of the new 14-inch navy guns ha· been tested
at the Indian Head Proving Ground. It is fifty calibers
longer than any of the 14-inch guns a,t present in use in
the navy. It is believed that it has a greater muzzle
velocity than any other H,-inch navy gun, and is a more
powerful gun than the 15-inch gun on the Queen Elizabeth. of the British navy. Instead of making a model
gun, the Bureau of Ordnance was so positive that the plana
for the new gun would stand the required test that the
entire thirty-six guns which are to go on the California,
Idaho and Mississippi were ordered. The expectations of
the Bureau of Ordnance were fully realized, as the power,
pressure· and velocity of the gun in the test comply in
every respect with the specifications. In ordering all the
big guns, instead of experimenting with a model, the work
of arming the California, Idaho and the Mississippi will
be advanced five or six months. It is the first time that
such a large :qumber of big guns has been ma.de from
plans without the construction of a model or experimental
gun.
Everybody should eat more fresh fruit du'ring the summer, not only because it is so cheap and plentiful, but because it contairu: valuable medicinal qualities which help
to ward off all sorts of hot weather ills. Blackberries, for
instance, contain a great deal of iron. On this account
they sometimes have a very perceptible effect .in making
pale children rosy when they eat freely of them. Black
currants have a great household reputation as a remedy
for colds and coughs. A couple of teaspoonfuls of black
currant jam are put into a tumblerful of bot water with a
pinch of salt and drunk hot at bedtime.
ature offers us
few better tonics than pineapple the juice of which contains the . natural ferments of healthy digestion to a high
degree. A famous specialist on stomach troubles is said
to have declared: "If you have one foot in the grave and .
are a nervous wreck from dyspepsia, drink clear pineapple
juice." Grapes are a wholesome and delightful food.
They are in the cla.ss of demulcents and are highly beneficial to those suffering from various illnesses. Apples
are correctives, and are very useful in overcoming nausea
from seasickness and other causes. They are also very
cooling and act as stomach sedatives. Red and white currants. like melons, apples, oranges, limes, lemons and
gooseberries are al5o cooling and therefore most acceptable
hot weather foods. Both ra.isins and figs, split open, make
good poultices for boils. A split raisin, placed over the
gum, oiten gives relief to the toothache sufferer. Figs are
also valuable as a laxative.
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He could not help contrasting himself with the young
fellow, and saw that the contrast was to his own diaadvantage.
By John Sherman
Mari1m was pure as the driven snow, but from that
Few people ::ire really aware of how closely mind ancl minute he distrusted her.
body are bot1nd together, or the extent wliich each inWith no business, no matter of interest to draw his mind
fluences over tJie other.
·
away, he rolled this new-born jealousy about in his mind,
The pl1rase "a brokep_ heart" has for many years been and bega·n to brood.
· looked upon as merely descriptive, just as on/J might sav
His condition of mind gave renewed activity to his old
''The srnilinn· moon."
. · 1 enemy-dyspepsia; and that in turn, with its horrible opYet there have been cases, and many of them, of literal pression and intense pain, reacting on his bruin, maJe
breaking 01 the heart.
11im more gloomy and morose than ever.
Under strong excitement, or in the depth of some great
He seized on the slightest things as confirmatory of his
angui,;h, lrnman bearts have been rupturecl, burst open, suspicions, until :fiually his wife dared no more mention
and death bas followed instantaneously.
lter cousin's name than she would have Jared face an angry
'Thus, 1 have had men put under my care as lunatics, bull and flaunt a red cloth in his face.
and who really were such at the time, whose derangement
I-I'er proud spirit rebelled against her husband's unjust
arose from nothing else in the world Lut im1igestion.
suspicions, however, and many an hour did the poor girl
Dieted and cared for until their stomachs r surne their bewail her uulucky fate, which hacl bound her to thi,:; mOl'efunctions in a proper maDJJer, they are dischurged, per- than-half _crazy man.
fectly sane.
·
For Harmond in reality was more than half crazy.
Again, a . man has some mental trouble.
What i:; unfom1ded jealousy but a species of madness?
He is deeply worried.
She would glance around the rooms of the elegant house
He eats a hearty meal.
mournfully as she thought that for thi<, she had bartered
It clocs not digest, there is a reaction of its e:fiects, and her peace or mind.
the brain is upset.
·
One d:1y she went to see her mother.
I l1ave just had n. case of nearly this precise character.
Her cousin was there.
Samuel Harmond was wealthy, thirty-five, a lover of
After a while they left the house, and together strolled
goocl things, somewhat dyspeptic, and a bachelor.
through the grounds, as they had done years before.
At this age he .first met Marian J efl'reys, a fine-looking
Up and clown the long walks they sauntered, he trying
woman of twenty, and he fell passionately in love with by cheering words to draw her from her sorrow, for he
her.
knew how jealous her husband was and how she su:fferecl
Mr. Je.fl:reys favored the suit of Harmond.
through it.
Jeffreys had recently met with serious losses in his busiThere was no ·word spoken that her husband-being
n ess, and knew not at what moment be might go wicler.
right-minded-could have found fault with.
It would be just the thing to have Marian settled in
life, the wife of so wealthy a man as Harmond.
For nearly an hour they wandered · together about the
,grounch, and then Marian left her cousin.
Mrs. Jeffreys was a woman guided completely by her
,
It was time for her. to return home, she said.
husband, and so, tnough she knew that Marian did not loye
And h~, with a cigar as a companion, watched her disHarmond, she did nothing to save her d aug11ter f rom the
appear into the house, and then, with a sad face, resumed
sacrifice.
his walk.
And Marian became Mrs. Samuel Harmond.
"Poor Marian!" he muttered. "Oh, that I had reIt must not be imagined that she wa.s lovesick and
turned in time to save her from this marriage. She did
dying with misery.
.
She respected her husb::U1cl thoroughly, and was all that love me OJlce, and goodness knows I . love her!"
A snarl, like that of a tigerish dog, caused him to start
a true and c1~Ycted wife should be.
But deep down in her heart there was hidden the ro- v'iolently.
Turning quickly, he saw the face of Harmond, half con mance of a fost love.
cealed
behind some rose-bushes.
It was :for il1e person of' a cousin, a ha.ndsome, tall,
His
fa
e was convulsed, his eyes were inflamed and disbroacl-shoulderccl fellow,
Affairs moved on smoothly in the household of the Har- tended :rnd wild-looking, and his expression, in all, was
that of a madman .
monds until the return of this cousin from abroad .
He had overheaJid the muttered words-had probably
He called on the Harmonds on the first evening of his
seen them walking together.
arrival, and, as was perfectly natural, kissed Marian.
Before the young fellow could fairly comprehend all
It was done in a proper manner, and in the presence of
this, the rose-bushes were suddenly parted, and Harmond,
her hm,band.
Perlia_ps M::nian's eyes were a little brighter than usual, gnashing bis teeth, sprang up-0n him. ·
perhaps tliere may have b_een a trifle too much warmth in
So sudden was the assault that, although much the
the kiss .
stronger and better man of the two, the young fellow was
PossiLly thi · may have been seen by Harmond, and ac- borne to the ground.
counted .for this jealousy, for jealous of his wife he beThe line of the walk was _protected by stone coping
came from that minute.
turned edgewise.
MAD THROUGH JEALOUSY.

- ,,,.
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IYou can't fool me.

On this the young fellow's head struck, stunning him,
11nd leaving him a victim to the ferocity of the madman.
"Ha, ha, ha ! Ho, ho, ho !" yelled Harmond. "You
love her, and she loves you, eh? And you walk with her
and talk soft words, eh? But you'll never do so again-ha,
ha ! Xever-never !"
Sitting astride of the other's chest, the madman wound
his fingers in the hair of the nearly unconscious man.
Contracting his arms, he raised the head, then dashed it
against the coping witlt fearful force.
Again and again he did this, laughing in a fiendish way
'
all the time.
The handful of hair came out in. his grasp, but he took
a fresh hold, and soon the man became insensible.
Then the madman gazed down on the silent figure of·
his victim.
"Deacl-deacl !" he hissed. "Now for her-now for her!"
He arose to his .feet, glared about him, then stole from
the garden.
He reached home.
Marian had not yet returned.
He crouched in the library waiting until he . heard her
steps.
She came at last.
He heard her enter the sitting-room.
A fiendish smile crossed his face.
He tole from the library, across the hall, and with a
bound wa s in the F>itting-room.
Quick · ns a flash he flung the door to and locked it,
placing the key in his pocket.
Marian had just remored her hat, and turned just as he
left the door.
She grew ashen-colored as she saw the look of wild
ferocity on her husband's face and in his eyes.
H e tore -t!ie har from hi~ head and flung it on the sofa.
"You grow pale!'' he hissed, his sharp eyes detecting
her loss of color. "You grow pale! Well, you have reatl0n to-ha, ·ha! good reason. So he loves you and you
love him? H n, ha-he'll never kiss you again-never!
See-watch this!"
He seized an elegant work-box from a near-by stand,
and , falling on his knees, he clutched it firmly, and banged
it fa.st and fiercely on ihe floor until it was all shivered
and smashed to pieces.
", o ! that i~ the way I served him !" he hissed. "Anc]
that i the way I am going to destroy you and everything
'
in this room-where he kissed you before my eyes."
1Vhen she looked upon the pantomime and heard his
explanation, Marian's heart grew cold and still, and she
reeled for support against a pillar, and with horror in her
e:ve~ watched the madman as he danced wilclly arountl the
room, in lfr ferocity smashing tables and chairs, flinging
books on the floor, and then trampling on them.
"So I e;rush :md destroy!" he howled. "Such is the
destruction I deal. And now it is your tmn, you who love
him, aud not the husband you married."
She knew now that he was mad. She had heard that
calmness of demeauor ·would awe lunatics, and by a won~erful effort she control led herself. ·
"You are wrong, clear husband," she soothingly said.
"I love none but you."
"You lie I" he :fiercely said. "Yes, you lie, you jade.

Do you suppose I would have spared
him if he had said ,t he same? K 0-110-110 !"
He stood before her, knees bent, half crouchingly, his
fists shaking at her, his hair erect and bristling, ius eyes
gleaming, face convulsed, and wild wortl falling from h::.s
twitching lips.
Swaying to and fro, as the snake doe before he strikes,
Harmond drew near the trembling woman, who could do
naught to protect herself, could only dumbly await her
fate .
Nearer-nearer he crept, and then-with a tigerish howl
-he sprang ferociously at her.
One fearfu!, despairing cry for help, and then he cut off
further utterance.
Crash! Some one had broken through a window. Halfa-dozen dark forms followed, and the madman was dragged
off his prey.
'I'he cousin had been found and conveyed to the house.
Cold water clashed over him had brought him to consciousness. He told, in a few hurried words, what bad happened, and begged that Marian's safety be looked to; and
the result was that the madman's second victim was saved
more than a mere shock and a black and blue ring around
her fair, white throat, . where the madman's strangling
grasp had been.
It \\'. as fully two month s before the cousin recovered
from his injuries.
Six months aft.er, I declared Harmond to be in his sane
mind; my treatment had aimed at his stomach as well as
his head, and consequently I had been successful.
Re now realized that his jealousy was sheer insanity,
and he begged his wife to return to him, but no inducement he offered could win her again to his side.
"I have lo t her through my own fault!" he said, sadly.
"Oh, m~·, that 1 had not loved her so deeply! But I do
not Llame her-no-no-it was my own fault!''
Poor fello,r !
H e subsided into a state of settled me]an<;hol v and I
saw that he was slowly relapsing, that his mind ,;~s again
giving way.
I told him this would be the ca ·e unless he became more
cheerful.
"l know it," he said, in a melane:holy tone. "Yes and
I'm glad of it, for then I won't feel this. sorro w he~e · io
my heart, !1 sorro w doubly hard to bear because I know it is
of my own making. But"-he paused, and looked anxiously at me-"I'rn perfectly ane now, ain't I?"
"'l'o all inteuts and purposes, yes," I answered.
But madness, for all that, was lurking in his body.
"I ask, because I want to make my will," li e fold me.
'l'he will wa, duly made, lem·ing everything to his wife.
A month later he was again an inmate of the a 'ylurn,
where he remain ed until his death, which occurred two
years later.
In one of his 1Jaroxy8mS he hacJ beatell his head against
the wall $0 fier('ely that its effeds 1·at1s(·d liii; Jeath.
Hi s last word s were almost rea:;onable:
"lt wa _ my fnnlt ! J ealousy-blame ii-drove me mad!"
"I told papa your poems were ihe children of your
brain." "What dicl he say?" "Said they ,rere bau enot1gh
to put in the reform school."
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NEWS OF THE ·r,AY
Pearl P::trlmeteer, twelve, of Marinette, Wis., gave proof
of woman's encroachment on prorinces heretofore occupied
by men when she brought seventeen dead rats into the of:6.ce of Menominee's city clerk and aJ,ed for the bounty
of :five cents a head. In the number of rat caught, Pearl
is second only to Lloyd Mason, the six-year-old champion
of Menominee, who ha killed fifty-four rat and collected
the bonntieR on them.
Weath er forecasts on motion-picture screen .. were first
shown at Birmingham, Ala., in ,January, 191 2, since ,rhich
time their cli. play in this manner ha been extended to 15
cities ancl at 27 moving-picture theaters. rrhe ·w eather
Bureau i willing to furnish foreca st for this purpose
wherever they are desired, but the demand for them is
limited by i.he fact that most moving-picture shows do not
open until an evening hour subsequent to the time at
which the same foreca:;ts appear in the a.ftcrnoon news·
paper ' .
Announcement is made that the :N" ational Rifle Association of America will participale in the Conference on
National Defense, which is to be held in ·w ashinglon
Oct. -:l:-7, immediately following the Grand Army of the
Republic encampment. There arc enrolled as members
of the .1: ational Rifle Asscciation, hooting under its rules
and regulations, and making annual report~ of lheir work,
5UU Government rifle clubs, 110 8chool aud fifty-se ren college dubs, all training with the military rifle.

Tt is not knowll just how long mosquitoes ran liYe, but
theil' average life i, much longer than is ordinarily suppo~en. rl'bou,l\n dR of them 1ive thrnugh winler, hibernating or asleep in da1-li: plac-cP. in hams or house eel la rs . Tn
spar~ely-settlecl local iti e:-:, where the_v cannot find such
places for shelter, Lhey liYe through the winter in hallo"·
b 1:es in e:aws and hole under u 1 )tumed tr es; and, el'en
thou;h the te~perature may fall ·far belo,r rreczi ng. they
are not killed, but on the approach of warm ,yeather become actiYe again. Mosquitoes arc f'r quently seen flving
about in th e woods before the snow has , ·holly lel'r tl 1e
grnuncl.
0

· Arnel'iean Rc,1 C'ros .. 1dodors ancl nurse:·, will hP withdrawn from tl1e battlefields of Europe on Ot·i.. I bec·ausp of
a lack of funds to keep them there longer, acc·nrcl ing to a
statement made at Wasbillgton by :Mis;; Mabel T. Boardman. chainnnn of the Red Cross RelieJ Commission . 1t is
po~si bl e tl1at the two units in Belgium, wlwre lhe greatest
neccl C)..ists, wi ll be continueLl, but !he otl1t'r fourteen detachments will be recalled on the elate mentioned, wh en
the Ameri<.!nn fnncl of $] .5G0,000 will be exhamteLl. In
the work o( c·leaning up Serbia the Red Uross J1a,; usecl
3/5 , 78:J pound,; of ~ul phm, 700.000 bicbloride tablets.
7, 000 gallons cf kerosene oil, 5,6·oo pounds of fonna lde-

hydc, . ] 2.200 dose,: of cholerll vaccine, 500 whitewash
brushes, 70 bathtubs, 50 teplaclclers anc1 1 l a,llornobile
trucks.
The well-known English writer, H. G. Wells, wants a
corps of a thousand aeroplanes for war service. The war,
he savs. has evolv6d two -clas es of aeroplane , a light and
swift· 1i10cl el for reconnaissance, ancl a heavier and slower
macl1ine fo1: bomb-throwing. 1Yith a ;;uffi ·ient number of
flyine; batterie. of this kind, he thinks the Allies would
achiel'e the ma sten over eari:h batlerie$, which are now
practi ·ally firing blinclfokkcl. ..\erophme work, Mr. Wells
n.sse1ts, mnst remain incliYi dual, as it is impossible to
transmit orders to large nmnber of mac11ine. ; but he
think8 the,c "flying batteries., shonlu follow bird formation, H!·ing in triangle:;, one afi.er tlte other, tlrn,; enabling
a corp~ of machines to rorci' a tenitoi'y c-ffcdirely.
• I

Tlte number of ships lost lo comrnerrl! throughout the
world is presented in the :::tatislical i;ummarr for rnH,
prepared by Llo!·cl's Hegister, which anno unces tltat in the
conr,:e of the yea r the gros,; Tccluction in the effective
mere,rntile marinr of the "·orkl amounted to 7GG res;;e],;
of l,t):35, 112 to11., cxcl ur1ing all vesse ls .of lc.,s than 100
Lons. Of thi:; total, -:l-D I were /.itea111cr,; representin g
870,G62 tuus. aml 275 sailing \'eSseL ot 18-!.-!,30 ton~. Tlte
red uetion ,ms d uc: to those losi. broken up, cor.dernnec1, etc_.
The ~ai lin g \'e:;2el record is pcatfr·allr the same as in 1913,
b11t the h1~ ' to c·ommerce of , temnc1::; rcprc~ented a total
of 338.( J(JO tons J1igher than for th e prel'ecliu_g year. rrhe
losse:- involn·d are but a small perc:cnlagc of the full.fnerca ntile 111ari11e vf all co untries, the figures of which for
HJH were: i-,i amers, 2-!,-l-H. tonnage, 27,D 7,,82; sai!ing
1·cs-,els. 6,:39:? . to1111ag0, 3,Gs::;,(i'?5; $[earne rs and sailing
,·es~els, 30, 3(i, tonnage, :n,67:1,-:1:/57.
Sk ill in fotic·uff , has several limes won the Yictoria
C'J'Os~. ..\i. lukerman, for i11:;lauce, Capta in Hugh Rowlautl:- sined hi: commanding ofiieer, Colonel Hay, by a
3fraight left-hander. Ha; was wounded and lying on the
ground. with a gigantic r:us6ia n stamling over him and
about to plunge a bayonel.,to hi:; hemt, when Rowlands,
who had lost !tis sword, srnaslt Ll lhe Hussian with his left
lta11d. knod,i11~ i.lte ma n une:nn6<:ions. Rowland. got the
\' . C'. Al .J,,e:r um, i11 lrniia. dnr iug tlw lndian mutiny,
Uenc>ral ,JaineH Blair, who~e ,,won! had been broken off
at the Jiili am1 "·ho ha,l no utlter ,rcapon, <lashed into a
crowd of nrmecl mutineers and knocked five of the111 clown
with hi~ fist in u few ~econck The \'idoria Cross also
went to him. An other officer who:se s1rord broke at the
hanclle wltilr in :tdion was dmir:tl '·'l'ug'' ·Wil son, who,
at Rl Teb, liO\rled oyer six Arabs with hi~ fi,,L;, He not
only wou the \ ' . 0., 1rnt also his nickname, being called
"1'up:" Wilson after an English boxer who about that time
had gained brief notoriety by fighting John L. Sullivan,
'
the heaYyweight champion boxer of the world.
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Il\lTERESTlNG ARTICLES
I NCT:lEASE IN LIMIT TO PARCEL POST
PACKAGES.
By an amendment to the pa.reel post regulations the
·limit of the size of packages has been increased to 84
inches, length a11d girth combined. Formerly the limit
was 72 inches. Beginning September 1, the insurance
feature of the parcel post system will be extended. Packages may be insured np to the nlue of $5 upon payment
of a fee of 3 cents and up to the value of $100 for a fee
of 25 cents. The otheT Tates, viz., 5 cents for $25 and 10
cents for $50, will remain the same.
GIRL, 14, SWIMS HUDSON TWICE IN 2 HOURS.
"Where are those sandwiches, dad?" was the first question asked by little Mary Elizabeth Miller as she finished
a five-mile swim across the Hudson River and back the
other afternoon.
·Mary is a fourleen-year-old schoolgirl, living with heT
parents at No. 600 West One Hundred and Forty-se ·ond
street, New York City. She had wagered a box of candy
with "Jack" Straus, a life-saver at Manhattan Baths, that
she co11ld swim from the baths, at One Hundred and
Forty-ninth stTeet to a point called old Fort Lee and make
the Teturn journey,. a total distance well 0\7 er five miles, in
less than two hours. S4,e won.
LONGEST FLAGSTAFF.
As far as is known, the longest one-piece flagstaff in the
world will soon be set up iD Kew Gardens, just outside of
Lon.don, as a present from the Go,;,ernment of British Co lumbia to the mother country. The tree from which it
has been made was a perfect specime:ri of the fir pine, 11nc1
the staff which has been cul from it is 216 feet in length,
without a single flaw or defect.
In its original state the stick was 5 feet in diameter
at the buH and 14 inches in diameter at the top, and peTfectly straight. Dressed into shape, the staff has a cliamet er of 32 fnches square at the butt for a distance of l(J
feet. For the next 100 feet it is octagonal in shape, and
for the last 100 feet it is TOlmd. 'fhe upper 200 feet is a
gentle taper from 32 inches to 12 inches in diameter. The
st aff is now ii{ the yards at False Creek, Vancomer, awaiting shipment. It will be fonvarded as a deckload on one
0£ t he big liners running out of this port. Tlie flagstaff at
the courthouse in Vancouver, which is ;W4 feet long, came
from t he same timber. limits.
BAT T LE WITH BI G SHARK.
More than fifty ~en and women in bathing off 1Nest
T wenty-third street, at ConeT Island, the other afternoon,
meed through the smf to the shore, shouting and screaming, when the cry of "Shark!" was raised . The shark itself-not mistaking its identity-was seen, thrashing about
one hundred feet out from Silver's bathhouse.
F rank J:!7 eJi no, a :fisherman, recognized the shark as one
he had seen the day before and which was reported to

have overturned a canoe and knocked two young men into
the water.
To catch it Felino already had ma.de preparations by
fastening a large baling hook to -twenty-five foet of clothesline. He ran to the end of a 300-foot pier near by, baited
his hook with a large dogfish, and cast his line.
For a half-hour the shark ignored the bait, di.sporting
himself at a distance, watched by the cTOwd of bathers.
Then he suddenly rushed toward the pier, dived, and
there was a violent tug at Felino's line. He was jerked
off his feet, dragged toward the end of the pier, yelli.n
for help. Hugh J oyce seized Felino about the chest and
kept him frnm going overboa;:d..
Then began the tussle with the shark tha.t lasted fifteen
minutes, Joyce's workmen joining in the fight. Several
times the .shark leaped almost clear of the water, its sprayspattered sides glistening in the sunlight.
Finally the great fish was drugged onto the pier and
into a y,rotkman's shanty. Before it could be killed with
clubs and hooks, it almost wrecked. the shanty with flaps
of the tail. The shark was seven feet eleven inches long,
and weighed 230 pounds.
SHIPBUILDERS RUSHED.
More than $100,000,000 worth of steamship contracts
now are held by the shipbuilding companies on the Delaware River. 'l'he total tonnage is more than 70,000, and
every ya rd is virtually filled to its capacity.
One ya rd has all of its building capacity sold out fo r
two or three years and has contracts for ,essels that will
not be delivered before 1918. Recently a new shipbuilding company has br.en formed and bought out the old
Roach shipya rd at Chester to meet the demand of slu powners w~~ are clamoring for new vessels.
., In a<lchtwn to_ th e tl!Hty_ or more vessels now ordered
·,:rom Delaware Rn:er 81: 11~builclers several more am exp;cted. One of th c slnpbmldmg comp~me3 now )s behevcu to
ho~d. contracts for three vessels wlnch have not been mad.e
puj>lic.
1/r
.
•
.
•
rhe Harlan Cl Hollrngsworth Corporation, of W1lmmgton. Del., recently h~s been .award.eel contracts for three
~teamsh~ps, r~prese!Jtrng an expenditm:e of about ~1,250,00. 'I wo of _the. vessels are for the Standard 011 ~0111pa~y all d a tlmcl is _to be a passenger boa~ for the _W1)son
~11ie, operatrng boats between Philadelplua and W1lrnrngon.1
'l !1c two fankers ordered for the Standard Oil Company
aTe to be duplicates of tbe three tankers for which contracts were recently awarded to Harlan & Hollingsworth
by the Anglo-Saxon Petroleum Compa.ny, of London .
These vessels arc tankers or 8,500 tons deadweight capacity, 425 feet long, 50 feet beam and 30 feet depth . It
is understood that each of these vessels will cod approximately $500,000.
·
The boat to be constructed for the Wilson LiDe will be
about 192 feet long, 32 feet beam and 11.8 feet draft. It
is believed that this vessel will cost about $250,000.

B OKS -ONE - CENT= EACH.

THE LJT'.l.'LE GEM TELEPH'.OPE.
The transmitter ln
ls
tel~phono
this
made !rom the beet

Cra~112argaln. \¥e wlU :acnd ANY TEN BOOKS !or 1 O cont• Po•t
r':ald. or ALL SO BOOKG for 2G centG Post Paid. Order br numlMr.

~jfhrte~rdf:!~;me~;;

~! ~~~;:t'!i~{ 41: f~~~!n1,~f~~!?: i:11 ~~~\~~¼ock:,Book
Unique Stor:r Book28 How to Hypnotizo e2 Witty Sayir:1ca [Model)

,

\\rill last a. long time;

l S h ortStorle3 r. Lon Muiag 9 Secrets ol 1:he Harem 18
10
10 Fortune Tcllini:
~ lformonl1m Exposed
20
Jl D'.'LPctivo Storic11
6 Guido to Rappv Nnrriage
21
18 Gu:de to Etio11~ttft
8 Bow t.o Get Rich

can be made in any
adding
by
length
cord; the only real
the
for
telephone
money; each one put up In a neat box; fully
lluetrated, with !ult dJrectlona how to use
them, Price, 12c., postpaid.
WOLFF NOVELTY 00,, 20 W. 20th t!lt •• N. T.

r,a How to W rtte Lcn"e Letter,
Ony Life ln Paris 20 Funny Stor.ie,
~8 Americ&n W&r Stories
Secretafor Women 81 Get nGov', Job
80 Doctor's Prluto Book
34 Specie! Secrct.3
Conundrums
White Slnvo Girl~ 86 Spiritual.lam E:r'T"~ f\ 1 Ffcrc~ for Ml'l.rrfod People

A.ddres1 all order• to I ... .E. S"UN Co.,

• • • .. • • • • •

1

Here we go again breaking all rec•
ords to introduce our new, nobby,
ahead-of·the-time styles. Be the
first in tour town to wear an e.dvanced

VANISHING COINS.-... coin held In th&
palm o! the hand ls made to vanish when
the hnnd ts closed. Only ono hand used. No
practice required. Wonderful effect. Price. Uc.
WOLFF NOVEi.TY 00., 29 W. 26th St., N. Y.

DUPLEX moYOLE WHISTLE.
This ls a double whistle, producing loud \>ut very rich, harmonious sounds, entirely dif!erent from ordinary whistles. It
ls just the thing for blcycl l•ts
or sportsmen, its peculiar double
and resonant tones at once attracting attention. It ls an imported w h 1 s t 1 e , handso1nely
nickel plated, and wlll be found
a very t:sc!ul and handy pocket
Price, 10c.; 3 for
companion.
25c.; one dozen, 75c.t r.ent by
mall, postpaid.
"V8LFF NOVELTY 00 .. 29 W. 2Gtli St.• N. 'fl.

?lLAOK-EY.lll JOKE.
New and 1MlJ,11Slng Joker, l'lUI
victim ls tole to hold the , tu'Ds
close to ht. ey{l ,o as to e"clude
all light !rom the back, and then
to remove the tube untll plctu-rel
appear in the center. In trytne
to lecate the pictures he will r.ecelve the ftneot black-eye you ever
saw. We furnish a small box ot
blaokenlng preparation with each
tube, so the joke can be used tndellnllely. Those nat ln the trick
.,..lll be c._ught every time. Abso•
Price by mall 111c, each;
~u}~~ zfc~rmleaa.
Jf. r,·. L;L.._0, 1815 Centre St., B'klyn, N. Y.
Tl!E CANADIAN WONDER ' OARD TRICK.
A1ton:ohlng, wonderful,
Have you
a.nd perplexing!
seen th em? Any ehlld can
work them, and yet, what
they do ls so amusing that
the sharpest people on earth
are tooled. We cannot tell
you what they do, or c,ther•
' would g<1_t next and spoil the
fun. .Ju1t get a set and read the directions.
'£he result• wlll startle your friends and
utterly myotlty them. A genuine good thine
1t you wish to h&vo no end of amusement.
Price by mall, lOo.
C. B.EllR, 150 W. 62d St., New York Clly.
NEW SURPRISE NOVELTY.
Foxy Grandpa, Mr. Peewee
and other comical tacos ar•
tlstlcally colored, to which
ls attached a long rubber
tube, connected with a rubber ball, which can be filled
with water, the rubber ball
being carried ln the pocket,
a sllght pres•ure on the bulb
causes a long 1tream, the r•ault cu,a easily b• s~en.
Price, 15c.,
:Postpaid.
'!VOLF'F NOVELTY 00., 29 W. 26th ~t., N, Y,

Drop as a postal now for

:~~~3~d~~~t•f=!i. Gat ~us7. &n'/u•Y~nr
PARACOU TAILORING CO. ce~t. 9A6 CHICAGO
Wizard

Repeating

Guaranteed

Yfill stop !l!e mostviciousdog (or
man) without permanent injury.
rerfectly aA.fe to carry wltboutd:mger oflea.ke.ge. f.'lres and recharges
Ly pullin g tri gger. Load$ f\·otn ao y
liquid. No cartridges required. Over
61X shob 1u one loadln~ All dultrs,
or b1 n1:ltl, 6-0r. \Jhtol wltb robber•
rovered holster. 55c. Jfo1ste1·s 1epllr&te, 10e.
order or U. S. etanins. No coh111.

273 Georgia Avenu,,

• Brooklyn, N. Y.

·~_.,.....

hundreds

or

sparks

or

fire

burst forth in every direction,
te the a.stontshm~nt of t!1e sm.oker. The fl.re
ia ete.ge f\re, and will not burn the skin or
APPEARING BILLIARD BALL.-A solld
dothlng-. A!ter tho ll.reworks tho victim ca,n I billiard
ball, beautifully made, can be mads
~ontlnuo smoking the cigar to the end. Price,
appear Jn the bare hands with the sleevet
te
10c.; S !or 25c; 1 dozen, DOc., malled, pomtVery fine and ea.sy
rolled Ila.ck to elbows.
pa.ld.
Price, S5c.
H. Ji', LANO, 1815 Centre St., B'ldyn, N. Y. to do.
WOLF:E' NOVELTY 00., 29 W. 26th St., N. Y.

@

HOT AIR CARDS
T1IE PEG JUMPEB.
A v 'e r y etrectlv•
There are 8 card• ln a ~
easily
pocket trick
pack. They are nicely
, ,....
to be perfe~ro~d by
•
:·,
printed on good bristol~
any one. A mlllta.ture
board, and contain tho
paddle ls shown. Cenfunniest literature ever
composed, such as "Pro- tral holea are drlrled thrsugh i't. A wooden
fessor Huggem, h u g- peg ls Inside of the upper hole. Showmg now
gtng .. and kls~lng don.e in the very latest b&th sides of the paddle, the per!ormer co.uses,
a Liar s License, a membership card I by simply breathing upon it, tho peg· to leave
etyle,
for the Do,,·n and Out Club, and other com- the upper hole, and appear in the middle ene.
lea.I po~try and prose. Every card guaran- Then it jum-ps to tho lower hgle, ba.ck to the
teed to make the girls giggle, the boys to middle one, and lastly to the upper hole.
laugh, and the old folks to roar. It you are lilath ltldeo e! tile paddle are repeatedly shown.
Price by ma.11, 160,
lool<ing for tun, get a pack.
J<. F. I.ANG. 1815 Centre St., B'klyn, N. Y.
Price 10 cents a pack, by mall, post-paid
WOLFF NOVELTY CO., 29 W. 26th St.. N. Y.

I

-· .

I

HANDY TOOL
Every boy should. possess
one o! these handy little lnst,·uments. It consists or a
buttonhook ; a cigar-cutter,
sci sso rs, key-rlng and bottleThe
opener, nil in one.
steel i~ abs olutely guaranteed. Small catc h~s hold It
so that it cannot open in the
pocket. Pri c e by mall, postpaid, 15 cents each.

~~-fi:@1
you have to do Is t• dip lt in water, and lt
will write fer an indefinite peric,d. The secret
can only be learned by procuring one, and yen
ca.n n1ake It ::-.. source of bgth pleasure a.nd
a.muaement by f!laln1lng to youi- friends what
It ca.n do ~nd thon denrnnetrating the fact.
Mvreovar, 1t js a 1rood pen, fit fcir practical use,
and will never le:tlt ink ioto your pocket. as a
d,o!ectlve fountain pen might d o.
Price, 10c. eac.h by mall.
WOLFF NOVELTY 00., 29 W. 26th ~t., N. Y. I

FRANK SMITH
3BtJ Lenox Avo.

l\!GW

Ayvacf's Water,..Wingt

Learn to swim

by one hial

!-J"ICe .26 eeata, Po11tpz:1.t11
'1'11.eee water-wings take up no more 1"°11.1 tbaaa
pockot-bu.RkercllJol. '.rb.oy welgb :;, onoeeo a.ad. s09po1·t irom iG to 250 poullds. Witt:. n. pa.i.-a.oyona cc.n

kuun to swlra. or tt.oo.t. For uee. yot\ ba.ve ona_to we&

=\n~~ ~!d~~ ~g 8~~t~~!~~ioaetller
If. :i,·. LA.,,'IG, 1815 Centre

-~
.

~

t;t., B'!dyn, N. Y.

Yortc City

MAGlC DIE BLOCK.

.0 . . _
I ~ : ,~

RATTLESN,\.KE\
To all appearance It la"
harmless piece ot coiled •
pai,er with a mouth- I
,;:- pjece attachment, b '1 t
upon pl.acing Jt to one's
~t
mouth, and blowing
into the tube, an hnJta'
Uon sn:iko o v c r two
feet in length aprJngB out or the rol\ like a
11uh o! llghrnlnir, producing a whistlJng, llutterlng sound that would !righten a wild Indian. \Ve guarantee our ra.ttlesnake not to
bite, but would not advise you to play the
jo'ko on Umid women or delicate children.
Each :!nake pncked In a box. Price, 10c.; 3
tor 25c., malled .c:,otltp.:1.ld.
IWOLITF NOVELTY CO., 29 W. 26Lh St., N. l{,

~

in it for you.

:~~ ~lj!~•:~~:n:."'°£!~ !':Ok~::'tC:wtb~us~n':

The biggest oell of the sea.A re1:1.l cigar made ot
son.
~·:%: tobacco, but secreted ln the
I/J;:;{I,-';i center o! cigar about one-hal!
~~~;.:~ inch from end ls a. fountain
The moment
~ - f::.i:d!_ ot sparklets.
~,f{:;_.• tbe fl.re reaches this fountain

~ne o! tho most ,-.c.illar and myatlfylas
,iana on the mnrket. It requires na Ink. All

\

~~1f::i:i;re~ Yitirneft;!m~i8;~w~:
S50 to S100a Week

It. There is

P,.RK£R. STEARNS & CO.,

THE JOKER'S CIOA.B,

· NEW TBrf-OENT FOUNTAIN PEN.

THE FRIGHTFUL

Ha.rrhon, Mich.

FREE SUITS

lllAl\Iil.
on!h.;f t~net~~1!~f;o;~ft1!:
It ls In great deout.
mand. To operate it, the
stem ls placed in your
You ca..n blow
mouth.
Jnto it, and at the same
time pull or jerk lightly
on the string. The mouth opens, and lt then
cries ··Ma-ma," just exactly in the tones o! a
real, Jive baby. The sound le so human that
lt would deceive anybody.
Price 12c. each by mall.
WO~JfF NOVELTY 00., :19 W. 20th St,. N. Y.

"''R'11'

W-IZRFTVdPS?~Jfflll'l'H

ROUGH RIDER DISC PIS'l'OLS.
Made of nicely col·
,rcd wood 5½ inches
long.
The power !=
tu1·nlshed
by rubber
bands.
Ten discs o!

r.:ardb oa rd with ea.ch
pistol. Price, 6c. each,
poslpald.
H. 1,·. J,A::\G. l815 Centr~ :,it ... l\'lrjy n, N. 1"..

MYSTERIOUS l'LA'l'B ,.,JYTER.
J\1ade of fine rubbe r,
with bulb on one end
and inflator at other.
Place it und e r a table
cover,
und er µlate
or
glass, . and bulb is pressed
underneath, object, rises
40
ins.
Jong. Price, :l5c., postpaid.
Il. I-'. LANt,, 1815 Centre ~t .. B'ld~·n, N. Y.

.

111ysteriously ;

MAGAC PIPE.
Made ot a regular corn.
cob pipe, with rubber ftgurea
inside; by blowing through
· the stem the figure will jump
our. Made in following flgures: rabbits, donkeys, cats,
chickens, etc.
Price, lOc., postpaid.
WOLFF NOVEL'l'Y CO., 29 W. 26th St•• N. Y.
THE FL,GER ~ROUGH THE !IAT.
Having bo1-ro,Yed o. hat fro m
~ ' 1 1 t1 rour friend, push your .:n..ge r
~~ through the crown or it, anu it
is seen to move about. Though
vt!ry an1us ing to othel·s, the owner of the hat
docs n.ot s e the joke, but thinl<s it meanness
to destroy his hat·, :)"et when it is returned it
·s perfectly uninjured. Price, 10c. each by mail.

WOLl0-:1,' NOVELTY CO., 20 W. 20th St., N. Y,
THE FOUNTAIN :RING.
A handeon1e ring connected with

a rubber ball which is concealed
in the palm or the hand. A gen tle
squeeze forces water or cologne ir..
the !ace o! the Yictim while he is

cxami:aing it. The ball can be instan tl:v fill e d b~.- imrncrsing rlng in

v,·ater same as ~a fountain pen flller.
Price by 1nail, postpaid , 12c. each.
H. _.. . .t.,.-,.......~G, 1615 Centre St., B,klyn, N. Y.

THE PHANTOM FINGER.
As these fingers are cast in
moulds ·jn which a person·~ fingers have been encased. they are
a lifelike .model of the same. The
finger can be made to pass
th rou gh a person's hat or coat
without injury to the hat or garment. It appears to be your own
finger. A perfect illusion.
Price,
15c.; 2 for 25c., postpaid.
WOLFF KOVELTY CO., 29 W. 26th St., N. Y.

4

TRICK COIN
HOLDER. The
coin holde r is attached to a rlnr,
n1ade so as to flt
anyone's fin g e r.
The holder clasps
tightly a 25c. plece.
When the ring Is
placed on the finger With the coin showing on
the palm of the hand and offered In change It
cannot be picked up. A nice way to ttp people.
Price by ma11, postpaid, 10c. each,
WOLl,' I,' NOVELTY CO., 29 W. 26th St., N, :t.

TUE !IIAGNETIO TOi.
A

handeome

metal,

hirih!y 1nagnetized toy.
A horseshoe and a spiral

wire
furnished
with
ench top.
When spun
next to the wires, they
make the most surprising movements.
You
can make wires of different shapes and get
the most pcc~liar effects. Price, 5c., post ...
vaid.
H. F. LA..L"'<G, 1815 Centre S t., B'klyn, N.' Y.

1117ITATION CUT FINGER.
A card board finger,
carefully
bandaged
with l!nen, an<l the
side :ind
end are
blood-stained. When
you slip 1t on your
finger and show it to
your
friends,
just
give a groan or two,
nu se it up, and pull
a. look of pain. You will get nothing but
nympathy until you givP. them the laugh.
Then duck! Price, l0c. , postpaid.
WOLF}' NOVELTY CO., 29 W. ~6th St., N. Y.

PIN l\!OlJSE.
It is made or cast metal and
has the exact color, shape and
size of a live mouse. Pinned on
your or somebody else's clothes,
will have a startling effect upon
the spectators.
The screamin,.,.
fun had by thls little novel ty, especially tn th';,
presence or lad ies, fs more than can be imagin ed. If a cat happens to be there, there·,
no other tun to be compared with it.
Price, 10c. es.ch by mail, poatpatd; 3 for Z5c.
FR.'l.....~li SMITH, 383 Lenox Ave., N . Y.
WINDOW SMASJIERS.
The greatest sensation, just
from Paris. A most wonderful etrect or a emashing,
breaking, talltng pane or
glaes. It will electrify everybt'>d.y. When you come home.
., lam the door shut and at
the same time thro"• the
discs to the floor. Every pane of glass Jn the
house wtll at once seem to have been shatpr;~:.~· by ma11, postpaid, 3oc., a aet
WOLFI,' NOV1<:LTY CO., 29 W . 26th St., N. Y.

~r:ix

'.l'JIE SURPRISE FOUNTAJJS l"EN

·ed!ffuiiti%\fl

gr:-ate~rel~erl~f t~~
looks just like a gen•

etfh!i\Rft'-4Pf¥ ft1ni~~,~~nt~~naf.:~.h1!~!

the joke comes in . It
you take orr. the cover, a. nice, ripe, juicy
lemon appears.
Then you give the friend
you lend it to the merry "hn.-ha."
You
mi ght call it an everlas ting joke because you
can use it over and over again.
Price, by
ma11, postpaid, 10c.
H. l>'. LANG, 1815 Centre St., B'l.tlyn, N. Y,

l'U.RSE
One ot the most fn ..
nocent - looking littl"
pocketbooks you evP.r
saw. Hand ft to you r
friend, and tell hhn to
help himse!C.
As he
u nfastens the button
a spring insu;le co.uses
the purse to tty open.
sending seYeral coins up In the air before his
astonished gaze.
Thls js a rea l fun maker.
You cannot afford to be '\\'lthout one.
Price, 25c . each, by m atl. postpaid.
C. BEHR, lllO W. 62d St., New York City.

WE WANT YOU
TO READ

''Moving Picture Stories''
AWeekly Magazirie devoted to Pho1oplays and Players

Absolutely the finest little publlc~tion on the news-stands
I

~PRICE 5 CENTS A COPY-.J
ISSUED EVERY FRIDAY
BEAUTIFUL COLORED COVER DESICNS
New portraits of actors and actresses every w~ek

THIRTY-TWO PAGEe
FINE HALF-TONE FRONTISPIECES
Got a copy of this weekly mag<1zlne and see what It Is

EVERY NUMBER CONTAINS

Six Gripping Storlea, based on the latest and best Hlm!,, each profusely illustrated with flne half-tones of scenes in the
plays.
Photographs and Biographies of the most celebrated Photoplay actors and actresses.
Special Articles relating to :\loving Pictures, written by the greatest authorities in the fllm tiusiness.
News Notes from the studios about the doings of everybody of prominence connected with the Photo'plays.
Scenario Hints and the names of all the companies \\'ho may buy the plays you \\'l'ite.
Pc,ems, Jingles, Jests and e1·ery bright feature calculated to interest both young and old.
GET A COPY NOW from your newsdealer, or sen<! us 5 cent~ in money or post:i.gE) starups, and we wlll mall
you the latest uumher issued.

FRANK
168 West 23d Street

TOUSEY, Publisher
New York

-

LATEST ISSUES-

630 Young Wild West's Th r ee Shot•· or Arletta and the ltattlesoukes
631 Young Wlld West and the "Sky P!lot; ;" o r, Tbe ltupers ur J;{ uu"b
0

and-Ready Hancb.
632 Young W ild West' s Lucky Drop; or, Arletta and tlle uut1awa
633 Young Wlld West's Wlld West Shot;; or. Caugh t lo tbe European
War.
634 Young Wild West and tbe Kaiser; or, Tbe Big Show lo Ber!l o .
635 YoF:Jnu!1.ld Wes t Under Fire: or, Skirmishing on tbe F r ench
636 Young Wild
Gratitude.
637 Young Wlld
General.
638 Young Wild
639 Young Wild
American.
640 Young Wild
641 Young Wild
Hindoos.
64 2 Young Wi ld
Town.
643 Young W t! d
6 44 Young Wild
the Ruins
645 Young \\'ild
646 Young Wild
647 Young Wild
648 Young Wild
G49 Young Wild
Town .
650 Young WIid
Young
Wild
651

Wes t Helping tbe Red Cross: or, Tbe Cr ow n Prince's
West and tbe Ser vlao; or. The Shot That Saved a
West's Ne u trality; or , Accused by Ger mans an d Allies .
West and tbe F r encb Spy: or, Tbe Hono r ot a n
West at tbe Forts: or. Outwitting a Russian Captain
West and the Sharpshooters: or. Ar letta a n d t b e
West a t the F!oc,ded T r ench e s : or. Saving a Bel g ian
W est Along the Yser: or . A rl etta·s Wonderfu l S h ot .
W est and General \ 'on K ln<" k : or. ~-be T reusure or

652 Youn~ Wild West and the Detective; or, T h e Red Rid.ere of t be
Range.
653 Young Wild West at the Stake; or, The J ealou sy of Arletta
654 Young Wild \Yest·s l\erve; or, The Nine Golden 13ullets.
655 Young Wild \Yest and the Tenderfoot; or, A l\ew Yorke r in the
W est.
656 Young Wild West's Triumph: or, Winning Against Great Odds
657 Young \\'lid West's St r ategy; or, The Comanche Chief's l.nst
Raid .
658 Young \\' lid Wes't's Grit: or, The Ghost of G u ant let Guieb.
659 Young Wild W est's Big Day: or. Th e Double Wedding at \\' eston
H60 YounJ? Wild \Yest's Great Scheme: o r. The Hulldlng of a Hail roa d
661 Yosfo~e~V[f?.e~i~t and the Train Robbers; o r . Tbe Hunt for tbe

662 Young Wild West on Bis Mettle: or, Four Against Twenty.
663
G64
665
666

667

668
669
670

671
West's Luck: or, St r iking It Rieb at tbe l-li l! s.
\\'est·s Victo r y; or, The Road Agents l.nst H old Cp 672
West's P luck: o r , Bound to Beat the " Bad" .\len 673
West's Best Shot: or, The Rescue of Arletta.
West at Devil Creek : or, Helping to Boom a New 674

675
676

\\'est's Surprise: or, Tbe I ndian Chief's Legacy .
West ~l issing; or, Saved By an Indian Princess.

Young Wild West' s Ranch: or. The Ren egades of Hlley's Hon.
Young WIid West on tbe Trail; or, Outwlttl::ig the Hedskins.
Young WIid W e st's Bargain; or, A Red Mon With a White Heart.
Young Wild West's Va cation: or, A Lively Time at Roa r ing Ranch .
Young Wild West on His Muscle: or, Fighting With c'\ature'a
Weapons.
Young Wild West's Mistake: or. Losinl? a Hundred Thousa n d
Young Wild West In Deadwood: or, The Terror of Tape r 'fop.
You ng Wild \Yest's Close Call ; or, The Raiders ot Rawhide Ridge.
Young Wild West '!'rapped; or, 'l'be Net '.fhat W ould c'\ot D old
Hlm.
Young WIid West's Election ; or, A Mayor at Twenty .
Young Wild West and the Cattle Th ieves; or, Breaking up a
" Bad Gang.''
Young Wild W est's ::lfascot: or, 'l'!le Dog That Wante d a M astl'r.
Yo u ng Wild W est's Challenge; o r, A Combinat ion Bard to Beat.
Young W ild West and the Hancb Queen; or, Rounding up thP
Cattle . Ropers.

For sale by all newsdealers, ,or will be sent to a ny address on receipt

or price, 6 cents per cop y, ID

FRANK TOUSEY, Publisher,

m oney or postage sta m ps.

ov

168 West 23d St., New York.

IF YOU WANT ANY 'BACK NUM'BERS
o! our wee klies a nd cannot procu re t hem !rom newsdealers, t h ey can be obta in ed from t h is office dlrect. Write out and
fill In yo ur Orde r a n d send It to us witr. t h e ·pr!ce of the week lies you want and we will send !hem t o yo u by ret urn mall
POS TAGE ST AMPS TA K EN T H E SAME AS MONE Y.

FRANK TOUSEY, Publisher,

168 West 23d St., New York.

No. 46. H OW TO MAK E AND USE E L EC-

also valuable recipes tor diseases pecullar to
the horse.
No. 48. H OW T O B UI LD A N D , SA Ii.

ens.
No. QS. H OW T O B ECOME A NAVAL
CADET.- Complete Instru cti ons of how to gain

Fully Illustrated.
No. ~9. H OW TO D EB ATE.-Glvlng rules

sketch, and e\'erythlng a boy should know to
become an officer In the United States :-lavy.

questions for discussi o n, and the best sour ces
for procuring information on the que st10 n

By Lu Senarens.
No. 64. H O \V T O l\l A I{E
l\l ACH J NES.-Conta lnlng full

ELECT RI CA L
directions for

BJ
Fu1Jy tl1ustrated.
No. 74. HOW
TO
W RITE
LETTE R!!
CO RR ECTLY.-Containlng
full
tn1tructton1
for writing letters on almost any 1ubject ;
also ru1ea tor punctuation and compositio n.
1
w l~1:,. s~:.c!HO\V ~i>r~ECO~I E A CON J UR E R
-Containing tricks with
Dominoes,
Dice,
Cups and Balls, Hats, etc. Embracing thirty•
six Illustrations. By A. Anderson.
No. 76. H OW TO TELL F ORTUNES B\'
T H E H AND.-Contalnlng rule• for telllng ror·
tunes by the a id or !Ines or the h and, or
the secret of palm istry.
Also the aecret o r
telling !uture events by a id of moles, murka.
scars, etc. Illustrated.
No. 77. H OW T O D O F ORT Y TRI C K !!
WITH CA RDS.-Contalnlng deceptive Card
Tricks as performed by leading conjurers and
magicians.
Arranged tor home amusement.
Fully illustrat ed.

gl";i: 50. H OW TO STUFF BIRDS AND A.N11\I AL S.-A valuable book, giving Instructions

;r,ank~:;,~ •. el;~~rl;:~n;'~~~~~e~oy~n~~c~linwocrt~~
by electricity. By R. A. R. Bennet. Fully

-~~;,ta\~'1nt~Wc~p1~:! '1:i1:s~r~~ ~~ Kor~~i
mysteries of Magic and Sleight-of-Hand, t o-

t n collecting, preparing, mounting and
aervlng birds. animals and insec ts.

tllu!ltrated.
No. 65. l\lULDOON ' S

gether with many wonderfu l experiment&. By
A. Anderson.
Illustrated.

TRICJTY .-A

desc ripti o n

of

the

wonderful

uses of electricity and electro magnetism: to-

R A l'H E R .-Contalnlng useful Informat ion re·

garclin!l the Camera and h o w to work tt : also

how

t o make Photographic Magi c

Lantern

gether with full instructions for making Elect r ic Toys, Batteries, etc.
By George Trebe1.
Containing over flfty lllustraA. M .. M. D.

Slides and other Transpare ncies. Handsomely
illustrated.
J\~o. 62. HOW T O B ECOME A \1'EST

lloN~'.

f o~!~;~

47.

H OW

TO

BRE AK, RIDE

AND

DRIVE A H ORSE.-A complete treatise on
t h e horse. Describing the most u1etul hors es
tor business, the best horses tor the r oad;

CANOES.-A handy b ook for boys, contain tng rull directions to r constructing canoes and
t he most popular manher of sailtng them.

tor conducting debates, outlines for debat ~s.

N o.

51.

HO W

TO

DO

TR I CKS

pre•

WI T H

C ARDS .-Containing explanations of th e gen·
eral principle• of sleight-of-hand applicable
t o ca r d tricks•, ot card tricks with or~lfnary
car ds, and not requiring sletght-ot-hand; of

1

R.dmiss lon to th e Annapolis Ka,·al A cade my.
Also containjng the course of lnstruc·tion. d e s cd ption of grounds and buildings, hist o rical

JO J{ES. - The

most

original Joke book ever published, and It Is

brimful of ,-..·it and humor.
It c·ontalns a
large collection of songs, jokes. conund rums,
etc., ot Terrence Muldoo n, th e great wit, hu·
morlst, and practical Joker of th e day.

tr icks Involving sleight-of-hand, or the use

PLtY

a~ ~~:~~~~ co~~.~~T-si:ci'J.'~~!m~i::

tlons. Duties. Starr o f Ofth.·e rs. Post Guard. PoUce Regulations . Fire Department, and al1 a
hoy sh o uld know to be a cadet. By Lu Senar -

No.

66 ,

H OW

TO

DO

Pl'ZZ L ES.-Con-

ofNi.ec~ai.ly J()e~ar,ri
i~¼;'S.~Giving
the rules and full directions for playing
Euchre, Cribbage, Casino, Forty-Five, Roun ce,

tainlng ove r three hundr ed Interesting puzzles
a nd conukdrt~m~i ~:fh key 0 same.
A complete boo ·
u Y
ustrate ·

cards.
No.

structi ve and highly amus ing electrical tricks.
togeth e r with illu!!trations. By A . Anderson.

Pedr o Sancho, Draw Poker, Auction Pitch,
All Fours, and many other popular games ot
38.

H O\ V T O lVRI TE LET TERS.-A

wonderful little book, telling you how to write

J

No. '37. H OW · TO
DO
E Ll :CT RJ CA L
TRI CKS.-Contalnlng a large collection of In -

No. 68. H OW TO D O CH EMI CAL T RICK S.

to your sweetheart, your rather, mother. sis-

-Containing over one hundred highly amus-

ter. brother, employer; and, In ra_ct, every-

Ing !lncl Instructive tricks with chemical&. By

body and anybody you wish to write to.

A.

No.

54.

H OW TO K EEP AN D MA:,.>AGE

An<lerson.

Handsomely Illustrated.

No. 69. H OW T O D O SLEI GHT-OF-H AND .

P E'f S.-Gi\'lng complete information _a s to the
manner and method of raising, keeping, t aming breeding, and managtn~ all kinds of pets;

-Containing ove r flfty of the latest and best
tricks used by magicians. Also containing the
secret of second sight. Fully tllustrated.

also giving full Instructions for making cages,
etc.
Fully explained by twenty-eight lllue·

:S o. 70. H OW T O MA I{E MAGI C TO YS.Containing full alrectlons for making Magic

t rations.

To y s and devices ot many kinds.

No. 55. H OW TO COLL ECT
AND COI NS.-Contaln!ng valuable

STA.\1 PS
lnforma-

trated.
Xo. 71.

H OW

TO

DO

Fully tllu a -

MEC H .iL'IJ CAL

w ith Hgu r ee and the magic of nu m ber1.
A . Anderson.

.No.

79.

H OW TO B ECOJIIE A.N ACT OR.

No.

80.

G l ' S WILLI A MS' JOK E BOOK.-

-Containing complete Instructions how t o
make up for various characters on t he s tage;
together with the duties ot the Stage Manager.
Prompter, Scenic Artist and Prope r ty Man.

fu n"~:1~~~~1e:h;r
0

~f1i:s~;r~~=~~n~~~~~otG:r ~~~
comedln.n.
Sixty-four pages; handsome colored cover, containing a halt-to n e pho t o ot

the author.
No. 8 1. H OW TO MESM E RIZ E.-Cont aln•
Ing the m ost approved methods ot mesme rism;

animal

Ing.

By Prof. Leo Hugo Koch, A.C.S. author

magnetism,

or,

magnetic

heal•

ot "How to Hypnotize," etc.
No.

82.

HOW TO DO PAL MI STRl!,-Con-

tainlng the must approved methods of read-

Ing the !Ines on the hand, together with a full

explanation of their meaning.
Also explain•
Ing ph r enology, and the key tor telling character by the bumps on the head,1 Bv Leo

Hugo Koch, A.C.S.

Fully Illustrated.

·

No. 113. H OW TO H YPN OTIZE.-Contaln•
ing valuable and instructive Info r mation reg11rdlnl!' the •cle nce or hypnc/t!sm. Also explaining the moet appro1·ed methods which

tion regarding the collecting and arranging
o! stamps and coins. Handsomely Lllustrated.

TRI Cl iS.-Contalni n g
comple t e
instructions
for performing ove r sixty Mechanical Tricks.

are employed by the leadi n g hypnotlau
t he world.
By Leo Hugo K·bch, A.C. S.

No. 66. H OW T O B ECOME A.'1 E.NGl:S EER .-Conta lnlng full Instructions how to

Fully ll !11strated.
No. 72. HOW

No. 84. H OW TO B ECOME A.V A UTH OR.
-Containi n g Information rega r ding choice ot

become a locomotive engineer; also direction s
for building a model locomotive: tOiret h er
with a f u ll description of everything an en-

'i°o

TO

DO

SIXTY

T RI CKS

\\"ITH C ARDS.-Embraclng all of t h e la t e s t
and most deceptive card t rick a, w ith illustrati o ns.
uo,v TO DO

of

subjects. the use or words and t h e manner ot
p r epa r ing and svbmltting manuscript
Al ao
cont&lnlng valuable inform a t io n aa to t h e

0
nd
gl~~-r i ~ ~u l~o\v
B E COME A PHOTOG:sf;;·a.lis.-Show!ng many T ~ ~~1~!a 'rr~! J!
~;a~:~~-c~1~:~lllty a
gene r a l compoaltlon
For sale by all newsd eale rs. or wil l be sent to a n y address on r eceipt of price, 10 cts. per co py, ur 3 t or 25 eta., In mo ney o r p ostage s t amps, by
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